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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

BEYOND CHOICE:
AN INTERSECTIONAL ANALYSIS OF
IDENTITY AND LABOR IN ONLINE SEX WORK
This intersectional project seeks to understand the complex labor, social lives, and
community building of online sex workers. Building on the work of foundational sex
work researchers, this project utilizes in-depth interviews, a survey, social media posts,
and published writing and research from online sex workers to understand how
marginalization and identity impacts participation and success in online sex work.
Providing analysis on how race, gender, class, and ability intersect in the digital sexual
marketplace, this project critiques the rise of neoliberal feminism in sex work spaces that
stems from the centering of white and otherwise privileged sex workers using the theory
of assuagement work. Furthermore, this project seeks to trouble the carceral feminist
framework of “sex work abolitionists” who have led campaigns to pass new legislation
further criminalizing direct sex work and extending this criminalization to online spaces
through theorizing the technosocial death of sex working activists and artists in digital
communities. Ultimately, this project provides an analysis on the current challenges that
sex workers face from within and outside of their communities and points toward
decriminalization as a necessary first step for liberation and an equitable future.
.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION: A GLOBAL PANDEMIC
“If privileged women were as likely to do survival sex work as they are to get an
abortion, there would be no feminist debate over decriminalizing sex work.”
--Emily Warfield
1.1

EMILY AND REBECCA

I bought my favorite coffee mug from a sex worker during the COVID-19
lockdown. After several months being entrenched in more digital fieldwork and
dissertation writing, I decided to treat myself to the mug when a sex working activist that
I follow on Twitter posted it for sale. Emily Warfield, the designer of the mug, put a
quote from a zine she had created on the side. The mug, pictured right, reads: “If
privileged women were as likely to do survival sex work as they are to get an abortion,
there would be no feminist debate over decriminalizing sex work.” Half of the proceeds
went to sex worker rights organizations and sex worker mutual aid funds, and the other
half were set aside so that Emily could buy a new computer. This mug, that I often drink
from during Zoom calls, especially meetings with administration or if I’m just feeling
sassy in general, reminds me of the many reasons why I’m doing this work.

Figure 1.1 Mug Created by Sex Working Activist Emily D. Warfield.

The COVID-19 pandemic caused economic devastation that is still rippling
throughout the world. We still don’t truly know for how long people will be impacted—
those who lost jobs, lost homes, lost loved ones. Sex workers were hit especially hard
during the shutdown. Across the United States, sex working activists lobbied for access
to relief funds and unemployment as threats of the virus lead to stay-at-home orders and
fines for gathering in public spaces. I know all of this from the amount of time I spent
with the tiny black mirror that so many of us rely on, my entire digital world, my fieldsite
enclosed into an infinite electronic device—my iPhone. As lockdown restrictions
increased, I channeled my uncertainty into my research. I was teaching online classes at
the time and just moved in with my partner. We were navigating a very different world
than either of us had expected. Just a few weeks into March 2020, my partner came down
with COVID. Those were the longest and scariest three weeks of my life. There were no
tests yet and all the Health Department would advise us to do was monitor his symptoms
and wait. While he was quarantined to our quest room, I spent a lot of time diving into
the internet. I wanted to get all of the information I possibly could about the virus, and it
was quickly becoming my only source of connection outside of our home. Having taken a
break from Twitter for a bit (as I often need to), I decided to redownload the app and
check out my fieldsite.
It was devastating. On top of the worries of personal health and the safety of
friends and loved ones, sex workers were facing a new world online and experiencing the
repercussions of whorephobia in public policy. Sex workers, especially those previously
in person, were scrambling to figure out the shift to online. Online sex workers were
frantic about the new surge of people flooding the market and the fear that income would
become tenuous as the economy struggled and people lost their jobs. As the pandemic
continued over several months, sex workers reported losing their jobs, struggling to make
payout on their platforms, being denied unemployment and relief funds. The issues I had
been following for several years—how identity impacts experiences and earning power,
how the amount of labor is often disproportionate to actual compensation—were starker
now than ever.
The COVID-19 pandemic revealed the myriad ways that stigma and
criminalization entrap sex workers in a carceral cycle and leads to violence and,
sometimes, their death. It also brought even more people into prolonged contact with
each other in online spaces as social media and technology became our lifelines to each
other. These increased interactions brought old conflicts and tensions to the surface
within sex worker communities, sometimes increasing their visibility, and this increased
visibility renewed the sexual moral panic that had been fueling anti-trafficking activists
and anti-pornography feminists for decades. As online sex work platforms became part of
popular culture and the mainstream, they presented a convenient target for legislatures
looking to turn attention away from the fumbling of pandemic relief. Sex worker yet
again became scapegoats for powerful people in an uncertain world. COVID changed
everything for everyone, and it certainly changed my research.
I spent more time scrolling on Twitter for leisure and spent more time engaging
directly with sex working theorists and activists. I read articles and blogs by sex workers
and that is how I found Emily. Reading Emily’s work brought me to some important
realizations and foundational sex working thinkers. On her Twitter account, she talked
about how she hated sex work and would prefer to never do it again, but (and I can’t
2

begin to express how important this but is) she believed that sex work should be
decriminalized for the safety of all sex workers. Those who wanted to do it. Those who
did it reluctantly. Those who hated it but needed the money. As sex workers have been
screaming for decades now, criminalization and stigmatization do not prevent people
from becoming sex workers. Instead, they make existing in this world as a sex worker
almost impossible by making it less safe and making it extremely difficult to access
resources or transition into “vanilla” work if a sex worker decides to quit or “exit” the
industry. Sex workers have many concerns, but the top one I heard consistently in my
interviews and have seen in my fieldwork is the necessity of decriminalization and
destigmatization. Sex workers have been saying many of these things for decades, and
now it’s time for non-sex working feminists, activists, and academics to sit down and
listen. I will ask you to begin that listening with Rebecca1.
I met Rebecca, a white, disabled, queer, sex worker through my time on Switter.
We exchanged a few messages and she agreed to participate in my project. In our
interview, she spoke about the frustrations she faced as a graduate student in interactions
with her peers and her professors when the topic of sex work came up. She recounted a
story about a particular interaction that I believe sums up my approach to this project.
Here and in the other chapters, I present the long-form quotes of many of my
respondents. While I have edited the filler words and pauses for clarity and ease of
reading, I have tried to present the words of the sex workers who spoke with me in their
entirety.
Last semester, I was in a class on working with survivors of trauma, um,
and some of our supplemental readings were on sex workers and they use
the term “sex worker,” but the research they were drawing on, it was like a
30 year old study of like 20 street-based drug-using workers, but the title
was like “child sexual abuse in sex workers,” which like you would never
see this kind of like extrapolation from any other profession. You know,
like if I interviewed like 20, um, homeless drug-using social workers, and
then from there extrapolated to like all social workers, people would be
like, wait, wait, wait, you can't do that. Um, And so I was like, Oh God,
like, it feels like, it feels like a responsibility that I didn't sign up for. But
at the same time, because I do have the privilege of an education, I, I feel
like it's my responsibility to bring this into these spaces. So in order to do
that in a way that, like, I don't put myself at risk of. Being harassed out of
this program or whatever. Um, cause you know, if you really believe that
like, uh, sex workers are just doing it, cause you know, it's a trauma
reenactment compulsion and not because you know, a lot of child sexual
abuse survivors are cut off from the financial resources of their families or
have PTSD. Like I didn't, I didn’t originally start doing sex work, not as a
trauma reenactment compulsion, but as a way to try to reclaim my sense of
sexuality and I realized really fast that that wasn't gonna work. Um, but
then I was doing it because I didn't have the financial resources. Um, So I,
I was like, okay, let me bring in the perspective of someone who can speak
1

All interviewees (unless specifically requested) have been given pseudonyms).
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to this. Uh, so I asked an organizer from “Whose Corner is it Anyway?” to
come talk to our class about like, what is the relationship between trauma
and sex work? And like, how should social workers approach people who
are trading sex? Um, and I got a client to pay her to do that because sex
workers, we’re all about like paying each other for our labor and in
academic spaces, there's really this assumption that like, people will teach
you for free and I'm like, no, we should be paying them to do so, so I
made sure that she was paid for that. And, um, I think it really helped
other people in the class understand, um, you know, that sex workers are
complicated people, just like all of their other clients and that, again, it just
comes down to, you need to allow them to define for themselves what
their experiences mean. And you can't come in like, Oh, you're doing this
because you're traumatized when it's like, I'm doing this because I need
money. You're not like, you just have to let someone explain to you what's
going on. You can't assume that you know about their lives better
than they do.
1.2

MOVING PAST “CHOICE”

In 2021, the feminist movement, and honestly the world, feels like it is ripping at
the seams. At least, for a Ph.D. candidate existing within multiple types of (mostly
digital) feminist spaces, that’s how it feels. A large portion of my writing for the first
drafts of this dissertation was completed during the spring and summer of 2020 as the
country shut down and a pandemic raged on. Black Lives Matter drew national attention
after the murders of George Floyd and Breonna Taylor. J.K. Rowling was officially
“cancelled” after her latest round of transphobic tweets and sex workers entered the
policy conversation again after the passage of the EARN IT Act2. That summer felt like a
reckoning for the world, for academia, and for feminist activism and scholarship.
There have always been factions within feminism and the chasm between
academic and public feminism feels ever widening. Feminist activists and scholars have
long debated the politics of sex work and pornography, especially since the infamous
“Sex Wars3” of the 1970s and 80s. Part of my project has been revisiting historical
moments and seeking out contemporary sources of intense conflict during feminism
activism and scholarship, which left me feeling quite cynical about how feminism and the
field of gender and women’s studies moves forward. The data I have collected through

2

The “Eliminating Abusive and Rampant Neglect of Interactive Technologies Act of 2020” or “EARN IT
Act” “amends an existing federal law to force online platforms into changing how they moderate content
online by scanning and censoring more of their users’ communications” (Ruane, 2020).

3 The “Sex Wars” refers to a wide range of debates between feminists about sexuality and sexual practices,
including pornography and other forms of sex work. Feminists participating in these conversations,
protests, and debates have been given a variety of titles from those within and outside of the conflict. Those
termed “antipornography feminists,” “Radical Feminists,” and “Sex Work Exclusionary Radical
Feminists,” have since been renamed as “sex negative” feminists. Those named as “Pro-Sex Feminists,”
“Liberal Feminists,” and “Pro-Pornography Feminists” have been given the title of “sex positive” feminists.
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my survey and interviews demands a broader context, so I position my work within these
long-standing conflicts around agency, empowerment, sexuality, and intersectionality.
As sex workers will tell you, people have a lot of preconceived notions about sex
work and sex workers, specifically stereotypes about the kind of people who become sex
workers. Popular culture is rife with such problematic representations. Jokes about how
naming your daughter “Destiny” or “Chastity” means she’ll be a stripper, about “dead
hookers,” each stereotype drawing on and reifying our cultural and societal understanding
in the United States that sex workers are not only undesirable, but disposable, serving as
cautionary tales for young people of what happens when you make the “wrong choices.”
Choice, or the concept of choice is a funny thing. It carries a lot of weight in the
history of the US. Choice is part of “American exceptionalism,” our “God-given free
will” and our supposed Manifest Destiny. Choice often stands at the center of many
political and ideological debates. As I finished this research and did the bulk of my
writing for this dissertation project, choice became central to discussions about COVID19, vaccines, mask-mandates, and executive orders. Individual choices. Collective
choices. The right to choose. Pro-choice. My body, my choice.
Sex workers and sex worker rights activists constantly criticize the dichotomy that
has emerged from feminist academe. The editors of the collection $pread, featuring
articles published in one of the first sex worker led magazines, discussed the problems
that have arisen in sex worker organizing since this bond came to fruition:
But the alliance forged between sex-positive feminists and the sex worker
rights movement was sometimes problematic because it led to a culture in
which it was necessary to constantly assert one’s own autonomy, even if
that meant not speaking up about experiencing violence, coercion, or
personal difficulty with sexual shame, thus favoring those who were most
empowered (or able to pass as empowered) by their work: mostly white,
middle class, non-immigrant, cis-gender women. (Aimee, Kaiser, and Ray
2015:13)
Aimee, Kaiser, and Ray distill a very problematic side-effect of the rhetoric that has
emerged as foundational to a sex positive feminism--agency. By flattening issues within
sex work to just a matter of choice, or agency, or empowerment does exactly what sex
positive academics claimed to want to avoid by silencing sex workers, specifically those
who are more marginalized. When diving into the literature on sex work, it is amazing
how much choice stands at the heart of it4. This focus on choice--especially to subvert
narratives centering people and power and stripping marginalized peoples of all agency-4

Much of the literature on sex work focuses on the choice/coercion dichotomy—sex work is either
empowering or exploitative. Feminist philosopher Elizabeth Grosz focuses on the reclaiming of the female
body in her work Volatile Bodies. Historically, Grosz argues, women have been aligned with the body: “the
male/female opposition has been closely allied with the mind/body opposition…Patriarchal oppression in,
other words, justifies itself, at least in part, by connecting women much more closely than men to the body,
and through this identification, restricting women’s social and economic roles to (pseudo) biological terms”
(Grosz 14). Sex workers, in an inherently corporeal profession, are aligned with the body in a specifically
economic and social way, as Grosz argues. As such, they are often the targets of study and used as
examples of “fallen women” by both the religious right and some factions of feminists.
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is understandable within the larger history of scholarship. Patricia Hill Collins call for an
intersectional analysis of sex work that deals with the complexities of experience and
refuses to deny agency. She argues that Western feminism has used too many
generalizations, on both sides of the argument, in discussions of pornography and the
effects it has on people participating in the making of and the people viewing
pornography (Collins, 2004: 140). She states:
Those Black feminist intellectuals investigating sexual politics imply that
the situation is much more complicated than that advanced within Western
feminism in which ‘men oppress women’ because they are men. Such
approaches implicitly assume biological deterministic views of gender and
sexuality and offer few possibilities for change. In contrast, the
willingness of Black feminist analyses of sexual politics to embrace
intersectional paradigms provides space for human agency. (Collins, 2004:
140)
The move toward understanding the importance of free will, especially as we exist in
larger systems of oppression and power was crucial to undermining histories of
dehumanization and subordination. As sex work has become a more mainstream issue
within popular and academic discourse, issues around “choice” have taken center stage,
specifically the speculation that individual sexual liberation is the key to structural
change. Central to understanding how the method of “saying yes to sex” alone will not
undermine hierarchies, is Foucault’s understanding of the concept of “power” (Foucault
1976:157). He defines power as “the name one attributes to a complex strategic situation
in a particular society” (Foucault 1976:93). Power, then, is something that is happening to
us, as subjects, constantly. This does not mean, however, that Foucault does not leave
room for agency. On the contrary, he writes about the potential for resistance, but argues
that this occurs within force relations and allows us to “analyze mechanisms of power”
(Foucault 1976:96-7). Many scholars have called out the issues with the direction the
choice discourse has taken--toward neoliberalism and individualism. Thus, I have no
intention of relitigating the discussions of empowerment, agency, and choice that have
been at the heart of debates around sex work throughout the history of feminist activism
and theory. Several scholars have already written extensively about these differences
(Showden, 2011; Showden 2016).
I must confess, however, that originally, my entire dissertation was conceived
around the question of choice, posited as an intervention in the feminist discourse around
sex work in popular and academic spaces. As I immersed myself more in the sex working
activist side of Twitter rather than the client-facing side I had previously done so much
fieldwork on, I began to realize that my so-called intervention was not only unnecessary,
but unwanted. Sex workers are tired of the public discourse around empowerment. They
are tired of portraying the image of the “happy hooker” and tired of being forced to exist
in the choice/coercion dichotomy. I know they are tired because they said so. They have
been saying so, and yet, in all my years of reading feminist theory and case studies about
agency in course work, never once had I read an essay or article by an actual sex worker.
So, what began as a project about the emotional labor of sex workers and
questions of feminism and choice, quickly became about something different, something
6

more--communities. I don’t mean this in a “let’s hold hands and sing in a circle” type of
community or in a “sex workers are a monolith” type of community. My research instead
led me to a vast expanse of communities in digital spaces existing like a network of
bubbles overlapping in some spaces and completely disparate in others. Central to each of
these social media bubbles, however, is the definition of identity, specifically as someone
engaged in the sex trade.
The Combahee River Collectively beautifully express the power of the experience
of oppression as a place to conceptualize identity: “The focusing upon our own
oppression is embodied in the concept of identity politics. We believe that the most
profound and potentially the most radical politics come directly out of our own identity,
as opposed to working to end somebody else’s oppression” (Combahee 65). Sex workers
have generally existed at the margins of society in Western colonial cultures and have
been pushed to the margins in some colonized cultures (Grant, 2021). Sex workers also
often exist in temporal and corporeal liminal spaces, both figuratively and literally. Street
workers turn corners and truck stops into storefronts. Escorts, hotels for travel and
apartments for residence cum workplace. Strippers dance in clubs with darkened
windows, often segregated to the less desirable parts of town. Camworkers and clip
models, sometimes referred to as content creators, help to build the popularity of social
media platforms just to be shadowbanned, deplatformed, and relegated to a life of selfcensoring or face being deleted forever (Hacking // Hustling, 2020; Grant, 2021). The
stigma and discrimination that sex workers face has been well-documented by decades of
scholars doing research about sex work and with sex workers (Sanders et al., 2015). Sex
workers demonstrate their creativity and resilience with every passage of new policies,
laws, and terms of service that seek to remove them from existence.
While I speak of reverence for all sex workers because of these qualities, I want to
resist and strongly caution against a monolithic view of sex workers. As academics, we
often use “community” as a shorthand for populations or collective groups of people. We
have corrected ourselves after relying on the essentialism of “the community” in favor of
“communities.” There is still something missing, however, when we deploy that word.
Kimberlé Crenshaw’s theorization of intersectionality provided a necessary complication
for “community,” and descended from a long history of Black intellectuals theorizing
how multiply marginalized people navigated their “communities” and communities in
which they were outsiders (Crenshaw, 1989). When academics deploy the word
communities, it can sometimes ring with a sense of “otherness,” further separating the
academic from their research participants and echoing the paternalistic, colonialist
rhetoric and ideologies of the white savior social scientist who crafts sentences to titillate
and entertain, further exoticizing an already marginalized group. Sex workers have been
subjected to this gaze for long enough.
Knowing this, throughout my data collection and analysis, I tried to avoid
replicating this gaze by engaging with sex workers in social media spaces. Drawing on
the feminist anthropology and the importance of feminist observation, I did my best to
immerse myself in the field and to spend more time listening that speaking. What
emerged from my research was the proof that sex workers are just as unique and ordinary
as any other group of people. Their specific positionality, however, provides a unique
standpoint through which to theorize issues of labor, the law, sexuality, identity, and
technology.
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1.3

TERMINOLOGY

Throughout my work I will use terminology that best reflects the standards set by
sex work communities and feminist sex work researchers. Beginning with the label of
“sex worker,” I have tried to stay attuned to the reality that this word does not fully
encapsulate the multitude of experiences of people who have identified with this label. As
Jasbir Puar argues:
Intersectionality demands the knowing, naming, and thus stabilizing of
identity across space and time, relying on the logic of equivalence and
analogy between various axes of identity and generating narratives of
progress that deny the fictive and performative aspects of identification:
you become an identity, yes, but also timelessness works to consolidate
the fiction of a seamless stable identity in every space” (Puar 2007:204).
Discussing the lives of people involved in the sex industry necessitates some
categorization, and specifically, doing an intersectional analysis demands a bit of
collapsing. Throughout this project, I have devoted special attention to making sure to
resist this consolidation, to leave room for the differences and the ways that identities,
including “sex worker” exist in specific spatial and temporal contexts. For example,
many sex workers and sex worker rights activists reject the term “prostitute” because of
its sexist and classist connotations instead preferring the term “full service sex worker”
(FSSW). There are many types of sex work that can fall under the umbrella term of
FSSW. Furthermore, there are many types of sex work that fall under the umbrella of
“online sex work” including camwork, clip model, phone sex worker, dominatrix, etc..
Although I will use the term “online sex worker” throughout this project, it is important
to note the differences in terms of identity, precarity, respectability, and access to
different types of online sex work. Being an online sex worker is not an universal
experience.
In the pages that follow, I use the term “online sex work” to refer to any type of
sex work that requires an online platform to sell technology-mediated services or
products including cammodels, clip models, etc. I also use the phrase “content creator,”
since that was most often used by my interviewees, and I believe, troubles the false
division between “social media influencers” and “online sex workers” that upholds
whorephobic respectability politics. I also use the term full service sex work to refer to
sex workers who engage in sexual acts with one or more partners for money that would
fall under the legal category of “prostitution.” Although some sex workers have
challenged the usefulness (and clunkiness) of this phrasing to try and separate into
specific job categories (moon, 2021), I want to make it is clear as possible that I am
attempting to refer to these types of sex work (full service and online) as separate because
my interviewees made that distinction, especially those who had participated in full
service work. I also use “direct” and “indirect” to describe sex work that involves contact
versus sex work that is somewhat mediated by technology or other means (Sanders et al.,
2016).
Within the sex worker community, people who do not participate in sex work are
often referred to as “civilians.” Originally stemming from the BDSM community, the
word “vanilla” is often used to describe jobs unrelated to sex work. It is extremely
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common for online sex workers to have “vanilla” jobs that they work in conjunction with
sex work (Bowen, 2021). I use the words “customer” and “client” interchangeably
throughout to describe people who purchase erotic products or services from online sex
workers.
There are other terms that are unique to sex working communities that stem from
their own theorizations of their experiences. Where possible, I provide citations for the
original definitions of these terms and situate them within the larger history of sex
working intellectuals and theorists. I have also provided a Glossary in the appendices to
define words or phrases that may be uncommon to those with limited exposure to the
world of online sex work. I do not define all terms, however, especially some of those
used in my interview excerpts. Keeping some terminology closed is important to
maintaining the privacy and safety of sex worker-only spaces as they are continually
encroached upon by non-sex working clients, activists, journalists, and academics.

1.4

FEMINIST ETHNOGRAPHY

I frame each chapter and some subsections with stories from sex workers I’ve
spoken to during my research. I do this for a few reasons: (1) to center sex worker voices
in discussions about their lives, experiences, and labor, (2) to center the experiences of
marginalized sex workers in a field that has historically focused on white, cis, abled, thin,
women sex workers, and (3) to provide what I hope is a more accessible vision for
ethnography and academic work more broadly. This project is not an “intervention,” in
the traditional sense that I have identified a gap in the literature. Instead, this project
follows in the tradition of feminist ethnographers and academics such as Teela Sanders,
Mireille Miller-Young, Angela Jones, Heather Berg, and Wendy Chapkis and their
outright refusal of the often-exploitative model of academic research that continues to
position the academic as gatekeeper to legitimate knowledge, that makes us complicit in a
cycle of deciding which stories are valuable, which voices matter, and which experiences
are valid.
Just because there is no article published in peer-reviewed journals or books
published by academic presses that raise the specific issues in these chapters, does not
mean there is a “gap” academics should fill.
My interviewees instead speak to larger issues of power and privilege that have
closed sex workers out of the academy, punishing them for disclosing their sex worker
histories5 (Knox, 2014), refusing to fund their research6 (Jones, 2020), exploiting sex
working communities for professional and personal gain, and a historical aversion to

5

In 2014, Miriam Weeks (formerly known as Belle Knox) was doxed to her college, Duke University,
who withdrew all of her financial aid upon the release of her sex worker status to the media.

6

In one of the appendices to her work, Camming, Jones discusses the difficulties of accessing funding for
social science research about sex work unless it focused on public health and HIV interventions or utilizes a
stigmatizing framework. Dr. Jones and I have exchanged our similar research trajectories on Twitter, along
with other sex work researchers who noted being shut out of funding in the United States.
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compensating sex workers for their intellectual labor7. Sex workers theorize their own
experiences all the time. In articles, in blogs, through art, on podcasts, in Twitter threads,
in community spaces, and more. In the pages that follow, I do my best to practice radical
citation politics. I have tried to track down original sources for any of the theorization of
sex work and sex worker experiences that are not my own. In doing this I’m not trying to
downplay my research or my contribution. I conducted many interviews, did multiple
surveys, spent hours on digital fieldwork, compiled and coded and analyzed data. I
funded much of my research myself and went into significant debt, unable to secure
funding for this project. I made missteps and was called in. I made missteps and was
publicly called out. And after six years of research and work, I am proud of the breadth of
perspectives, experiences, and stories I have collected here. While this project is in no
way a complete look at the history of sex work or sex workers, I do believe that it is
unique in bringing all these sources together in one place, in one document. Here I
attempt to complicate the monolith of public perception of and popular representation of
the “sex worker” as a monolithic cautionary tale, to explore different sex working
communities, and to understand sex worker cultures as technology and social media
simultaneously create insular worlds and somehow brings disparate people together
through the algorithm.
1.4.1

Interviews

Although I engage with many theoretical frameworks from across disciplines
throughout this project, the theories and concepts that emerged in my analysis stemmed
directly from the stories of my interviewees and their own theorizations about their lives,
experiences, and labor. Because of this, the excerpts from the interviews I’ve chosen are
often long-form and uninterrupted. Rhetorical analysis is a crucial method for this
process, as the scholars McClish and Bacon argue, and is often overlooked in standpoint
theory: “In the terms of our discipline, standpoint theorists tend to neglect the rhetoricity
of expression. In this way, they underemphasize the point that such discourse is not just a
"reflection" of one's viewpoint, but a rhetorical product consciously created and mediated
by the available means of persuasion” (McClish and Bacon, 2002; 31). Using standpoint
in rhetorical analysis then, according to the authors, means using an interrogation of the
power of discourse and language to decenter and destabilize hegemonic narratives, while
including “social and historical components of the text” (McClish and Bacon, 2002; 323). Although I provide analysis of the excerpt to demonstrate how I believe it fits into my
larger argument, I have tried my best to not replicate the harmful practices of some
academics of taking words out of context, bending quotes to fit hidden agendas, and
claiming the knowledge produced by the research participants as their own. In some
excerpts, I will underline selections that speak to larger trends that span across the
chapters of this dissertation. I also put some selections in bold that I believe are
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As my interview participant Rebecca noted in the previous excerpt: “...because sex workers, we’re all
about like paying each other for our labor and in academic spaces, there's really this assumption that like,
people will teach you for free and I'm like, no, we should be paying them to do so.”
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particularly powerful and important contributions to the field of gender and women’s
studies.
In-depth interviews offer the best and most ethical way to engage with this topic,
because it allows for sex workers to voice their own experiences, ideas, successes, and
concerns regarding the sex industry. The data from my preliminary fieldwork was
collected during 6 semi-structured interviews with self-identified online sex workers and
my fieldnotes, which documented observations of the expo, mostly focused on the
perceived interactions between sex workers and their fans/clients. The rest of my
interviews were gathered periodically between August 2020 and May 2021. I conducted
32 initial interviews and two follow-up interviews8 over Zoom9. For participation in this
research, interviewees were compensated with a $50 direct payment to cash service or a
gift card of their choice upon the completion of each interview (initial and follow-up).
Furthermore, for any Twitter threads I consulted or cited, I contact their creators for
consent and paid them for the labor of composing their thoughts recognizing the time and
labor that is often unpaid for multiply marginalized sex workers and the understandable
assumption of a right-to-privacy for social media spaces where users exist in a liminal
space between public and private.
I conducted interviews in person and online, giving me a better understanding of
how space and technological mediation impacts our communication. My Zoom
interviews took place from 2020-2021 and presented unique challenges. Technology was
often a barrier to conducting interviews that hit a flow and rhythm to allow interviewees
to open up. For two interviews my internet was so slow that only 50% had any useable
interactions. The rest is silence, interspersed with me saying “hello?,” “can you hear
me?,” “are you there?” and apologizing profusely for the issues with communication.
Scheduling interviews was mostly seamless thanks to technology. Potential interviewees
were able to sign up for times when I would be available that matched their own
schedules on Calendly. After which, I was able to send them a follow-up email, informed
consent documents, and confirm that they would be able to meet at the proposed date and
time.
Privacy and security were central to the data collection for this project10. Because
of the nature of online sex work as independent contract labor, sex workers live across
8

Due to the limited time of sex workers at my fieldsite, interviewees were recruited through a snowball
sampling method. Five of my interviewees identified as women, one as a man. All were white and between
the ages of 22 and 28. All interviewees were compensated for their time, since the time they spent
interviewing with me was time they could have spent with potential fans and/or clients.
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All online interviews were conducted through Zoom and recorded through audio recording on
QuickTime. My research protocol was reviewed and approved by the University of Kentucky Office of
Research Integrity and IRB. All of my interviewees were given approved informed consent documents that
discussed the goals and scope of my project. At the beginning of each recorded interview, I reviewed the
consent document, discussed potential for the publication of collected data, and recorded verbal consent
before proceeding with my interviews. All participants were compensated for their participation in this
project.
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All research participants were assigned codenames for the purpose of this study and all potential
published findings. Additionally, all audio and subsequent transcripts are secured on an encrypted external
hard drive.
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the United States made online interviews not only the most effective method, but the
most confidential. A researcher showing up in a small town could have possibly raised
questions for a sex worker who isn't "out" to those in their day-to-day lives. An online
interview, in contrast, provided both flexibility and confidentiality for the interview
subjects. Meeting on Zoom also provided me with a look into the workspace of my
interviewees. Most of them took my calls in the same space they would their clients,
offering an interesting sense of intimacy in the way that most webcams do, by
complicating and blurring the lines between the private and public.
Although I began with a set theoretical framework in mind, my conversations
quickly revealed the need for a grounded theory. Any theorization of sex work that does
not come from the words of actual sex workers cannot be considered ethical or feminist.
As such, my codes emerged directly from my data. I transcribed and coded all my
interviews, my short answer survey responses, collected writings by sex workers, and my
anonymized screenshots from Twitter. It was during this process that I realized I needed
to lean more into the data and trust sex workers to speak for themselves. Codes differed
starkly among white sex workers and BIPOC sex workers, which shifted the focus of this
project11. Although many of the policies and issues regarding criminalization, stigma, and
discrimination impact all people who trade sex, sex workers with other marginalized
identities are impacted the most.
Part of self-reflexive research means admitting mistakes, correcting any harm, and
being honest with other researchers to mitigate any similar errors by future researchers. I
have stumbled many times during this project. Over the past six years, I have been faced
with ethical dilemmas and personal challenges that greatly impacted my work and forced
me to grapple with the concept of feminist ethnographic research. Scholars have written
extensively about the importance of keeping feminist ethics at the center of the research
process throughout the project design and data collection, especially when utilizing new
technologies and when researching vulnerable populations (Ward, 1999; Bober, 2004;
Alderson & Morrow, 2011; Bell, 2014). I model my research then after scholars who are
transparent in their work with their research design and who address the specific
difficulties of working with sex work communities to produce research (Chapkis, 1997;
Sanders, 2004; Róisín and Gill, 2010; Voss, 2012; Miller-Young, 2014).
Grounded in the interdisciplinary tradition of gender and women’s studies, this
project has necessitated the use of theoretical lenses and methods from anthropology,
sociology, rhetoric, geography, and history. This work demonstrates the need for more
interdisciplinary research with marginalized communities, specifically strategies that
combine the best parts of sociology, anthropology, literature, and history to understand
the full complexity of even the smallest snippets of the sex worker experience. By
understanding and communicating both the stratification of sex worker communities and
the cultural norms, I hope that this work provides a compelling argument for
destigmatization for sex workers, decriminalization of sex worker, and the passage of
anti-discrimination legislation. Such legislation is vital to the safety of all sex workers,
especially to protect them from those people who are resigned to never facing their own
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I transcribed the preliminary and main interviews using the Descript software. I transcribed my field
notes in Microsoft Word. Transcriptions were then checked for accuracy and coded using MAXQDA.
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hang-ups about sex and the subsequent swirl of whorephobia and misogyny underlying
anti-sex worker and anti-pornography talking points.
1.4.2

Survey

Hesse-Biber writes that “qualitatively driven research approaches can benefit
from mixing methods to enhance the validity of their qualitative findings…” (FRP 364).
Examining a case study on sex work, they argue that “Katsulis’s mixed methods research
yields several advantages…her integrated analysis brings several sets of data into
dialogue with each other in a way that sheds lights on macro-level social patterns as well
as individual experiences” (375). My survey, modeled after Sanders’ survey of 240
online sex workers in the United Kingdom (2014), was distributed online in April of
2020. This survey served three main goals for this research, to (1) gather demographic
data about the online sex worker population, (2) determine which platforms were used the
most and where sex workers spent the bulk of their labor hours, and (3) find potential
interviewees.
There are many ethical questions when considering the use of survey data,
especially of surveys that combine both quantitative and qualitative information.
Specifically, there are disadvantages to both data collection and interpretation (Miner and
Jayarante, 2014). However, surveys do provide many advantages including allowing for a
wider sample size when collecting demographic information and for finding potential
interviewees (Miner Jayarante, 2014). My survey was intentionally short to incentivize
the completion of the survey and to make sure that my survey-takers are compensated for
the time they could have spent working and because previous research has pointed to the
importance of this for gathering data (Dillman, Smyth, and Christian, 2008). Respondents
were entered into one drawing for a $50 Amazon gift card12 for every 100 people who
completed the survey.
I utilized a snowball sampling method by disseminating my survey among my
interviewees from my preliminary fieldwork who consented to being contacted again and
asking them to share among their networks if they felt comfortable. I also contacted
prominent online sex workers through Direct Messaging on Twitter when a university
approved advertisement and recruitment message to disseminate on their own Twitter
accounts. I have also taken precautions to ensure that survey data is kept private and to
make sure that, like in previous studies, I can use technology to make sure information is
secure and that participants can keep their entrance in the raffle separate from their
survey responses (Syzmanski and Owens, 2009).
I had 138 respondents to my survey, which provided important context to my
interview data. However, my respondents were overwhelmingly white, which is
disproportionate to the number of BIPOC online sex workers on major platforms. As
such, the data I gathered could not be used to generalize about all online sex workers, but
it does provide information on white online sex workers, which ended up being a central
12

Because many financial platforms, such as Paypal, Venmo, Circle, etc. have a history of freezing sex
worker accounts and not giving sex workers their money, many online sex workers prefer to avoid these
methods of payment in favor of a giftcard that can be used for personal or work related expenses.
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issue in this project. Below is a word cloud of the top 30 words that online sex workers
used to describe the parts of online sex work they enjoyed the most and the least.

Figure 1.2 Words and phrases most often mentioned in the open-ended questions
1.4.3

Fieldwork

I feel eyes on me as I stroll from booth to booth. Each vendor is selling
remarkably unique wares. The toy expo is set up separately from the rest of the Adult
Entertainment Expo, with this portion of the four-day event meant for sex toy distributors
rather than the packs of fans that move from the bar to the expo floor to the slot
machines, lining the walls and surveying the landscape. They remind me of hyenas, or
buzzards, or some type of scavenger that haunts our dreams because of the threat of
death that follows them. I’ve already been running the gauntlet of their lingering eyes,
their “hey baby you wanna take a picture?,” their “I love BBW’s” for two days and I am
tired. The toy expo room offers some reprieve, and I relish the opportunity for a few
moments relatively alone. The room looks like any other convention center, with displays
of brightly colored sex toys and mannequins dressed in bondage gear livening up the
space.
As I walk the perimeter of the vendor booths, I come across body pillows
depicting nude hentai style art with holes for masturbation sleeves, sinks that sit on a
pedestal modeled after living women which forces the user to rest their crotch against the
backside as they lean in to wash their hands—these booths are oddities among the
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vibrators, lubes, and enhancement pills, but what draws my attention are the seven
different booths selling what look to be hyper-realistic mannequins.
I recognize them immediately as “real dolls,” completely customizable, posable,
life-size sex dolls. After circling several of the displays, I finally work up the courage to
ask about them—how much they cost, what options there are, and finally, if I could touch
them. I placed my hand upon a shoulder of one of the dolls and quickly recoiled from the
worst case of uncanny valley that I have ever experienced. They felt so real, like my own
flesh. A group of men approached the table while I stood in my discomfort. One smacked
the ass of a doll next to me another forcefully grab the left breast, and both laughed. As
they walked away, I asked the woman working the booth if they moved. Without a word,
and a quick flick of her wrist, she slapped the fingers of one of the dolls forcing them
backward against the wrist. I sucked air through my teeth and flinched at the thought of
what that would feel like. While I tried to assuage the sinking feeling in my stomach as I
walked away by reminding myself that this wasn’t a real person, I couldn’t help but think
about how the body, the shape of the doll probably influenced how people, interacted
with it, or her.
In 2018, I travelled to Las Vegas to the Adult Entertainment Expo for preliminary
research. Each year performers, directors, and other individuals related to the adult
industry descend on the Hard Rock Hotel in Las Vegas. Tickets for the event start at $200
for access to the three days of the exhibition including access to the various ballrooms
and event spaces that were transformed into a labyrinth of tables, booths, and displays
funneling attendees through the lines of performers and studios. Fans have the option to
buy upgraded tickets for exclusive access to after-parties hosted in the hotel restaurants
and bars. The most exclusive parties, however, are hosted in the suites upstairs by studios
and companies for the biggest spenders and industry participants. I was not able to gain
access to these exclusive areas. As a researcher, however, I was able to secure press
credentials that allowed me unfettered access to the exhibition spaces, including the Toy
Expo that was off-limits to regular attendees and the plethora of programming and panels
where sex workers and sex work researchers discussed issues in the industry and related
to sex work. The exposition was divided up into more mainstream studios and online clip
and camming performers. The largest event space, an arena in the Hard Rock, was
crowded from wall to wall with individual studio performers and studio booths. In other
smaller rooms, the spaces were divided up into areas for website platforms including
camming and clip sites. The sites with the longest history and biggest customer base
(MyFreeCams on the camming side) had the largest allocated space. These spaces were
bustling all day with fans lining up to meet their favorite performers and purchase
headshots, autographs, photos, and other merchandise.
Tables varied from the most elaborate displays with posters, DVDs, and branded
decor to sparse tables with just a black tablecloth and basic printed business cards with
model websites and contact information. The ManyVids booth, for example, was
carpeted in their signature hot pink and light blue with the logo on various keychains,
hats, and tank tops. The booth was divided into a meet-and-greet section, a lounge area
where performers were dancing, laughing, talking amongst themselves, and engaging
with each other provocatively--spanking each other, grinding their bodies together to the
music flooding the space, and interacting with current and potential fans. The booth also
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contained several laptop computers setup with cameras and ring lights to create a mobile
camming experience. Models streamed on ManyVids Live during the expo and interacted
with fans from around the world who couldn’t attend the expo in person. Like at most
booths, fans could line up to take photos with their arms around their favorite performer,
pressing their bodies into them. As I will discuss later, spaces like the AEE, blur the lines
of consent, intimacy, and access, creating the potential for boundaries to be crossed and
performers to be in the position to compromise their boundaries to avoid losing fans.
Like online sex work, my fieldwork also existed in a liminal space. This
liminality was consistently one of the most exhausting parts of the research process. I
conducted informal and formal online fieldwork on Tumblr and Twitter from 2016-2021.
I thought writing would be bad, but nothing quite compares to the experience of having
your fieldsite at your fingertips. Delineating where my fieldsite ended and my life outside
of work began was a challenge. Eventually I implemented specific days of the week and
scheduled time to observe on Twitter, ManyVids, and the other sites I am analyzing. For
observing sex workers, the afternoon and evening were the best times. If I checked my
timeline in the morning, it was mostly academics and some activists. There were still
times when those boundaries were difficult to maintain, however. Having the Twitter app
on my phone meant that I could pick up my site anytime--during commercial breaks, at
dinner with my friends, when my partner was trying to talk to me about his day. My
difficulty completely separating from Twitter caused more than one heated exchange.
And I only felt compelled to check Twitter for my research. I couldn’t imagine the pull of
social media if I was using it for my livelihood.
Digital anthropology has been on the rise in the past decade. Social scientists from
across disciplines have studied a multitude of topics related to the internet, social media,
digital spaces, intimacy, identity, and many more. Natasha Dow Schull’s (2012) work on
machine gambling laid the foundation for ethnographic work on the relationships
between humans, culture, and digital objects and systems (Miller and Horst, 2012).
Several have noted the difficulty of interacting and studying populations in these spaces.
Ethical debates are consistently on the forefront of these discussions. What is private
online? Is anything? Should researchers have access to all data from social media? Is
scraping data ethical? Can we draw conclusions about human behavior from how they
interact on and with the internet?
1.4.4

Ethical Issues

Throughout this process, it has been crucial to my commitment to conduct
feminist research that I consider the ethical dilemmas that could arise from my
positionality, my methods, and the research process in general. Understanding Linda
Tuhiwai Smith’s assertion that “knowledge production becomes an act of silencing as
much as an act of discovery,” I recognize my power in the role of the researcher and have
set aside a lot of time for self-reflection in every step of this process (Tuhiwai Smith
2013: 22). Tuhiwai Smith emphasizes the importance of not only collaboration between
the researcher and researched, but of self-reflexive practices to understand how your
position shapes all aspects of research, including what questions are being asked and who
(and how) is in the position to decide what questions are important. Specifically, Collins’
concept of “limited location…a concept that shows how all research is conducted from a
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standpoint of social positioning, which impacts not only the research process, but also the
social structural production of knowledge itself” has been a integral part of my research
design and my belief that all ethical research is intersectional (Collins 1990:50).
Ethnographic research has a long history of being utilized for (sometimes) oppressive
ends, but many scholars across disciplines conducting community-based and
collaborative research have made a conscientious effort to acknowledge the troubled
history and right these issues in future studies.
Intersectional work that does justice to Crenshaw’s theory and utilizes ethical
methods is an important consideration for my project. Scholars Dill and Kohlman have
written about the history of intersectionality and interdisciplinarity and how it has
influenced various fields and research. Concerning the theory and methodology, the
authors write, “Interdisciplinary research must embrace multiple methodological
approaches to capture the complexities and nuances in the lives of individuals and the
experiences of groups of people” (163). Furthermore, Hesse-Biber writes that
“qualitatively driven research approaches can benefit from mixing methods to enhance
the validity of their qualitative findings…” (Hesse-Biber 2013:364). Examining a case
study on sex work, they argue that “Katsulis’s mixed methods research yields several
advantages…her integrated analysis brings several sets of data into dialogue with each
other in a way that sheds lights on macro-level social patterns as well as individual
experiences” (Hesse-Biber 2013:375). While difficult to balance, these mixed methods
are crucial to a “sociology of sex work” framework.
In completing this project, I have utilized a critical ethnographic approach to
“write about the oppressed without becoming one of the oppressors” (Patai, 1991). My
data, gathered using a mixed-methods approach, has been collected and analyzed through
a reflexive process, where I have remained critical of the institutional academic lens that I
inherently bring to my work as a researcher trained in these traditions.
Many scholars have discussed the ethical issues inherent to conducting feminist
ethnography (Buch and Staller, 2014). Those who study sex work have also discussed the
issues of privacy and stigma that arise in studies with sex workers in various professions
(Sanders, 2004; Lewis et al 2005; Shaver, 2005; Lux, 2009; Voss, 2012). Issues of power
and exploitation are central concerns to this work (Nader, 1988; Spivak, 1988). De
Welde’s (2003) study on narrative around self-defense provides an important model for
first exploring and interrogating dominant cultural narratives before looking at the data to
find moments of subversion. Much of my work focuses on contextualizing the “hidden”
world of the sex industry and sex workers for my readers while providing an analysis that
could be deliberately misinterpreted to hurt the population I have studied (Buch and
Staller, 2014).
Questions of ethical methodological approaches are also specific to the study of
sex work and pornography. Scholars such as Kimberly Lux, F.M. Shaver, S. Lantz, and
Teela Sanders discuss the ethical dilemmas that arise through studying sex work (Shaver
2005; Lantz 2005; Lux 2009; Sanders 2011). Sex workers face a very specific form of
precarity, especially those participating in illegal avenues such as escorting and
prostitution13. Currently, one of the most stressful situations for online sex workers is
13

This is why, at least in part, that I’ve decided to focus on legal forms of, even though much of illegal
sex work is practiced through the internet.
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“doxing” or the disclosure of personal and identifying information on the internet which
puts sex workers at risk of being “outed to friends, family, or even employers who may
choose to fire the sex worker. Teela Sanders, one of the most prominent sex worker
researchers in sex work studies, has published extensively on sex work and student sex
workers. Her articles titled “On Our Own Terms: The Working Conditions of InternetBased Sex Workers in the UK” and “Students Selling Sex: Marketisation, Higher
Education and Consumption,” suggest that risk and precarity (of all kinds) are the major
concerns for sex workers, highlighting the complexity of indoor and online work, types
of sex work generally discussed as being less risky.
I model the following chapters after the work of Wendy Chapkis. Her Live Sex
Acts: Women Performing Erotic Labor uses archival research, participant observation,
and in-depth interviews in a detailed analysis of labor and sex worker perspectives in the
industry (Chapkis 1997). Using comparative transnational qualitative research, Chapkis
provides a full picture of how sex workers have conceptualized their labor during and
after the Sex Wars, how they negotiate emotional labor and marginalized positionalities,
and how they have mobilized as activists and self-advocates (Chapkis 1997). Chapkis
begins every chapter with a theoretical framing, outlining important arguments and
concepts from the literature that she then ties directly to large, unedited sections of her
interviews. She truly places sex worker voices at the center of her work by including their
explanations of their experiences sometimes separate from her own analysis. She literally
lets them speak for themselves. The framing is important however, because it is in these
sections that she outlines the major arguments for her work. I try to use this strategy of
choosing large excerpts and only editing them when necessary to ensure that the voices of
sex workers are central this project. In my interviews, sex workers did plenty of their own
theorizing about their experiences and the larger systemic issues that shape their lives, as
such, I’ve tried to step out of the way when necessary and let them speak for themselves.
Because my work is written in the tradition of public academics and my findings
have been made accessible to both sex work communities and the general public, it has
the potential to open a conversation that has been stagnant in feminist theory, activism,
and policy studies since the Sex Wars of the 80s and move research on sex work in the
US beyond the binary of choice and coercion (Amiee, Kaiser, and Ray, 2015) or agency
and empowerment (Gill, 2007), to focus on the more pressing issues identified by sex
workers themselves.
Ethical issues are at the center of this project. Academics do not often claim to be
powerful, especially those of us in disciplines that exist at the margins within our
institutions, but we must reckon with the power of our words and the social capital that
we wield. To be able to participate in debates about sex work is an inherently privileged
position. As one of the sex workers who I most look up to wrote, “If privileged women
were as likely to do survival sex work as they were to need an abortion, there would be
no feminist debate about decriminalization.” Parpart’s chapter “Choosing silence:
Rethinking voice, agency and women's empowerment” challenges “the assumption that
voice equals agency” and the dichotomy created from this assumption that labels
“silence” as “dis-empowerment” (15). She details many examples of where women’s
silences (assumed to be weakness) served as sites for not only empowerment, but change
“illustrat[ing] the power of collective silences” (21-2). Her research demonstrates the
difficulty of navigating the complicated process of providing a platform for women to
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speak, but not speaking for them—or in this case illuminating the spaces where silences
have proved powerful for women in instances where speaking out could be deadly. While
rhetorical analysis will be an integral part of my project, it is also important to reflect on
the silences that have inevitably occurred in my discussions with sex workers. Some sex
workers chose to block me on Twitter when I first messaged them, preventing any further
contact. Some interviewees provided as little detail as necessary in our interactions.
These silences highlight important moments of agency, strategy, and resistance, where
sex workers create and uphold boundaries around the research gaze and resist the
historical harm and exploitation that academics and journalists have engaged in sex
worker communities.
The road to completing this project, like most of us who take on the task of
dissertating, has been long. I’ve made many mistakes throughout my research process,
but perhaps the biggest came during my initial project design and my first attempts to
contact potential research participants. There were steps that I should have taken but
didn’t. Because I was known in the community through my alt-account, when I tried to
engage through a public academic account with little consistent engagement, I was read
as an outsider. The history of academics and researchers taking advantage of sex work
communities led to this reaction.
Although I applied for funding through grants and fellowships, my research was
funded by my teaching assistant stipend, my summer jobs, and my own forays into sex
work. I didn’t have enough money to pay all participants of my survey, which meant I
should have abandoned it, but I didn’t. I cold-messaged sex workers on Twitter, sending
them my IRB-approved recruitment message through the open DMs. Some sex workers
were very patient and kind. Some were excited to participate. Several blocked me.
Several called me out for the raffle-style compensation during a pandemic. Many quoted
me their standard hourly rate to participate. One call me a “stupid fucking bitch” and told
me to “fuck off.” A few compared me to “timewasting men” who want free labor from
them. They weren’t wrong. My inability to consider how these messages would be
perceived led me to act in invasive ways that were not ok. I apologized to all the sex
workers who messaged me about the harm of my message. When I was able to save up
the money, I paid those who had engaged in conversation with me to help guide my
research in a better direction. I don’t say this to pat myself on the back. I want to be
transparent about my mistakes, so that others can avoid them. Sex workers are people,
not an “interesting” research population and deserve all the respect given to any other
population. Even though I was able to pay all interview participants, the damage had
already been done.
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Figure 1.3 Screenshot of Twitter DM exchange where a sex worker called me out
1.4.5

Positionality

After being forced to disclose her disabled status at a rally to ensure her talk
would be taken seriously, Sophia Burns penned an exceptional piece titled “Why Suffer
for Social Justice?” In the post, Burns details the problems with positionality that arise
when only those who check “marginalized enough” boxes are allowed to speak, forcing
those who are marginalized (in ways that aren’t visible) to disclose personal information
for fear of retaliation from social justice crowds (Burns 2017). One of the issues with
research on sex work is how much of it is conducted by outsiders, researchers who have
never participated in the sex industry. As I interviewed more and more online sex
workers who disclosed their fears that their past work history would prevent them from
achieving their goals, I realized how important it is that we resist the urge to give in to
disclosure politics. There are many reasons why someone may not feel safe or
comfortable disclosing their participation in the sex industry, including the possibility
that they were working in an illegal economy. While we should be critical of all motives
of researchers who write about and study sex work, direct experience is not always
indicative of pure intentions or good motives. As such, I do not believe it is the best
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interest of anyone that I wax poetic on whether or not I have ever participated in sex
work. I would hope that the research I’ve produced, the picture I’ve tried to present as
completely as possible will speak for itself.

1.5

CHAPTER OUTLINES

Through this project I seek to understand how these issues—choice, feminist
research ethics, identity, and technology—collide within the world of online sex work,
presenting a unique perspective for finding interventions for systemic oppression and
injustice. The public (or “civilians” as they’re often called on Switter) has always had a
fascination with sex workers and recent documentaries and movies have ensured that socalled “camgirls” or “cammodels” have not escaped this particular strand of voyeurism.
Much of the focus of these current depictions is on the “sad” state of the industry-beautiful, college-aged women lured into a life of “selling their bodies” to make it in
today’s tumultuous economy. Sex workers have pushed back on this narrative, however,
as have porn studies academics and sex worker rights advocates. Following their lead,
this project is a refusal to see sex workers as a population to be pitied or saved, and
instead works to continue the feminist tradition of centering marginalized voices to
address the concerns of online sex workers and to make space within porn studies to look
at the complex issues of erotic and emotional labor conditions inherent to the profession
in late-stage capitalism.
The goal of my project is to (1) center sex worker voices and experiences as a
method to reduce the societal stigma around participation in the sex industry; (2) analyze
the ways the sex worker build and maintain social networks; (3) complicate previous
research on sex work that centers the most privileged of sex workers and articulate the
concept of “assuagement work” in which marginalized people are often required to
shoulder the burden of emotional labor for those with more privilege; (4) define and
interrogate the concept of “technosocial death”, or the ways that discrimination and
criminalization push the most vulnerable sex workers into the carceral cycle, and (5)
demonstrate the ways that sex workers provide a blueprint for radical ethics of care that
directly oppose neoliberal ideologies and capitalist logics of individualism.
This book focuses on contemporary issues in feminist theorizing of sex work and
is thus situated within the larger historical conversation surrounding pornography and sex
work in feminist activism and thought. Building off of the work of Cacho’s theory of
social death (2012), I explore what I call “technosocial death,” the unique confluence of
stigmatization, deplatforming, and censorship that sex workers existing in online spaces
experience. Because social media spaces are necessary for sex workers to maintain access
to income, build community, and mobilize for activism, deplatforming sex workers is a
unique form of structural violence (Hacking//Hustling, 2021). Sex workers are at a
unique risk for technosocial death in a world where our material bodies—our
fingerprints, faces, and DNA—are merged with our digital selves leaving us more open
to state surveillance and incarceration. If social death defines the ways that racialized
bodies cease to exist within society, then technosocial death is what happens when
vulnerable populations are banned from the technological tools increasingly necessary to
survival and marked as a separate caste to be monitored for deviant and illegal activity.
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My first chapter builds on the work of sex working activists and thinkers along
with sex work researchers who have asserted that “sex work is work.” I examine the
types of labor necessary to being successful in online sex work--emotional, care, and
fantasy--to push back on the narrative that sex workers are just “selling their bodies.” I
also explore the extra racialized labor demands on multiply marginalized sex workers.
Mirchandi’s (2003) research on emotion work concludes that little or no attention has
been paid to its racialized dimensions:
. . . the exclusion of racial analyses is symptomatic of a unidimensional
understanding of gender based on universalized conceptions of “men” and
“women” underlying many studies of emotion work. Contemporary
debates on emotion work normalize whiteness in two ways: first, through
the reliance on racially homogeneous samples in empirical studies, and
second, through the assumption that workers are, by default, white.
(Mirchandi 2003:724)
As Mirchandi notes, any intervention in the perceived whiteness of emotional labor
requires a specific focus on how race complicates these interactions and labor demands.
In chapter two, I continue this discussion of racialized labor and expand more on
the intersectional analysis of experiences in online sex work to discuss how BIPOC sex
workers navigate majority white online spaces and perform the emotional labor of
community education. The stories of multiply-marginalized sex workers reveal the ways
in which they are often burdened with a disproportionate amount of emotional labor, or
“assuagement work.” “Assuagement work,” like emotional labor, demands that multiplymarginalized peoples regulate their emotions in work-based interactions, and describes
the specific form of emotion work necessary to soothe or assuage the guilt of those in a
more privileged position, usually when they’ve been called out publicly. Using a case
study of ahegao and asianfishing, I examine how white sex workers use cultural
appropriation to build successful brands on online platforms while Asian sex workers
directly impacted by these stereotypes and subsequent fetishization and sexualized racism
struggle financially to be competitive with white sex workers.
In chapter three, I explore questions of risk and stigma in online sex work through
the experiences of disabled sex workers. Using Obourn’s theory of racialized disgender, I
explore how disabled sex workers experience online sex work from their specific
positionalities. Disabled sex workers exist at the intersection non-normative bodyminds
and sexuality and provide a unique insight into how sex workers have historically been
associated with contagion, disease, poor public health, and moral decay. Because of their
positionality, disabled sex workers also provide new imaginaries for liberatory futures
through strategies of resistance to neoliberal ideologies that rest at the heart of the recent
online sex work boom and surveillance by the state that threatens the survival of all sex
workers.
In chapter four, I explore the tensions that emerged on “Switter” during the
COVID-19 lockdown as more full service sex workers were forced indoors and to online
sex work for the first time. These interactions reveal the ways that sex workers create and
maintain community standards and group norms, as they navigate issues of neoliberalism
and the rise of “girl boss feminism” in online sex work spaces.
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In chapter five, I examine sex worker activism, art, and theorizing in the postFOSTA/SESTA era as part of the extensive history of sex worker creativity and
resiliency. As a new wave of legislation and “war against sex work” gains steam, sex
workers continue to organize and thrive in digital spaces and reject the paternalistic,
carceral feminism behind the “anti-trafficking movement” and “savior industrial
complex” that increases state surveillance and punishes the most vulnerable sex workers
for participation in survival economies.
Finally, my conclusion offers a new way forward for feminist theorizing and
research on sex work. Drawing from the suggestions of online and in-person sex workers
during our interviews, I provide specific guidelines for researchers who seek to research
sex work and sex workers. I then argue that this research can be used as evidence when
sex workers and sex worker’s rights activists advocate for legislation and policy changes
that protect sex workers as a vulnerable class and to challenge inequalities within the
broader sex industry. Sex workers are a part of our community, and as such, deserve our
respect and our commitment to allyship in their fight for justice. As the online sex
industry booms, this research is poised to make a necessary intervention in both the
academy and in public conversations of political economy, agency, feminism, and sex,
offering a new framework to address the concerns of sex workers with concrete solutions.
Table 1.1 Interview Participants (n=38)
Interview Participants (n=38)
Gender

Number

%

Cis woman

19

5050

Nonbinary

12

31.58.58

Cis man

3

7.97.9

Trans man

3

7.97.9

Trans woman

1

2.63.63

White

12

31.58.58

Black

10

26.32.32

Mixed Race

8

21.051.1

Asian

5

13.1613

Hispanic

3

7.97.9

Race
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Table 1.2 Survey Participant Demographics (n=138)
Gender

Number

%

Cis woman

104

75.36

Nonbinary

13

9.42

Cis man

6

4.35

Trans man

2

1.45

Trans woman

4

2.9

No Answer

3

2.17

Genderfluid

2

1.45

Agender

1

0.72

Two-spirit

1

0.72

Demiwoman

1

0.72

Queer

1

0.72

White

109

78.99

Black

11

7.97

Mixed Race

1

0.72

Asian

11

7.97

Hispanic

7

5.07

Indigenous American

3

2.17

Romani

1

0.72

Pacific Islander

1

0.72

Race
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Table 1.2 (continued)
Age
18-22

31

22.46

23-29

62

44.93

30-39

38

27.54

40-49

6

4.35

No answer

1

0.72

Straight

24

17.39

Gay

4

2.9

Lesbian

3

2.17

Queer

11

7.97

Bisexual

46

33.33

Pansexual

41

29.71

Demisexual

3

2.17

Heteroflexible

3

2.17

No Answer

2

1.45

Sexuality
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CHAPTER 2. THE WORK IN SEX WORK
“...physical bodily fluids do not gross me out the way that misogyny and racism do…” -Nadiya

2.1

SEX ON SOCIAL MEDIA

Sex workers never sleep, or at least it appears that way while I lie awake in bed
for the untold number of nights in a row, my face bathed in the blue light of my phone
screen. My thumb moves reflexively in that motion many of us have come to associate
with boredom or killing time. I sit in this endless scroll for what feels like minutes, but in
reality, it hours. I read the quippy posts, stare at the nude photos, and click on some of the
short videos where women my age and younger engage in various sex acts in different
states of dress--a conventionally beautiful white woman with full breasts and lips spread
slightly, a statuesque black woman speaking into the camera positioned to look up at her
clad in a leather bodysuit that is mostly flesh-revealing cutouts, and so many young
women with tattoos or not, pastel-colored hair or not, fat or thin or somewhere in
between, in bondage or in latex or lace or leopard print...
I’ve been engaged in “sex work Twitter” or “Switter” since sex workers made
their transition from Tumblr to the new social media platform in 2015 (Salinas, 2018).
Because of the combination of sex workers I follow, the posts I see are varied. Many are
composed of the aforementioned explicit material, but others are mundane. They describe
difficulties paying rent, feminist rants, meals to be consumed, and as many varied topics
as you could imagine from a group of people, who outside of the stigma of their jobs, are
by all accounts “normal.” Some are mothers, some are students, some are married, some
are polyamorous, but all of them engage in some form of online sex work. Online sex
work is defined as any digitally mediated sale of erotic goods or services, and includes,
but is not limited to, cam work, clip production, sexting, selling panties, private video
chats, etc. The options are seemingly boundless, limited only by one’s imagination and
wallet.
In the past decade, platforms for selling and purchasing these erotic goods and
services have proliferated. Much of the erotic and nude content posted to Switter by sex
workers are personalized advertisements for these platforms, directing the potential
consumer to webpages promising a unique sexual experience, all of which are legal.
Defining “abstract sex,” Luciana Parisi writes, “In the age of cybernetics, sex is no longer
a private act practiced between the walls of the bedroom. In particular, human sex no
longer seems to involve the set of social and cultural codes that used to characterize
sexual identity and reproductive coupling” (2004). Contemporary industry giants like
ManyVids and Clips4Sale offer independently produced amateur pornography clips that
run from one minute to thirty. Sites like Niteflirt and SexPanther offer phone sex and text
messaging (or “sexting”) with sex workers to suit any niche fetish or “type,” and
MyFreeCams and Chaturbate offer small windows into the lives of ordinary strangers as
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they perform live sex acts, play interactive games, or simply chat with loyal fans and
“lurkers”14 for tips.
Sex work has always been part of illegal and underground economies (Harris,
2016), the very definition of a “hustle,” but has become a large part of the digital gig
economy as new sites, new forms of privacy, and ease of access have coalesced to make
participation in sex work available to anyone with an internet connection and a webcam
or smart phone. Pornography especially has always been on the forefront of technological
advances. Mainstream companies changed the game when they moved from theaters to
VHS and again when they made the jump from DVDs to the internet, and while
mainstream pornography ruled the internet for several decades, pirating and free porn
sites have shifted the content demanded by consumers from a high production value to
“amateur,” that is, scenes featuring “real” people often made at home. Much like Amazon
Prime, Instacart, DoorDash, or any variety of services that provide convenience and
almost instant gratification, digital sex work platforms afford customers the ability to
engage in their specific fantasies without leaving their own home. Online sex workers
and the production of their independent clips fits the gap created by these phenomena.
Like most jobs operated through an app in the gig economy, anyone, above the
age of 18, can create an account on these platforms, provide a picture of their photo ID
and begin selling content as soon as the same day. Platforms usually refer to the sex
workers using their sites as models, a term which I will use when referring to online sex
workers on these sites, specifically. Social media spaces, like Twitter, TikTok, and
Instagram, provide places for community, in effect, becoming digital water coolers where
sex workers can gather to provide advice, posit questions, complain about their bosses
and clients, and build important connections and friendships. Veteran sex workers--those
in the industry long enough to establish a following, usually at least a couple of years-publish their tips and “newbie” guides or “FAQs,” so that those just starting out can find
resources and information for everything from the types of webcams best for
camming/recording video to scrubbing metadata from photos and videos to aid in privacy
and safety. New sex workers can also watch tutorials on how to create advertisements
and can purchase one-on-one video chats with some of the more successful veteran sex
workers to learn their “Tips and Tricks.” Sex workers also openly tweet about platforms,
criticizing those they see as promoting unfair labor practices in the form of bad payouts15
or contests that reward only the top earning models.
Most online sex workers diversify their earning power by creating profiles on
many, if not all, of these platforms. Models also diversify their content and services by
offering a range of “clips” (short amateur pornography that can feature simulated sex
acts, masturbation, couples, fantasy, cosplay, fetishes, etc.), subscriptions that give clients
unlimited access to all past and future videos and photos released on the site,
subscriptions or “lifetime access” to private Snapchat accounts where sex workers post
14 A colloquial term used to refer to people who watch camming streams without any intention to tip or pay
the cam performer.
15 “Payout” refers to the minimum amount of money that a sex worker needed to earn on a platform in
order for the site to send the money to their account. It also refers to the cut, or percentage that the platform
takes of the model’s earnings. More established sites, like Niteflirt, payout everyday, but take up to 50% of
earnings. ManyVids has a payout minimum of $150 and takes a 30% cut from all models.
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content ranging from masturbation to promo codes to behind-the-scenes videos, private
video sessions, sexting subscriptions, and erotic goods (used panties, shoes, care
packages, etc.). Some models also offer custom content that often comes with a hefty
price tag to reflect the time commitment to creating an usually specialized and
personalized video that may not have much resale value.
Some platforms are known for catering more to fetishes with domination-financial, humiliation, femdom, etc.--being the biggest fetish market followed by identity
fetishes--body size, ethnicity, age, etc. Models curate personas and content to suit the
client base of each one, ensuring that they cultivate a following of fans who are not only
supportive through their online messages and posts of devotion, but with their wallets.
For the top earners, securing this base helps the models to win contests where they can
get bonuses and more publicity on the platform’s main pages and social media accounts.
It also provides a sense of security in an industry where precarity is one of the biggest
concerns (Day 2007; Sanders, 2011).
Building this base is no easy task, however. In my research, I found that many
online sex workers maintain a rigorous work schedule that includes a hefty load of
emotional labor such as interacting with fans on social media services like Twitter and
Snapchat, discussing potential custom content with clients, and interacting with fans realtime in chat sessions. Much of this labor is unpaid but is necessary to create and maintain
a group of loyal fans who will contribute to “monthly earnings” and “payouts” across the
digital platforms.
Understanding the amount and types of labor that goes into online sex work is one
of the central goals of this project. “Sex work is work” has become a rallying cry and
theoretical framework for advocating for sex worker rights and for academic research on
the sex industry broadly (Leigh, 1997). Therefore, any research that takes sex work
seriously must reckon with this legacy, interrogate the types of labor that remain hidden
and unstudied in institutional discourses, and work to contextualize the intricacies of an
industry that is thriving and rapidly changing outside of the purview of many academic
feminists.

2.2

A PANDEMIC ECONOMY

In late April of 2020, Beyonce released a remix of the Megan Thee Stallion hit
“Savage” that rose to widespread prominence through TikTok and the “Savage
Challenge.” In the new version, Beyoncé sings: “Hips TikTok when I dance / On that
Demon Time, she might start an OnlyFans” (Knowles, 2020). Just 24 hours after the
release of the single, OnlyFans, which emerged as a heavy hitter in the independent sex
work platform race in 2019, saw a 15% spike in traffic (Osei, 2020). During these first
few months of the COVID-19 outbreak and subsequent stay-at-home orders, online sex
workers reported a boom in traffic to their sites (Felton, 2020). Stuck at home under
social-distancing and stay-at-home guidelines, more and more people turned to their
computers and webcams to not only connect with friends and family, but to make money
through online sex work (Jones, 2021; Gales, 2020). Established sex workers, those
working before the pandemic, criticized this influx of new models as people who did not
advocate for sex worker’s rights in their day-to-day lives, but were suddenly using sex
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work as way to make enough money to stay afloat during the closures. It was during this
time that my fieldwork became almost all-consuming. Sex workers started to create
TikTok accounts, using a meme about “being an accountant” as a funny way to skirt
awkward conversations about their jobs. I also watched the huge influx of Twitter
accounts for new sex workers beginning their careers on OnlyFans. With this increased
visibility of sex workers and more people spending more time online, came new waves of
whorepobia and stigmatizing insults against sex workers.
There is a particular brand of misogyny hurled at sex workers in online spaces and
in the media that relies on cognitive dissonance about the expectations of sexual access,
gender, race, and monetary value. As OnlyFans has increased in popularity, so has the
whorephobic rhetoric that dismisses online sex workers or content creators as “making
easy money,” “trashy,” “lacking self-respect,” “unfit mothers,” “child groomers,”
“supporters of human trafficking,” etc. In the year since the first round of shutdowns in
March 2020, I have watched sex workers endure these insults and more from strangers on
the internet, journalists, religious leaders, activists, and SWERFs. Women, called “pickme’s” online to reference their distancing themselves from other women for male
attention, make viral tweets about how no one wants a wife who had an OnlyFans. Even
after the #MeToo movement, women (and increasingly trans and gender non-conforming
people) are expected to endure sexual objectification in the media, as part of their jobs, or
to benefit brands or social media platforms. It isn’t until a sex worker decides to control
that objectification or fetishization, to use it for their own financial gain, that it seems to
become a problem for many. Part of “monetizing respect and access” as one interview
described it, is becoming well-versed in and practicing the skills necessary to grow a
business.
Although the basis of my research project has always been about labor,
specifically emotional labor, it was during these months and the subsequent fieldwork
and interviews that I really started to unpack all the types of labor that are specific to
online sex work and create the clearer boundaries between direct and indirect sex work.
Sex work researchers have long studied the types of erotic and emotional labor inherent
to participation in the sex industry.
In this chapter, I explore the different types of labor that are part of online sex
work. While there is some overlap in other types of sex work, I look at how technology
mediates and changes the types of labor necessary to be successful in this digital industry.
I argue that at the heart of online sex work is a combination of administrative work,
emotion work, care work, and fantasy work, all of which containing a specific set of
demands and skills that directly contradict the rhetoric of sex work as “easy money” and
online work as “fast money.” I also explore how positionality impacts the types of labor
required and how success in the online sex industry, much like all other industries under
capitalism, is not just a matter of “hard work,” but is directly tied to identity and
structures of power and privilege. I agree with Heather Berg’s (2021) assertions
surrounding the need for defenses of sex work to move past the capitalist logics of work
as what makes someone worthy. I do think it is a worthy cause, however, to speak back to
the ways that stigmatized labor has been dismissed as indicative of moral failings and a
lack of work ethic. I present the findings of this chapter to rebuke popular claims of sex
work as “easy” because it is this ideology that leads to the heart of whorephobia--
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racialized misogyny and the historical devaluing of care work or gendered labor in white
supremacist heteropatriarchal societies.

2.3

THE WORK OF ONLINE SEX WORK

For most online sex workers, every day is a workday. In my interviews, most sex
workers described detailed schedules that they had planned for their weeks. Many who
focused on camming created calendars that they posted to their social media so that
regulars and potential new clients could plan for when they would be online doing shows.
Much of the day is spent performing some type of emotional labor such as responding to
client emails or messages. Almost the entire day is devoted to “administrative work” that
includes curating, cultivating, and preserving the personal brand. Online sex workers do
everything from film new content, video chat with regulars, prepare sets and games for
live cam shows, create new advertisements, and document everything on snapchat in a
normal workday. The work of online sex work is difficult to parse out. I break their labor
into three categories--administrative, emotion, and fantasy--to better understand and to
categorize the different skills necessary to succeed in the online industry and to aid in an
intersectional analysis of labor. My interviews and survey revealed that marginalized sex
workers performed and reacted to expectations of different forms of labor differently that
sex workers who were white, thin, or able-bodied.
Being successful at online sex work requires a broad technological skillset that
would be transferable and helpful for many other jobs. Clip production requires
understanding of editing software like iMovie and Premier, as well as software that
allows for the compression of files to meet site file size restrictions. Many online sex
workers are also adept at using Photoshop and creating GIFs and clip trailers to use for
advertisement on social media. The sex industry has always been on the cutting edge of
the intersection of creativity and technology. VHS tapes changed the format from theaters
and sex stores to in-home entertainment options. If given the option of privacy, clients of
the sex industry have always flocked toward the least public and taboos options. The
internet changes the industry again providing access to many different types of clients.
Mainstream porn producers created websites, escorts were able to connect with and
screen potential clients without the help of escort services.
Camgirls were the first generation of people who blurred the lines between the
personal, political, private, and public using webcams and broadband to connect with
fans through personal livestreams. In the original use of the word, camgirls were not
associated with the sex industry or pornography. Although some of the first generation of
camgirls had sex on camera, they ran their own websites and streams without the
mediation of an online platform. Teresa Sneft utilized participant observation during her
work on camgirls for her work Camgirls: Celebrity and Community in the Age of Social
Networks (Sneft, 2008). Sneft provides a look into the lives of the first camgirls of the
late 1990s who started the model of subscription-based webcams voyeurism with some,
but limited interaction. Much like the “bodily exclusion zones” that would be later
articulated by Sanders (2005), camgirls had specific boundaries about what they would
show on their feeds and with the world. It wasn’t until the emergence of MyFreeCams in
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2004, however, that sex work as we understand it now became the understood definition
of the word “camgirl” (Jones, 2020).
Online sex work exists within murky and sometimes contradictory territory for
the state. For sex work more broadly, the distinction in the United States, and several
other countries around the world, between legal and not is the difference between a
sexual transaction with or without physical contact. Sex work can be “indirect,” focused
on sexual gratification or pleasure outside of physical touch, or “direct,” which includes
escorting and other forms of full service sex work (Sanders, 2014). Legal sex work-pornography, stripping, etc.--often falls into the category of “indirect.” Online sex work,
while often considered to be indirect because of the technological mediation, I would
argue, constitutes a hybrid model. Camworkers, for instance, perform sex acts live, if not
with other partners, then simulated using toys and “cum lube” (yes, that is what you think
it is). Like in other forms of pornography, camworkers and clip models use their bodies
to create a real sexual performance, pleasuring themselves for the unknown and unseen
viewer/consumer. Online sex work, however, relies on technology to bridge the physical
divide by using virtual spaces to create a real-time sexual experience. Instead of watching
a recording, in a camshow16, the viewer/consumer can have a face-to-face sexual
encounter, engaging with the sex worker much like a full-service interaction. Customers
can tip from a menu to request specific sex acts, can pay per minute to take the sex
worker “private,” or can negotiate a set price for a specific length of show with specific
content.
The true money-maker for many online sex workers is the “cum show.” Across
platforms and different demographics of sex workers, this is often the end goal of
camwork. Everything leading up to the “cum goal,” or specific amount of money the
camworker would like to make before orgasming, is foreplay. Some workers will do
more than one “cum show” in a session, while others focus on that as the big finale or
main event. For many camworkers, the success of their shows relies on the sustained
participation of a group of supporters who consistently tip. These clients prove their
loyalty by showing up to the camshows consistently, tipping well, and creating a
relationship with the camworker that is more friendly and intimate than one may assume.
Once these clients have created a relationship and built a sense of trust, they can be
placed in the role of “Moderator” during shows, supporting the camworker by banning
abusive viewers. Many camworkers often keep track of “leaderboards” of “highest
tippers” and hold contests where the highest tipping customer can win prize packages or
experiences exclusive to the contest such as custom videos, extended Skype sessions, or
even one-on-one in-person dates.
While there are basic guidelines and rules for conduct and content for both the
camworker and viewer on each platform, individual camworkers are also able to set rules
for their own rooms. For example, camworkers often set specific rules about how to
interact with the camworker such as (1) not “spamming” the chat, (2) not making
requests of the worker for specific content without tipping, (3) being respectful of the
camworker and other viewers, and many more. There are several types of content that
show up across tip menus ranging from “spanking,” “show[ing] feet,” and “flashing tits
16

Angela Jones, a sociologist, and former sex worker published the first comprehensive study focused on
camwork in 2021. Camming provides more information about tip menus and how camming works.
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[breasts]” to “[inserting] butt plugs, “[doing a simulated] blowjob,” and “[doing a] cum
show” (Jones, 2020).
The amount of time that goes into the production of a clip varies based on many
factors including the types of costumes and changes, the sex acts and positions, the
camera angles, the dialogue, etc. In my interviews and my distributed survey, sex
workers described a range of 2-6 hours to prepare for filming one clip. Filming itself can
take several hours to make sure dialogue is correct and to provide enough content for the
editing phase. While some sex workers have the money and space to invest in more
professional home sets, using backdrops and lightboxes, most rely on natural lighting and
their own spaces to film content, thus shortening their production window. It also
requires uninterrupted time. Something as simple as a neighbor deciding to mow, police
sirens, a dog barking outside, or construction work can ruin a clip and take the customer
out of the fantasy. Online sex work requires flexibility to work around these issues while
still producing content regularly to maintain a presence on platforms and build up a
brand.
2.3.1

Following the Money

In these cam shows, clients are expected to tip and tipping is the only way to
request specific acts such as spanking, masturbation, simulated fellatio, etc. Many models
set a “cum goal,” or the specific number of tips that they require to masturbate to orgasm
on screen. This specific goal is a feature across platforms and models and can be
supplemented with a tiered tip system or menu for clients to choose various forms of
foreplay that they want to see before the main event.
Advancements in technology in the sex toy industry changed the landscape again
in 2018 when companies Lovesense and OhMiBod released “tip controlled” vibrators
that were marketed as new interactive experience for cammodels and their clients.
Models could choose from a variety of vibrator models that could be programmed to
respond in a variety of patterns, speeds, and durations to the various sounds generated by
tipping during a live cam show. Each platform has specific bells, dings, or other sounds
that changed depending on the tip tier, or amount. These vibrators entrenched the
popularity of the “tip shower” where clients would tip in smaller amounts in rapid
succession, flooding the feed audio with an onslaught of beeps and chimes. Such
demonstrations take the phenomena of “making it rain” in a strip club to another level.
Researchers have documented this practice of showering one or multiple strippers with
showers of cash as not only a ritual of appreciation (Hanna, 2012), but of a demonstration
of status, wealth, and often an assertion of masculinity (Hunter, 2011).
For many clip models, producing custom content can be the most lucrative. Older
industry sites like Extra Lunch Money (ELM) created a space for clip models to fill
requests for videos featuring specific content at a set price. Models can field requests
from different potential clients as well. ELM is still operating, but many sex workers
have moved on to sites with bigger payouts and more traffic. Custom content requests on
this site usually focus on fetish videos for people focusing on a specific type of model,
specific behaviors and/or sexual acts, or types of personal interactions such as “KIK
chats” or “penis humiliation.” Requests change daily and prices differ based on the type
of request. ELM, like many clip sites, uses an “escrow” feature where the sex worker and
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client enter into a temporary contract that freezes the money or “credits” of the buyer to
make sure the sex worker is paid.

Figure 2.1 Clips4Sale menu of most popular fetish categories
Clips4Sale, however, one of the oldest and most consistent clip sites, does not
offer a custom video option and markets itself as an “Amateur” and “Fetish” porn site.
Clips4Sale has a consistent client base and traffic, allowing “newbie” sex workers to
create a client base by regularly updating their profiles and continuously producing new
content. “Femdom,” short for “female domination” is one of the top fetish categories on
the site. Veteran sex workers will often recommend Clips4Sale as a place for newbie
fetish workers to build a brand. One sex worker who work as a professional dominatrix
before the 2020 shutdown, found herself in an unlikely fetish category once she started
producing clips:
...somehow I have been slotted into like the giantess fetish
cat[egory]...like, for some reason (laughs) I didn't try. I think I shot like
one clip just on a one on a whim. And then all of a sudden I was getting all
of these requests and now it's like, my bestselling content is all giantess
stuff. So like that's now the stuff that I'm shooting a lot of. So I have a lot
of those guys. Um, it is a very particular fetish, um, where they want it
filmed in such a way that you look like a giant. Um, I also use, I have
these tiny, like, figurines that are sold for like, I guess people who build
models and stuff. I have these little one inch figurines that I shoot a lot of
stuff with those. So it's like, you know, me, but this little guy makes me
look a lot bigger. Um, yeah. And so for some reason that I've, no pun
intended, gotten big in that community.
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As with other industries, one of the best ways a sex worker can increase their revenue and
their research is to diversify. Many sex workers I spoke to worked on multiple platforms
offering different services to reach a variety of customers.
2.3.2 The Rise of ManyVids
While most platforms tend to have specific focus, ManyVids was revolutionary in
creating a platform that served as a “one stop shop” for clips, texting, camming, and
more. Its inclusion of a “Store” on each model page where models could offer unique
goods and services outside of the video page was the first platform to integrate a physical
marketplace for sex workers to sell used goods through the same payment processor. As
“Stores” became a more popular feature, models sold everything from used panties,
socks, and smelly shoes to body hair clippings, candy and cigars that had been inserted
into the vagina, and care packages with baked goods. Models also sell photo sets of highquality erotic images and posters of specific photos that fans can collect and display. One
sex worker, DestinyDiaz, offered “Tips and Tricks” guides and video consultations for
building a better brand and improving site traffic and sales on ManyVids. ManyVids also
offers several ways for sex workers on their site to participate in promotions and be
featured by the site. Some MV Stars are invited to the headquarters in Toronto where
they spend the weekend being photographed for MVMag, shoot some branded content in
the loft to be released on their pages, and participate in interviews for MV social media.
In recent years, the largest booths on the expo floor have shifted from large production
companies and mainstream models to cam and clip sites.
ManyVids became one of the fastest growing clipsites in 2014 and continued to
skyrocket when they implemented contests among contestants based around specific
themes and highest earning power. Every month ManyVids releases a new contest, such
as “After Hours Fun,” “Back to School,” “Summer Splash,” etc. on their “Contests” page.
Models can choose any photo to enter the contest (although there is a prize for best
themed photo chosen by the ManyVids staff), upload their photo and a caption providing
details about their entry, and then hit submit.

Figure 2.2 Screenshot of voting/ranking page in a ManyVids contest
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From there, customers “tip” on the models’ photos to vote for their model of choice. Each
customer gets one free vote per model and then must pay for votes past that. Models
often offer rewards for the highest tipper or special prize packages and exclusive
ve content just for tips for the contest. Models for the site are encouraged to curate prize
packages to reward customers for tipping specifically to the contest. ManyVids also
changed payouts to reflect an increase in the percentage of payouts that models received
for contests.

Figure 2.3 ManyVids Contest and Prize Descriptions
Although these contests were widely popular for their ability to provide new
models with exposure, they have also been the source of controversy within the online
sex worker community. During 2015, ManyVids launched a new contest meant to reward
the highest earner on the site daily with $500. This tip of bonus was unprecedented for
the site and leading up to the month models across the site advertised on Twitter for
specials. Many models created strategies for earning the top prize, such as choosing one
day to “go” for the award and requesting that all customers/regulars try to time their
purchases for one day to give the model a better shot at claiming the bonus and the title.
ManyVids did not choose to limit the winnings, so in theory, a single model could win
the bonus every day for a monthly total of $15,000 on top of the money earned to secure
the award. That is exactly what happened in 2015, and even when sex workers vocally
and collectively complained about the unfair nature of these contests, ManyVids still runs
a contest every Wednesday.
ManyVids has also faced controversy because of their use of racist language to
describe fetish categories, their open transphobia and racism, and their refusal to engage
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with sex workers when they bring issues to the team. In 2018, ManyVids launched “MV
Trans” and “MV Boys” and soon after released “Producers.” They stated that this was an
attempt to be more inclusive by letting a variety of creators on the site. However, the use
of these categories not only entrenches cisheteronormative ideologies but monetizes these
differences. MV Trans stars make less money AND are awarded smaller bonuses when
they do succeed in their secluded category.
Like with anything else online, however, the tides turn quickly and popular sites
with the best external and internal traffic change quickly. Within the past two years,
subscription sites have become more popular and ManyVids added a “MVCrush” feature
that allowed fans to subscribe to a specific model fan club where they could have access
to exclusive videos, photos, and personal messaging in an attempt to keep up.

Figure 2.4 Screenshot of ManyVids Monthly Leader Board “Top MV Stars”
2.3.3

OnlyFans Changes the Game

OnlyFans burst onto the scene in 2015 and is based on the subscription model.
OnlyFans markets their site as an extension of social media--users can use their Twitter
account to create an account and can even use a tool on the site to estimate their potential
monthly earnings based on the number of followers they have and the amount of money
they would charge per month. In June 2020, several new models made the leap from
social media influencer to OnlyFans and started a trend among young women on TikTok
where they would describe their sites and how much money they made in a weekend for
“just posting bikini photos.” In 2020, OnlyFans overtook ManyVids in terms of traffic
and thus became the most-used site by online sex workers.
While ManyVids used promotional contests and a ranking board, OnlyFans
changed the landscape by integrating percentages into their ranking system. OnlyFans
models compete against each other daily to move up in percentage. These percentage
points started popping up in Twitter handles this summer, where models could advertise,
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they were in the Top 5 %, Top 1% or the coveted Top less than 1%. These rankings are
largely mysterious and OnlyFans reinforces their importance when they advertise the top
models each month. The controversy surrounding this system has not went away with the
new platform. As Gloria described:
...you know, the top percentage thing? It's every day. Just so you know,
nowhere on the OnlyFans FAQ, does it say what number that's based off.
Like we know, but some people know, but they don’t explicitly tell you
anywhere. It gamifies it and it turns into a rat race really easy. And
people focus their self-worth on, their numbers. It's not good. That's why
I tried to focus on making my daily goal and my monthly goal, not the
number, the number basis, networking. It's no goals.
Gloria is describing a ranking system—a common component to most platforms that
impacts visibility to potential clients and fans. This ranking is also tied to monetary
rewards, and as Gloria described, can become an obsession. The horror movie Cam,
written and directed by a former sex worker, plays off this aspect of camming when a
camgirl is locked out of her account just as she’s starting the climb the ranks and the
psychological and physical nightmare she suffers to try and reclaim her coveted position.
Although I’ve only chosen excerpts from Gloria to illustrate the issue with rankings, all
the sex workers I spoke with, but one, had issues with the ranking systems and thought
they were an unhealthy way to force competition. Like many other sex workers, I spoke
with, Gloria had a strategy to avoid falling into the numbers game and tried to focus on
her income rather than popularity. She continues:
So my number went down and you’ll like hyper fixate on it. You know?
Even very stable people. You hyper focus on it. I have friends who were,
for example in the top 0.09%. She makes a fuck ton of money per month.
Like she's making like 50K a month sometimes or more. I don't remember.
And she freaks out about it! She drops to .10% and she's like, “Oh my
fucking God, I can't handle this. Like I need to fake my stats.” No one can
know because you put your percentage in your name half the time. I
stopped doing that cause it's really stressful. But the fucking update when
goes up and down, hell no. I did that. And I was like, no, this is way too
stressful. And I took it out. Um, it looks a little bit like suspicious, but like,
I just couldn't do that to myself anymore. And it is manipulative because
they do it on ManyVids too. They do it on camsites for rankings. And I
can't think of a good, I can't think of a non-disingenuous reason to do that.
Why would you ever do a ranking system that doesn't benefit your users?
Like it doesn't benefit your creators. I don't really think any person looking
for porn is like, who's the top 10. Is that really what you're looking for? I
think these things often because it is harmful because it's telling people
their value is based on a percentage number. But what OnlyFans doesn't
tell you are other crucial bits of statistical information that could benefit
you. So why pick that? Because it's an influencer site. Because for cam
girls on, uh, like MyFreeCams and etc. they'll have competitions for it.
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And they'll have to like, get their tippers to do in this whole thing., I think
it's really just a fight, to motivate people to work more, to get them more
money.
Many sex workers described their discomfort with the ranking system and how it could
quickly become an obsession. Marginalized sex workers expressed frustration that the top
spots created a cycle where the most privileged sex workers were able to make more in
one month than many make in a year and the extra exposure from the sites as “top
earners” solidified their positions in these top spots and made it impossible to break into
that level of earning. Other sex work scholars provide a framework to understand these
issues are not an inherent outcome of a sexual market but are instead a convenient excuse
to engage with how historical legacies of sexualized oppression values and devalues
different groups through cultural norms. Porn studies scholar Miller-Young makes a
critical intervention in feminist work on pornography in her discussion of labor. She
argues that many academics have focused only on representation, neglecting to examine
the labor issues behind the camera, including the pay disparity between white and black
women performers (Miller-Young 2014). She challenges the popular industry adage that
porn producers are bowing to “standard supply-and-demand economics” citing the longer
structural, cultural history of “the sexual economy for black women’s bodies” (MillerYoung 2014:231). According to both Brents et al and Miller-Young the problem is not
just how the sex industry portray women of color and other marginalized groups, but the
long history that situates these identities as lesser, which is reflected in pornography as a
cultural product.
2.4

EMOTION WORK

Scholars like Jackson, Brents, and Hausbeck, Barton, and Teela Sanders have
focused on how central emotional labor17 is to all forms of sex work. The concept of
“emotional labor” has undergone some shifts in online spaces to describe not just the
management of emotions in service work, but any labor that can take an emotional toll.
“Emotional labor” came up many times in my interviews without my prompting and is
often discussed in social media spaces like Twitter and TikTok, especially among sex
working activists and marginalized sex workers describing their experiences and
interactions with both clients and other sex workers. I find Gould’s conceptualization of
“emotion work” to be a useful tool to understand how sex workers, especially
marginalized sex workers, navigate these online spaces and negotiate boundaries to
protect their time and their labor. In her analysis of emotional labor as strategic in
activism, Deborah Gould created the phrase “emotion work” in her 2009 work Moving
Politics: Emotion and Act-Up’s Fight against AIDS. Gould’s analysis of emotion work,
and its potential as strategy, offers an example of the shifting of one emotion to another
(in the case of ACT UP from grief/sadness to anger) to achieve specific goals and to
17

“Emotional labor” was first theorized by Arlie Hochschild in her now classic study on flight attendants
where she defines emotional labor as ‘the calculated exhibition of feelings through bodily registers, such as
facial expressions, tone of voice, and appearance’ (Hochschild, 1983).
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create unity within the movement (Gould 2009:223). Gould argues that what made
“emotion work” a powerful tool for ACT UP was “…the next matrix of feelings,
expressed repeatedly in the movement’s rhetorical and ritual practices, affected how
people felt not only by legitimizing these feelings, but by naming and enacting them,
thereby bringing into being and elevating those emotions while surprising other feeling
states” (Gould 2009:215).
For sex workers who produce their own content, there are multiple layers of
emotional labor inherent to their profession. Clip models and cammodels (both under the
umbrella of independent online sex workers) must be able to demonstrate sexual pleasure
in their content, keep customers engaged, provide emotional support if necessary for
repeat clients, and maintain a professional and yet accessible persona. Arcy (2016) has
argued that digital communication is increasingly gendered due to ‘women’s assumed
expertise in emotion management.’ Z. Fareen Parvez’s article, “The Labor of Pleasure:
How Perceptions of Emotional Labor Impact Women's Enjoyment of Pornography,” uses
an empirical and qualitative analysis to examine the many ways women respond to
watching mainstream pornography. She argues that antipornography feminists have
“ignored social difference” in their analysis of how women consume pornography and
pro-pornography feminists have created reverse arguments labeling porn as “liberating”
ignoring “sociological factors” that help illuminate the effects of pornography on a
societal scale rather than and individual (607-8). Working toward a more complex
analysis, she uses the concept of “emotional labor” to explain the ways women viewers
interact with the pornography they watch. She also uses an intersectional analysis to look
at how “social difference” effects the women. She argues:
In the field of erotic labor, the relationship between production and
consumption bears particular salience: Unlike with consumer goods and
many service provisions, the labor product is in large part the emotional
labor process itself. In addition to performing the physical act of sex, the
porn actresses must in general display arousal and pleasure to satisfy most
viewers. (606)
Here Arcy describes the labor of pleasure, but as Jones (2020) argues, the labor of
pleasure does not necessarily mean that all sex workers are just performing pleasure.
Some are experiencing it. In fact, during my interviews I found that many sex workers set
a clear boundary that if they didn’t want to work that day, they wouldn’t produce any
new content. Instead, they would focus on administrative and customer service work.
While they might engage in a sexting session with clients, they usually would use old
photos or videos instead of performing pleasure labor when they weren’t feeling
attractive or aroused. In fact, some sex workers were defensive of stereotypes of their
regulars, acknowledging the emotional labor inherent to their work, while pushing back
on the trope of a “creepy guy in their 50s.” As Anna put it:
Emotional labor. That's the stuff where like you think, “Oh, this person is
doing like a four-hour cam show. That's all she has to do.” No, you spend
just as much time, like interacting with clients on social media and
through private messaging. Um, you know, you want to follow up with
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certain regulars. Especially if you have someone who's recurring. You're
going to want to be keeping up with them in between so that they will
keep coming back. And so we can keep that relationship up. And it's also
just really nice because the vast majority of people that I have met online
as clients, are just genuinely nice, cool people. They're just normal. They
get stigmatized. Like, yeah, people are like your neighbors. They're not
really desperate basement, welling neckbeards or something.
There are many ways the sex workers can monetize the platforms that provide access,
intimacy, and demand emotional labor. Snapchat has a sizeable sex worker contingent
who use the “Stories” feature as a way to document their daily lives and allow clients
access to the “behind-the-scenes” content. Sex workers can also advertise new content,
promote themselves in platform contests, and try to gain new customers by running sales
and specials on their content and services. Many sex workers curate a public Snapchat
that anyone can join and a private, paid Snapchat that clients must pay a fee to access.
These can be sold as a monthly subscription but are most often marketed as a “lifetime”
subscription. Sex workers also have clear guidelines on acceptable behaviors for
interacting through paid Snapchat as well--no unsolicited dick pics, no screenshots, no
constant messages, etc.
The “girlfriend experience” (GFE) has been on the rise since its move from
escorting and camming to popular culture. Shows like The Girlfriend Experience and
movies like Escort and The New Romantic depict the GFE and sugaring with the typical
narrative--young woman meets a veteran sex worker who describes the amount of money
she makes and is propositioned; young woman decides to experiment with sex work and
learns something about herself. GFE has become widespread in online sex work as more
and more platforms offer the ability to recreate the experiences we’ve come to associate
with “dating” rather than purchasing erotic labor. Instead of taking an escort out to dinner
and a show, online clients can text/sext, video chat, snapchat, KIK, and engage in the
various digital aspects of romantic relationships that have become the new normal.
Clients pursuing this type of experience are often seeking a deeper emotional connection
and the steadiness of a predictable romantic relationship that provides some comfort and
support. As Rose, a white sex worker, describes here:
It was a lot more going through different types of people to realize who's
interested in my particular niche. Like, I'm 30 years old. So there's a lot of
models who are a lot younger than me. I don't wear makeup. There is a lot
of models who don't…who just look a lot more polished than me. But I,
because I embraced that [the natural look] it just attracts a different niche
that aren't attracted to the typical person. And so those people will stay
with me. And because I create a lot of interaction with people who focus
on mostly creating content and people who focus on mostly selling clips
don't have time for the level of interaction that I provide. So then I have a
lot of people who do come back. So if someone gets bored with me
because they're men and I'm not like their wife that they feel obligated to
stay with forever. So they do. Men get bored with me after, um, anywhere
from like two to six months. I haven't had anyone stay on my page longer
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than six months, but I have had some, a few people who have been on my
page for like four months or whatever, leave for a couple weeks and then
come back because they understand well, they get to understand that, um,
that, that level of interaction is part of the service that I provide. And it's
not part of the service that everyone else provides. Like, there's so many
different services that you can choose from. If you try to do everything,
you're gonna go crazy. [emphasis added]
Clients come and go in cycles, with most being consistent enough to be considered
regulars for 2-6 months before disappearing. Finding and maintaining regulars requires a
specific process of identifying one’s “niche” and understanding what you can offer that is
different from other sex workers. For Rose, that was an increased level of personal
interaction that included access to her day-to-day life in a way that she describes as more
authentic and intimate. Being able to provide this type of intimacy, and the emotional
labor required in that level of access, however, was not something that all my
interviewees identified with.
2.5

CARE WORK

Part of online sex work, and related to emotional labor, is the amount of care
work that sex workers perform. In all but one of my interviews, the word “therapy” came
up at least once. Sex workers, both direct and indirect, described aspects of their work
that sound like care work. Giving clients space to process trauma and issues, providing an
emotional connection with another person in a time of great disconnect, etc. Nadiya, the
dominatrix who performed online and in-person sessions, described the experience
working with men who were processing feelings of guilt and shame around their desires
for anal play or sex:
And then a small, but intense minority of them were therapy. Yeah. And
especially once it goes online, man is that therapy when people have the
blank page in front of them and the knowledge that the person on the other
end is paid, not to judge you, they will tell you anything. And they will
crumble into little pieces half the time. And that is the, probably the most
emotionally taxing part of the work that I did was like talking people
through all the stuff that they had. And people have a lot of sexual
hangups. Like this is a really Puritan culture and it makes people feel
terrible about what they want and what they don't want. So much
therapeutic dialogue around wanting anal sex. I think that's the biggest
topic of conversation that even in my least emotionally troubled clients,
um, the first time that someone was like, I want you to talk about, or
actually do something with my butt, They were panicking. There was so
much panic there, um, about like, but I'm not gay. I promise I'm not gay.
And I'm like, well, I'm gay. So like, I don't know what you want
me...(laughs)...I didn't say that because that would have gone over
horribly. They didn't want that. Um, but I just so much shame around that.
And I think that's what I liked about, um, BDSM work is that it feels like a
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really safe space to be like, nothing is, we're not going to laugh at you
unless that's what you want. Like, there is a level of safety of like, you can
probably say anything and you won't shock me. There's very little that
someone hasn't asked there's much that I've said no to. And it's not
because you're disgusting or a bad person, or I hate you sometimes it is,
but I'm not going to tell you that, but it's really just because people have
boundaries and not everyone is into everything and that's okay. Um, that's
fine. But I think a lot of people come to pro Dom's because they're
interested in the professional aspect of it, but I think a lot of people also
come to play, cause they're afraid to talk to their partners. And that was a
big theme that I saw was people who were like, I want these things that are
not that intense, like things that I was like, you don't need my professional
services to have this kind of sex, but you could do, this is pegging. You
want to be pegged and you could ask someone to do that. And that would
be fine. But a lot of people are really, really scared. And some of them
have had actual bad experiences where they did try to bring it up and were
shot down in a really embarrassing and humiliating way. And then they
were like, okay, never again. But some people have never asked and
they're just too afraid. And that was like sad. It made me sad for them.
Nadiya describes a common theme for sex workers doing BDSM or fetish work--clients
would seek out their services to work through internalized issues, shame, and guilt, when
they felt their desires were not socially acceptable. In these situations, BDSM workers are
performing a type of care work that provides emotional release with sexual pleasure.
Many sex workers I spoke to saw this an overall benefit for their clients, especially for
those that might be struggling with burdens of more conservative ideologies around
sexuality and desire and who’s partners would not be amenable to exploring because of
their own issues. She continues:
It's a lot of time thinking about it too, about like what happens, what is
going on in our world? Cause I'm glad that I'm glad that like there is an
avenue for people to explore and to have sexual experiences they might
not have in another context, like great. But so much of it, I'm like this isn't
about you wanting a professional. This is about you not having what you
need somewhere else. And that makes me sad because I'm happy to fill
that need. But especially when it was people who like talked about
traumatic experiences with like expressing their desires with their partners
in the past, I was like, that's so sad. Like that's so unfair and so cruel. And
the things that people have told me that their partners have told to them, or
just I've been noxious. And like, I don't know if you're a “straight,” so I
apologize if this hurts your feelings, but heterosexuality is like, it's a
problem. And they need to be saved. And we need a like UNICEF
commercial with like sad “straights” in it. I had worked with many queer
men as well, and they came with their own trauma too, but never quite like
the trauma of a straight man telling his straight wife that he wants her to
use a dildo on him. The rejection that women have the ability to give men
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they think are gay is some of the most biting and harsh language that I've
ever heard. And I'm like, yikes, I don't know how I would look at someone
after they spoke to me that way. Let alone stay married to them.
Nadiya is speaking here to what Jane Ward calls “the tragedy of heterosexuality” (2020).
Although straight people may desire each other and the path predetermined by
heteronormativity, many straight people don’t like each other or are unable to work their
own socialization surrounding misogyny, homophobia, and other forms and expressions
of oppression. This is especially stark for Nadiya who identified as a lesbian and as such
was able to see the pain of her client who wanted anal penetration but was afraid of the
implications for his masculinity and to empathize with the way that straight women can
inflict pain and harm through their policing of masculinity. Nadiya’s queerness creates
the space for a few things to happen here: (1) Nadiya is performing a deep level of care
work for someone struggling with taboo desire; (2) Nadiya is engaging in fantasy work
by maintaining the facade that she is sexually attracted to men to monetize their desire for
a sexual interaction with her.

2.6

THE EMOTIONAL LABOR OF MARGINALIZATION

Moore et al.’s study of “the emotions of intersectionality” in higher education
utilizes a “split labor market framework” to analyze interviews conducted with
marginalized professors who teach diversity-based courses in their respective institutions.
They conclude that:
...the distinctive emotional burden of teaching these courses for men and
women of color who express anger and rage toward multiple layers of
devaluing their credibility, authority, and scholarly integrity. These
emotions are balanced for women of color with muted expressions of
empowerment and happiness linked through this teaching. Men of color
find little to balance their anger and frustration. For white women,
especially for Full Professors, the balance with joy, elation, and
excitement in the classroom is more robust, and the experience of
frustration and anger is stated as secondary. (Moore et. al, 2010; 196-97)
Through interviews with white sex workers and sex workers of color, a stunningly similar
pattern rose to the top of my analysis. White sex workers, especially those who had many
other forms of identity privilege, were more likely to take on emotional labor as part of
the “experience” they provided for their clients and cited a higher level of intimacy and
interaction that, while still professional, seemed to provide more emotional connection
and the appearance of “authenticity.”
For sex workers of color, however, clear boundaries surrounding emotional labor
were critical to avoiding burnout and maintaining longevity in the online industry.
Because sex workers of color are subjected to a racism from every part of the industry
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(categories on sites, advertisements on sites18, white sex workers, clients, and trolls), their
main source of emotional labor is exacted through their mere presence in and survival of
white supremacist spaces and sexualized racism.

Figure 2.5 Screenshot of Chaturbate advertisement banner displayed on homepage
These differences in experiences also translate to earning potential as well. Most
of the top-earning camworkers are cis-women. Many are queer, many are straight, and
many of them cater their content toward a male consumer. The top models on sites like
ManyVids and OnlyFans varies as trends in the market require new types of content. The
thread that ties these top-earners together, however, at least according to many of these
top earners, is the ability to create a consistent, recognizable, and ultimately, profitable
brand. For much of 2015, Haley420, a sex worker who based her content around
combining cannabis and masturbation reigned as the top-earner. More than a passing
glance at the top spots, however, reveals what is probably unsurprising to many--the top
earners across cam and clip sites are the embodiment of privilege. Most of the top earners
are white, cis gender, heterosexual, able body/minded, thin, and conventionally attractive.
Since beginning my fieldwork in 2015, I’ve seen a steady rotation of top earners across
sites, especially on ManyVids, that meet these criteria. Some top earners, like Lana Rain,
have consistently been in the top for years. Others are part of a pattern of turn-over that
came up in my interviews for sex workers who are not top earners. While there are
certainly regulars that have been around for years, I’ve found that most clients follow this
pattern, thus meaning that the popularity of a sex worker on any given platform can be a
cycle as well. Sophie, who I discussed earlier in the administrative work section, gave me
some insight into the top earners on OnlyFans in one of our interviews:
So obviously I've got clients I have had in total about 11 clients. None of
them are plus size. I am. One of them was maybe sort of just before plus
size. I wouldn't say plus size, definitely carve a, um, and like, Oh see, I
can see everything. I can see everything on their accounts. I can see how
their pages run. They're all running the exact same. We're doing the same
promo on every page, the blonde petite girls gain more than anyone else.
Um, I had two clients who were blondes and petite. They were both in the
top 1% of OnlyFans earning around 25 to 40 K per month. Yeah. The
other one, you know, the brunette ones, the ones who are just sort of, you
know, I would say, like, not as pretty, like natural, pretty like
stereotypical. You know, as the media would see pretty like that, truly just
stunning, beautiful girls, the ones who aren't like that and who, you know,
18

Figure 2.3 is a screenshot of a common advertisement on the popular camming site Chaturbate.
Marginalized sex workers experience overt racism and fetishization in their places of employment and this
takes an incalcuable toll on them emotionally and mentally.
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wear a bit of makeup or, you know, use them like don't use filters or
anything like that. I don't edit any of my photos, for example, its the girls
who edit their photos a lot or blonde petite and typically have very
naturally like pretty faces. earn a lot of, lot, a lot of money and like, big
boobs, big boobs, seem to do it big time, but skinny. So like, everyone's
sort of looking for that perfect sort of, you know, heavy, big boobs, bit of
a bum, very skinny. That seems to be the people who gain best. And the
other ones, there's still like decent notes. They'll be in my top four top, top
4%, but they're may be only making $5,000 per month, five, $6,000,
which is still really good. Yeah. But it's sort of like caps where you can
sort of earn. And like for me, for example, like I was working on my page,
constantly, those get, I was in the top 1% can gain anywhere between 200
to 250 times per day with my promo, I did the same exact promo for
myself. I would gain maximum 50 per day from doing the exact same
amount of promotional work, doing the same exact style, like a fifth of
what they can do, so, but definitely the way you look and like be plussized definitely affects so much of an earn. But I feel like that's sort of like
straight modeling, like normal modeling. You're going to earn less. The
petite blonde girls are like Kendall Jenner's, but always going to add more
because they are the ideal look, whereas you'll have plus-size models or
those of ethnic backgrounds not earning anywhere near as much because
it's not. Naturally, you know, the traditional print aid that they want. So
yeah, definitely like the fact that I'm, plus-sized definitely puts a cap on
how much he can add. I'm okay with it. But I know a lot of people will be
really disheartened by it and sort of be like, I'm never going to be like
fully successful. I know if I do it and she'll say members, but that I can
make enough to level like 100%. But these girls are earning enough to buy
a car outright in one month. In my mind. It's crazy. It's like the difference,
It's how you, this generation is. It's how this world is. You know, some
people are seen as beautiful. Some people are seen as not as beautiful, so
yeah. And that's that.
Sophie provided insight for the behind-the-scenes issues with OnlyFans ranking system
that essentially rewards top-earners for their privileges and penalizes marginalized sex
workers for not being the ideal. Sophie makes a clear connection, however, between the
sex industry and other industries (i.e. modeling) that reward conventional attractiveness.
Sex work should not be held to a higher standard than other industries and the issues that
sex work research reveals should not be used out of context by Conservative politicians
and “feminist” anti-trafficking members of the “savior industrial complex” to advocate
for eradicating the sex industry. The presence of these issues of power and privilege
reveal how similar the industry is to other forms of work and provide a strong case
against further criminalization and for the inclusion of sex workers in welfare and aid
programs. Online sex work, for example, reveals deep racial and class inequalities
because access to online work requires access to technology, private space, and a reliable
access to housing. Cam studios complicate the narrative that anyone can do online sex
work. While I mostly interviewed online workers who worked from home, I was able to
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interview one sex worker who worked exclusively from a studio. Jane, a queer Black sex
worker, described her experience:
J:
For one, camming in a studio I feel like is, is a good way when you
begin, because you're around a bunch of other girls who are doing the
same thing and you can learn from them very quickly. And they also train
you at my studio. So you get trained. Um, but you have connections with
so many other girls, so you just can learn so much. And, um, you know,
it's like a, it looks like an office. Um, it looks like a bunch of offices. It
says, um, and it provides, you know, girls who can't have their own
computer and bed and all that. It provides that for that's what I needed at
the time before I started working at home. And so that's the big difference
also, just, um, like I said, that connections with other sex workers is really
important when you don't still along like working at home as lonely. I get
alone a lot. Uh, so I sometimes I go into the studio just so I can like be
around other girls doing what I'm doing and it helps me and motivates me
sometimes. So that's what I can say is the big difference. I think cam
studios, not all, but if you do find a decent one, they're pretty, they're
pretty good.
S:

Um, does the studio take a cut?

J:
Yes, they do. So they take their, um, so the site I work for takes a
cut. And then my studio takes a cut. And it's not a cute cut, but we do get
paid out every day. So every time I work, I get paid. So it's like a, it's like
an exchange, I guess. I don't like how much I get paid, but I get paid every
day at work. So it's money I can have in my pocket every day I work.
For Jane, working in the studio was a positive experience because she was able to have a
structured workday, daily paychecks, and access to a community she wouldn’t have
working from home. Working in the studio, however, meant that she and her coworkers
were making even less money than the online workers working from home because both
the studio and the streaming platform took a cut. Almost all online workers I talked to,
especially those in camming where the platforms take a larger percentage, described the
platforms as exploitative. Online workers who are unable to work from home and who
must join a studio lose more revenue and are less likely to be able to find financial
security from sex work alone. Online sex workers whether working from a studio or from
home must engage in what I call “fantasy work,” a specific type of emotional labor that
combines customer service with sexuality and the blurred boundaries that often arise in
situation where privileged people feel the most entitlement.
2.6.1

Fantasy Work

Fantasy work entails all the preparation that sex workers take on to create and sell
the fantasy. This could include the maintenance of a persona that provides a specific type
of experience or the work of trying to understand what a client desires without disrupting
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the fantasy that the sexual interaction is authentic, which for many clients often means
unpaid. BDSM workers engage is what may be one of the most obvious examples of
“fantasy work” by creating “scenes.” Nadiya describes this process:
So something else, I would check with my screener person and then she
would like, send us, um, also through our like forum, she would send us,
here are the people who wanted to see you. Here's the times they want,
here are the things that they're into. And I would usually do like an intro
message session with those people and talk to them a little bit, um, and get
a sense of what I was going to do. Cause there's a decent amount of
planning that goes into a physical session because you have to find out
what equipment you need. You don't want to leave in the middle of the
session. So everything needs to be in the room. Um, and you have to find
kind of tactful ways to find out what the person's body is like and how big
they are and how tall they are. And like how much stuff they want up
there. But, but you have to do it in like a very authoritative sexy way. And
so that was always like a process of getting that information specifically.
If people wanted like. Bonded your suspension in particular, there's a level
of like physics that goes into that. And so you have to find a tactful way to
find out like how much someone weighs and how tall they are. So you can
estimate center of gravity and how much rope you need and like which
thickness of rope you need and which kind of points you're going to use in
the room to pick someone up off the ground. So that was definitely like a
high cognitive load. Part of my conversations with clients was figuring
that out. But once I had met them and seen them, it was usually a little
easier to go from there. But a lot of people lie, a lot of people lie about
how big their dicks are. They lie about how tall they are, or they lie about
how much they weigh. They lie about how old they are. They lie about
how much pain they can actually handle. And so there's a level of like
margin of error in the estimation and like playing it by ear. And that same
thing kind of happens with talking through like, I guess like professional,
dirty talk is also having to figure out what someone's boundaries are
without asking into, like, what are your boundaries way? Because people
don't like that, but they also want you to know their boundaries and
respect them, but they don't want to say it. Cause I think it takes it out of
the moment. They want it to feel natural and sexy. I personally, in my
personal life found that speaking boundaries in an explicit way is very
sexy. I like that. Um, I don't think the question, what do you like is a bad
thing, but I think a lot of people find that they've internalized this idea that
everything's supposed to just flow. So there's a lot of like, thinking about
how extreme am I going to say this next thing? What am I going to
imagine in this scenario for this person? And how is it going to either turn
them on or turn them off and you don't want off because then they don't
want to talk to you anymore.
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In this interview excerpt, you can see where Nadiya is describing administrative work
and fantasy work, demonstrating how often these types of work are blurred because of
the nature of the industry. She sorts through potential clients and sends them introduction
messages to entice them to create a full booking. If a client responds, they end up
messaging back and forth to understand what desires are there, what hard limits the client
has, and how Nadiya can best create and maintain a fantasy that does not break down the
illusion of authenticity. Successful sex work interactions hinge on this illusion. BDSM
and other forms of direct work are often complex because the space and props can help to
maintain and bolster the fantasy. Indirect sex work, however, often relies on a different,
but still crucial type of imagination and creativity.
When thinking about fantasy and indirect sex work, phone sex and the creation of
a sexual interaction with only auditory stimulation is one of the oldest and most familiar
experiences. While Phone Sex Operators (PSO) have traditionally been excluded from
the online sex work category, the rise and continued success of phone sex platform
Niteflirt warrants some exploration. Niteflirt is a traditional phone sex website.
Customers can choose to call or text models who create listings on the site. The number
called is linked with an extension through the site to forward the call to the model’s
phone to ensure privacy and safety. PSO’s can set their own rates on Niteflirt with a
$.99/minute minimum and $5.99/minute maximum on per minute rates. Payments are
deducted automatically from the caller’s account. PSOs can choose to be paid out every
week and there is no minimum. Niteflirt has also created a system that allows some more
even footing for “newbie” sex workers than many of the other platforms. Each category
has the models ranked based on numbers of calls received, overall customer rating, etc.
However, Niteflirt allows models to advertise themselves by paying to move their ads up
the rankings when they are available for calls. The system itself is sophisticated. Each
model who uses the “Featured Listing” system chooses how much they would be willing

Figure 2.6 Sign up page for Niteflirt that uses a web-based platform for phone sex
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to spend per click on their profile. This requires some important calculations based on the
rate per minute charged, the average call time, and the cost to secure the top position to
make sure that purchasing the advertisement is a lucrative choice.
Several Niteflirt models have a distinct brand, especially fetish workers. However,
Niteflirt models also can create specific “lines” and corresponding listings dedicated to
different experiences, fetishes, personas, etc. Models can be a “girl next door” for one
caller and a dominatrix the next. Niteflirt encourages models to be diligent in maintaining
a customer base by providing best practices such as taking notes about the individual
callers and the details of their lives, sending repeat customers free minutes as a reward,
and offering discount on “goodies” when are often files of erotic photos or video clips
that can be downloaded from the site. Clients also have the opportunity to text and send
photos through an online messaging system that charges by the text.
Wendy Chapkis’ 1997 study on erotic labor reveals the ways that phone sex
operators engage in fantasy work, but are often stifled by the predominant narrative of
attractiveness: “The job proved to me that the majority of men out there have the sexual
imagination of grasshoppers. Ninety percent of the men who called wanted ‘blondes with
big tits.’ I would always describe different acts, different types of women, and ask them
what they were interested in...But it was always, ‘Give me a blonde with big tits’”

Figure 2.7 For a Good Time, Call... Movie Poster
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(Chapkis 1997:111). This quote could be read in a few ways: (1) phone sex operators are
able to pretend to be “blondes with big tits” and are able to make money from men who
are none the wiser, lending to a reading of strategy and agency; (2) phone sex operators
are subjected to the same unrealistic beauty standards and fantasies that sex workers
involved in other industries are, thus there’s no escape and no matter the amount of
agency, they are still subjected to the whims of the customer; or (3) phone sex operators
enjoy fantasy work and are disappointed when clients stifle their ability to be creative in
their jobs. My interviews point to the last option as the most likely. Pointing to this
frustration, however, is not a strong enough argument to argue for criminalization.
Laura Kipnis explores the concept of “fantasy” and the rhetoric surrounding pornography
in her Bound and Gagged: Pornography and the Politics of Fantasy in America
published in 1999. From the introduction, Kipnis distances herself from the arguments of
antipornography feminists and sex positive feminists. She writes: “Whether pornography
should or shouldn’t exist is pretty much beside the point. It does exist, and it’s not going
to go away. Why it exists, what it has to say, and who pornography thinks it’s talking to,
are more interesting questions than all these doomed, dreary attempts to debate it,
regulate it, or protest it. Just what is pornography’s grip on the cultural imagination?”
(Kipnis 1999: xi). I, and most importantly, sex working activists, agree. The crux of this
argument is not one I take issue with, however, but an argument for fantasy that she
presents later in the book. Using textual analysis of legal cases, pornography websites,
magazine articles, and other forms of media, Kipnis uses genres of pornography that she
identifies as on the fringe in a way that refetishizes the marginalized populations involved
in the production of fetish content. Kipnis, however, sees these potentially problematic
genres of porn as an “important political project:”
Preserving an enclave for fantasy is an important political project for the
following reason: pornography provides a forum to engage with a realm of
contents and materials exiled from public view and the dominant culture,
and this may indeed encompass unacceptable, improper, transgressive
contents, including, at times staples of the unconscious like violence,
misogyny, or racism. (Kipnis, 1999:202)
It seems unfathomable to me that this argument would hold any weight today, given the
explosion of these “enclaves” in online spaces that have allowed white supremacist and
misogynist rhetoric to multiply and spread like an incurable disease. These spaces, like
4chan and Reddit, have given respite to young white men who are unsure what to do with
what sociologist Eric Madfis has termed “triple entitlement,” turning to violence, assault,
mass shootings to take revenge and channel their frustrations and pain (Madfis 2014).
Where Kipnis stumbles in her defense is where many feminists have in the
“empowerment” framework--while pornography and online sex work may provide spaces
for care work and fantasy work that are necessary to work through given their prevalence
in our society, there is a historical lack of attention given to the potential damage inflicted
upon marginalized sex workers who are put into the position of catering to these
fetishizing and oppressive to survive or are forced to deal with the consequences of
sexualized racism, misogyny, transphobia, and more.
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2.6.2

Navigating Boundaries and Problematic Fetishes

All the sex workers I interviewed focused on the importance of setting boundaries
in the sex industry. Many of them also drew connections between experiences in sex
work and experiences in civilian work when discussing the ability to set and maintain
boundaries and the entitlement of clients. Rose, a bartender who lost her job at the
beginning of the pandemic, related her experiences to other jobs she had in customer
service and care work:
It’s funny because I, like I said, I've been in a lot of different lines of
works. I've been in retail, I've been a nanny, I've been a bartender and,
being an online content creator is the safest job. The safest that I felt in
any job. And it was specifically with bartending, by the end of the night,
people's inhibitions are a lot lower and as a bartender, you're responsible
for babysitting all of those people and also for maintaining a positive
attitude and maintaining a quality of professionalism when people are not
being respectful. And so that's a lot harder to deal with face to face than it
is when you see those same words on screen, and you can just take a step
back and you can say, “okay, you know, I can lash back at them and show
this person how tough I am or I can show them that I'm just another,
like…” I'm a professional, this isn't it. You can't go into my bar and talk
like that. Like I, it's funny cause I really do relate my OnlyFans page a lot
to my bar. I have looked at the guys who are my VIP, cause I do have a
VIP page and a free page. I just don't really spend a lot of time on my free
page. So I look at my VIP's like my regulars, who comes to my bar rail
every day. Sometimes they're going to buy a drink. Sometimes they're just
going to sit there and drink water and chat with me. Um, but either way,
they're there often enough to where they feel like they've earned my time.
Yeah. So that's an attitude that, that people have, whether they're in a
physical workplace or whether they're online, but because of the cultural
perception of online sex workers, sex work in general, it's like, it's like the
relationship starts when the person's already drunk because inhibitions are
already lowered because expectations are lowered. You don't have to treat
sex workers with respect.
Throughout our interview together, Rose emphasized how important she thought sex
work was to societal understand both bodily autonomy and respect. Sex work didn’t just
monetize a service she could and would provide to her customers, but it set a monetary
minimum for the type of behavior she would tolerate and allowed her to be clear with
(mostly) men who would try to transgress those boundaries. Sex work provided a space
for Rose to educate men on the right way to approach and interact with women,
especially in online spaces. She continues her comparison of sex work to her time
bartending:
So why would you, so it’s like, it’s kind of like the reverse relationship of
when I’m at the bar, like guys start super disrespectful. And as I talked to
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them, they gradually get more respectful or I’ll just tell them right away.
I’m like, “Hey, I don’t, that’s not like, I know some girls are like into that,
but you don’t talk to me about that when you first meet me. That’s
something that you can pay for.” But either way, I feel like sex work is
really a way of monetizing respect. Like we hear growing up all the
time, “you can’t give it away for free. Don’t give it away for free. If you
do you’re a slut, if you do, people will disrespect you. If you do, Oh,
they’ll disrespect you, or I will have zero respect for you. No one’s going
to have any respect for you if you give it away for free.” But then as soon
as you become, an adult and say, “Hey, I have a sex drive. But I don’t
want to give it away for free, but I also don’t feel like committing myself
to just one person who I don’t even know yet” then, like, it’s just kind of a
double standard. There’s no winning for a woman, whereas for a man
they’re expected to have a high sex drive and then they’re either going to
be a player or a romantic. I feel like that’s why sex work is important. I
feel like it monetizes, it puts a monetary value on respect, which
monetary value is the only kind of value that certain personality types
really can grasp and understand.
Rose was a white sex worker, however. Marginalized sex workers did express that the
issues of racism they encountered in the sex industry were similar to other jobs or
personal interactions, there was more difficulty in maintaining those boundaries in an
industry that labeled their identities as fetishes.
2.6.2.1 Racism and Labor in Independent Porn
Race, sex work, and pornography is a well-studied issue. Several black feminist
thinkers have pushed back against what they see as a flat reading of black men and
women in pornography. Ariane Cruz’s article “Pornography: A Black Feminist Woman
Scholar’s Reconciliation” focuses on her relationship to the work of Alice Walker and
Patricia Hill Collins and the difficulty she encountered when trying to envision
pornography as liberating for black women (Cruz 2013:219). She argues that using the
two—black feminist thought and pornography—in conversation with each other provides
a more productive dialogue on both blackness and sexuality. She states:
…pornography forces black feminism to reckon with artifacts like the
politics of respectability, the legacies of black female sexual violence, and
our personal and institutional investments in heterosexualization. Black
feminism similarly propels pornography, making it more accountable to
black women’s sociohistorical cultural and political experiences,
informative standpoints, activism, agency, labor and representation” (Cruz
2013:224).
Cruz continues tradition of refusing to abandon pornography altogether started by
Collins, seeking to find a liminal space where both black feminist thought and
pornography can have a relationship of mutualism, providing new imaginings of black
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women’s representation. Furthermore, new scholarship in the field of gender and
women’s studies that focuses on sex work and pornography are moving toward a more
complicated analysis of the sex industry and it effects. Mireille Miller-Young, for
example, presents a more redemptive picture for pornography in her work: “While the
adult industry is shaped by the problematics of heteronormative, homophobic,
transphobic, and racist corporatist practices, pornography is not a monolith or a static
entity. Porn is dynamic, diverse, and open to revision, including by those on the margins
such as women, sexual minorities, and people of color” (Miller-Young, 2014: 20).
Other sex positive scholars have pointed toward societal refusals to have complex
conversations about sex work as a similar strategy. In The State of Sex, Brents et al
writes:
Commercial sex does not create cultural norms; rather it reflects
them...Identifying the sex industry as the origin of gender and sexual
inequality relieves the general population of any accountability for being
part of the problem, for maintaining gender and sexual categories that
limit our experiences of ourselves. In truth, gender and sexual norms are
glaringly apparent in the sex industry, but they are not created by the sale
of sex. The sex industry does not hold that much power. (Brents et al
2010:228)
Brents el al, like many sex positive (and increasingly sex critical) scholars push back
against the impulse to blame this one industry, this one type of work. Rather, they see it
as reflective of larger inequalities and pervasive ideologies of domination. Nadiya’s
interaction with some men of color demonstrate how these cultural norms can become
eroticized for oppressed people:
I had a couple of clients who asked me to call them slurs and that made me
so sad. I remember having a conversation with a client who was like, I
want you to call me the N word. And I was like, absolutely not. No. Like I
had such a visceral reaction to him. Usually I’m like more measured. I’m
like, Oh, you know, that’s not something I do. And I full on was like, no.
And he was like, what? And I was like, I’m sorry. I like what, like, please
tell me what it was like a whole long thing. He had a very complicated
relationship with a white woman and it was like, he had feelings. And like,
I had somehow associated that word with like sexual things. And it was
called that in bed and like, thought that he liked it. And I was like, this is,
so this is so tragic. I was like, you need to go, like, you need to go like, be
with other black people and process this because I cannot call you that
word and I’m not going to do it. I can’t do it. And I won’t do it. And I
don’t want you to want me to do it. And so that was a fine interaction
because he respected that boundary. But then. I’ve had men who like want
me to call them that same word, but they’re not black. And I’m like
possibly weird, but they’ve gotten very aggressive about it. And they’re
like, no, you’re going to do what I say. And I’m like, no, no, that’s not
what we’re doing here. That’s not how this works. Um, you can make a
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request and I can deny it. And if you don’t like it, you can see someone
else, but men get angry. When you say no to them in all contexts, it’s not
just sex work. And it’s more scary when you’re like alone in a room with
them or they have access to contacting you. Or you’re afraid that they’re
like hackers and that’s always scary. It’s like, what if someone docks is
me? And then they like come and find me. And luckily like, I’ve moved so
many times the IRS is like, confused about my address. So like, I don’t
think they could find me find me, but I don’t like the idea that someone
could like get my name and get my real information and like put it on the
internet. And that’s like a very frightening thing, which is why I did very
like marginal online work that was linked to a place that had
accountability. That was important for me. Like I thought for a while
about doing cam work, doing things that were more solo and that just, I
was like, anyone can screen record anything. That’s too much for me. Um,
I’m too afraid. My parents are very online, so I’m very afraid of my
parents, like finding things like that, um, which has its own level of
complex because they never asked how I helped them pay the bills. I think
they think I was a drug dealer. I think that’s what my dad thought. Um, but
it’s, it’s definitely like a huge safety concern. Um, and then just like when
it’s online and someone’s saying horrible racist things, you’ve got a
safety, safety concern, like it’s fine, but it, it leaves you feeling achy. And
the things that actually made me need to take a shower did not make me
need to take a shower the way that gross things that were upset to needed.
If that makes sense. Yeah. Like actual physical bodily fluids do not gross
me out the way that misogyny and racism do. And those ones just like I
left feeling like not a person. When, when men talk to me like that, or
when they wrote things like that, I was like, you just think I’m a thing
don’t you that’s really sad.
Nadiya and many of the other sex workers I interviewed had clear boundaries19 around
using racial slurs in their work. This strategy demonstrates a clear act of resistance in an
industry that always demands more from marginalized sex workers, especially more
emotional labor. As Amy Gaeta (2019) argues:

19

New scholarship in the field of gender and women’s studies that focuses on sex work and pornography
are moving toward a more complicated analysis of the sex industry and it effects. Mireille Miller-Young,
for example, presents a more redemptive picture for pornography in her work: “While the adult industry is
shaped by the problematics of heteronormative, homophobic, transphobic, and racist corportist practices,
pornography is not a monolith or a static entity. Porn is dynamic, diverse, and open to revision, including
by those on the margins such as women, sexual minorities, and people of color” (Miller-Young 2014:20).
Nadiya and other non-Black sex worker’s refusal to engage in this type of fantasy work exemplifies MillerYoung’s assertion that pornography (and the larger sex industry) is still able to change, and many working
within the industry are pushing for these changes. Unlike Dworkin and MacKinnon and other sex negative
feminists, she does not see porn as irredeemable because of her conversations with sex workers of color
who still work in and who have left the industry. For Miller-Young and other sex work researchers,
pornography is a cultural production. As such, it can change and adapt as certain images and messages are
understood and discussed as harmful and problematic.
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Emotional labor must be contextualized within the wider systems of power
that fail to recognize what they are asking of us when they disclose so
much emotionally charged information. One way to address emotional
labor is by considering how systemic ableism affects more than just
disabled people, but all people. Ableism is an ideological force that
structures how one perceives the ability of another person as an indicator
of their value. For example, when someone expects me to manage their
emotional experience, it is implied that I am capable of absorbing all the
trauma, wounds, and secrets they hold. I am not. And when I cannot do
this, the question remains as to how my “value” to them remains or
dwindles. Whether either party in an emotional labor relationship disabled
or not, emotional labor thrives off the ableist assumption that bodyminds
are resources to be extracted and utilized without cost or replenishment.
For sex workers of color, extra emotional labor is an expectation and a demand from
clients. This is a problem, that while not unique to the sex industry, does present specific
challenges. Because sex work is a unique combination of types of labor and sex workers
of color already experience a devaluation of their labor, they are put into a position where
they are expected to perform more labor for less money.

Figure 2.8 Twitter post from ManyVids about update to raceplay policy in 2020
Many sex workers, especially those who were LGBTQ also drew boundaries around
fetishes that could be seen as transphobic or stemming from a place of internalized
transphobia. Nadiya explains:
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A really vast majority of my clients were men with very, very stressful
jobs who made a lot of decisions in their everyday lives and were
exhausted cognitively from having to decide all the time and, or we’re
controlling freaks in their own lives, who were mean to their wives, um,
who felt guilty about it, but didn’t want to do anything with her. Didn’t
wanna apologize to her and be like, if you want a smack me, you should,
they would come to another person and be like, I’m a, I’m a worm. I’m a
bad person. Um, I don’t know why a worm is such a common phrase, but
it’s one that I hear a lot. Um, that’s a personal boundary as well.
Linguistically, like I don’t do racial slurs. I don’t do like body shaming. I
don’t do like gendered insults. And so I’m left with a relatively small
repertoire of insults, um, when I use them. But that’s just, that makes me
feel like he, um, and that’s something that I’ve had clients be upset about
because they wanted me to like, The phrase in the industry is like sissy
shame them. And that just feels to me, I’m like, Oh baby, you have some
gender stuff to work through. And I want you to, I want you to find some
nice, clear and trans people and go to a support group. Like, I don’t want
to put you in, like, I don’t want to do a feminizing torture, which is a thing
that a lot of people ask for where they get like put in drag and then made
fun of for it. And that was something that I didn’t do. Um, I didn’t feel
comfortable with it. And a lot of us did, and we were a very queer group
of women also. And so all of us were like, Oh God, no, are you okay? Are
you, are you sure? Um, here’s some therapy like, actual therapists...
One of the most interesting parts of my research were the patterns that emerged that I had
not even considered. One of those was the amount of people who identified as submissive
in their “vanilla” or “civilian” life but identified as dominant in their professional lives.
This occurred for multiple reasons, but one of the biggest was creating and maintaining
professional boundaries. Trans and gender non-conforming sex workers, sex workers of
color, and woman-identified sex workers were the biggest group who used fetish or
BDSM work to establish clear boundaries and expectations for their clients and to
maintain control in the exchange. One sex worker referred to it as the “sex work to
domme pipeline,” because, according to her, there was a clear pattern of sex workers
becoming more dominant and cultivating a dominant persona and professional presence
especially as they aged and became more burnt out on the terrible behavior of clients.
Although this seemed to work well to protect white cisgender sex workers from
harassment and violence, this strategy was not always effective against racism and
transphobia. Amira, a Muslim online dominatrix, described the amount of “blasphemy
fetish” requests that she got from white non-Muslims and Muslim men:
And then when I started getting into Dom work instead like. Obviously,
like there’s still people who are jerks out there. But the main issue that I
get approached with for that doing Dom work and doing, um, like videos
is people want something called blasphemy fetish. And basically what
people are asking for is things that are completely disrespectful to
someone’s religion. So like stepping on a Quran or peeing on it, um, being
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naked and praying on video, um, telling people to, astaghfirullah
(forgiveness from God), telling people to call you Allah and pray to them
five times a day. Um, and so to me, like all these things are super
disgusting. Um, And even though I have in big, giant words on my profile
that I don’t do it. Um, I get asked it a lot. Um, it’s yeah. It’s I get some
people are, um, I get that there are people that are into it, you know, but,
um, people are always wondering, they’re like, you know, how do you
reconcile being a sex worker and being Muslim? And I’m like, look, if I
wasn’t visibly Muslim and a sex worker, all these guys who are coming to
me would be going to these girls that are telling them to call her like Allah
and pray to that, pray to her instead of praying to God...I’m giving them an
option that is someone who’s going to support them in their religion and
help them to pray and talk to them about Islam and, you know, encourage
them in this kind of stuff. Instead of someone who’s going to be like, no,
I’m your God now. Like, no, I’m not going to do that. That’s horrible. I’m
not going to, you know, I get that. There’s some people out there who, I
don’t know why, but they find that sexy. And I don’t, that’s not me. I
don’t want that. Don’t come in my inbox asking me for that. You’ll get
blocked. But at the same time, I have people who come to me and they’re
like, I’m so, so glad that I found you because I thought my only outlet in
this was for these girls who want to disrespect my religion.
Amira also described a group of white ciswomen sex workers who would do these
“blasphemy fetish” videos, pointing to the ways that privileged sex workers are able to
monetize issues like islamophobia by providing taboo (and harmful) services under the
guise of it just being “fantasy” or a “kink.” For marginalized sex workers, the work of sex
work is doubled, tripled, and more just for navigating these spaces where sexualized
racism has proliferated and been protected under claims of censorship and free speech.
While no sex workers would argue for government censorship or any type of
criminalization, and thus I think it is important that feminists do not turn to carceral
solutions for this problem either, it becomes clear from my research that we need critical
porn studies classes that examine pornography and the sex industry as a production and
reflection of the worst parts of our society and to provide the tools necessary for people to
speak about their desires and to work through how prejudice, discrimination, and
oppression can be eroticized for both the oppressor and the oppressed.

2.7

TOWARD THEORIES OF ANTI-WORK

There are many types of labor in online sex work, and difference in identity dictate
which types of work are required and to what degree to be successful in the online
industry. Kipnis, drawing on Freudian analysis, attempts to posit the ever-growing
demand to produce pornographic content. She writes, “It may also be that within
consumer capitalism our desires have to be endlessly activated to keep up tied to the
treadmill of the production-consumption cycle” (Kipnis 1999:202). For Kipnis, there is
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an inherent tie between pornography, sex work, and the economy, which makes sense. At
the core of age-old debates surrounding prostitution is the complication of the exchange
of sex for money that seems to solidify the act as oppressive for some and points to a
possibility of liberation and empowerment for others (Kollontai, 1977; Rubin, 1975,
1984). Many sex positive feminists, sex workers, and sex worker rights activists have
made arguments for a reframing of sex work as work. This presents many interesting
avenues for thinking about labor, the body, and the choice/coercion dichotomy within the
industry. One of the frustrations that many of my interviewees expressed was the
choice/coercion dichotomy applied to sex workers and their labor:
...you have to be creative. I feel like, you know? That’s the thing that I’m
sure you hear a lot, like you have the section about like, Oh, what do you
think people know about sex work? Is that like, yes, it’s a job. And like, I
also wish, like, I feel like, like, okay, either there’s people being like,
okay, you’re being trafficked. Like this is horrible. And then there’s the
people that are like, Oh my gosh, this is so easy. You just like, sit on your
ass, you take one typic and you’re set for the month, you know? Um, and
it’s like, I wish we just had like a balance. You know, or like you could
just treat it like any other job where it’s like, okay, yeah. Some days are
red. You make a lot of money. You don’t do a lot of work. Some days are
not so rad. Do you do a lot of work? You don’t make a lot of money, you
know, like it’s, it’s, there’s, there’s a balance there. Like, I wish you could
say like, Oh, I’m having a bad day. Like any other job and not be like, Oh,
well, like, why did you choose this job? Or like, Oh, like you’re being
crappy. Like you’re being forced into doing this. Like why, why don’t you
like your job? You know? Um, and I feel like people are so obsessed with
like, whether or not we like our job or like we’re having a good time. And
like, I feel like that’s something that like has been coming up so much
lately. I’m like, do you go to your fucking like barista at Starbucks and
like get mad that they’re not like, Giving you your coffee for free, or like,
they’re not like fucking coming because you ask them for a mocha. Like,
no, like what the fuck? It’s weird. You know? Like, why are you also
obsessed with that? It’s a job. And the whole idea of being empowered.
Yeah. I don’t, yeah. It’s like so annoying. It’s like, why can’t this just be
work? Like what the heck? Like, yeah. Some things are really cool, but
like, it’s also a job. Like why do I do this? Like, Oh, like, is this like, so
like rad and empowering and freeing, what the fuck ever. I’m getting
money. Why do you go to your job? You know, you like having a house,
you know, you like being able to eat shit. So that’s something that I wish
people got.
For many of my interviewees, being a sex worker revealed the tensions within popular
rhetoric surrounding sexuality and erotic labor. Because of our societal hang-ups around
sex, the only narratives available for many to understand sex work hinged on the sex
industry being inherently exploitative and indicative or moral decay OR being more
empowering than any other job because of the embracing of bodies and pleasure and sex.
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For most sex workers though, while there can be pleasure and empowerment and
exploitation and violence, sex work is just work. As the #MeToo movement revealed, sex
work is just like any other job where marginalized people are made vulnerable to people
in positions of privilege and power who take advantage of their status. In the next
chapter, I explore my concept of “assuagement work” through a specific case study of
problematic trends in online sex work that demand more unpaid labor from sex workers
of color and trouble the notion of Switter as an online utopia.
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CHAPTER 3. UWU WAIFUS20: AHEGAO, YELLOWFACE, & THE PROBLEM WITH
WHITE SEX WORKERS
3.1

HONEY

Honey Live is a Canadian soft-core21 camgirl living in Western Europe. Stills22
from her cam shoots are easily identifiable on my Twitter feed because of the unique
elements of her shows that are integral to her brand. She uses a blue screen as a backdrop
and transposes videos or stills of herself from past shoots, of the ocean and other nature
scenes, or other various backgrounds that stand out amongst the small videos and pictures
in non-descript bedrooms on the main page. Her co-star Bucky, a stuffed horse stretched
over a bouncy ball that can be used as a chair, often sits in the periphery of the frame
when not in use. On the day of our first interview, Honey dressed in all black (another
part of her signature aesthetic) sat down in front of her computer with freshly-showered
hair, poured herself some tea from the electric kettle on the small table beside her desk,
and lit a cigarette.
We had connected after I sent out a tweet asking the “twitterverse” to point me in
the direction of sex workers who had written about ahegao, a phenomenon I had been
tracking for several years when I wrote the tweet. Although I had my field notes and
observations, I wanted to seek out a source to cite. I knew that I had seen Asian23 sex
workers speak out against it in the past and wanted to give credit where it was due. A
white sex worker tagged Honey “in,” a move that I learned later was potentially harmful
and triggering. Honey seemed rightfully annoyed, talking about how she had written a
thread about it, but did not feel like doing the unpaid emotional labor of rehashing it.
So, because my actions had resulted in Honey dealing with trauma in the middle
of her workday, I paid her. I sent a tip thanking her for taking the time to talk to me,
which as any sex worker will tell you, is exactly what you should be doing in an industry
where clients, civilians, and academics consistently infringe upon and demand time,
20

“UwU,” often pronounced as “oowoo,” originated as an emoticon used to express happiness and has also
been referred to as the “happy anime face.” The uppercase “u’s” can be read as eyes with the lowercase
“w” serving as a squiggly, upturned mouth. “UwU” has become synonymous with kawaii culture and can
be used to demonstrate cuteness. It is often spoken with a high-pitched affectation to symbolize this status.
“Waifu” originated among anime fans and is often used to describe a fictional character that someone has a
romantic affinity for and labels the character as the fan’s fictional wife.
21

Honey described herself as soft-core because she does mostly non-nude camming or in different stages
of dress. She also only does solo work and no recorded sex acts.
22

“Stills” are photos taken from individual frames in a video recording.

23

As I will discuss later in this chapter, the use of “Asian” as a category and monolith is problematic at
best as it encompasses a wide variety of countries with varying experiences with whiteness and
colonialism. I use this label throughout the chapter to try and provide some clarity and specificity. While all
BIPOC sex workers experience racism and marginalization, they do not experience it in the same ways and
are subjected to very different harmful tropes and historical stereotypes. I will also draw on the words of
Asian sex workers to complicate this racial category and how it is enmeshed in extra- and intra-community
issues of colorism and colonial sexual fantasies of conquest and domination.
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labor, and space. I also offered to pay her to cite the thread she was talking about. Again,
especially as a white academic, paying her for the labor of creating that thread and for the
use of her words, was the least I could do. We ended up tweeting back and forth and then
Honey reached out to me with what any academic would consider to be a jackpot of
research material. She sent names of several Asian sex workers who had talked about
ahegao, about racism more broadly. She sent specific screenshots of interactions between
her and white sex workers who took issue with the assertion that ahegao and
appropriation were racist. She sent links to entire threads she and other sex workers had
written. And, most importantly, she agreed to be interviewed. We set up a time and the
next week, I was sitting at my computer in my living room, watching Honey pour her cup
of tea.
We talked about her experience in the sex industry, specifically her experiences as
a soft-core camgirl. Honey, formerly known as Honey Li, walked me through a normal
day, like all of my interviewees, before we dove into what she described as the “meat and
potatoes'' part of our interview. We had connected because I wanted to understand how
racism and identity impacted how online sex workers experience their work, and Honey
had a wealth of knowledge to share. She described similar experiences of racism that
many sex workers of color discussed in my interviews as an inescapable part of the job.
Although all sex workers face stigmatization, BIPOC workers in the digital sex
industry and in the sex industry more broadly face increased stigmatization and racism
from customers, law enforcement, aid organizations, and other sex workers (Jones, 2015;
Jones, 2020). Sex work researchers and scholars have studied how race impacts all
aspects of participation in the sex industry (Miller-Young, 2014; Nash, 2014; Jones,
2020; Obourn, 2021). It is well-documented that BIPOC sex workers in both indirect and
direct forms of labor earn less, experience more harassment, are targeted for violence,
and are historically relegated to a niche or fetish market (Koken et al, 2010).
Like pornography, digital sex work serves as a site of cultural production and
provides a unique opportunity to understand how fetishization works to uphold narratives
of white supremacy, transphobia, fatphobia, and ableism. BIPOC sex workers are
subjected to different historical stereotypes and tropes that inform sexual racism (Jones,
2020) depending on their race and/or ethnicity. Black sex workers must contend with the
legacy of the “jezebel,” the historical narrative used to justify sexual and physical
violence against Black women (Collins, 1990). Latinx sex workers are often painted as
the “spicy Latina,” which operates under and assumption of hypersexuality and
availability like the “jezebel” (Collins, 1990) Asian sex workers are branded as
“submissive” and meek and always sexually available (Miller-Young, 2014). While
researchers have documented the experiences of Black and Latinx sex workers, there is a
lack of information in the literature on how Asian sex workers experience and negotiate
these stereotypes, especially in online sex work. The fantasies of white cis male clients of
BIPOC sex workers reproduce and operate through a colonialist logic that positions their
bodies as sites of conquest.
In this chapter, I draw on interviews with Asian sex workers as well as published
Twitter threads and interactions between white sex workers and Asian sex workers to
explore issues of cultural appropriation and anti-Asian xenophobia and racism among
both clients of Asian sex workers and their white sex worker-colleagues. Using the case
studies of the proliferation of “ahegao” and “waifu” aesthetic among popular white sex
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workers and the defense of “raceplay” content by white sex workers, I argue for the
necessity of an intersectional approach to studies on digital sex work, the whorearchy,
and erotic labor more broadly (@RooAddams, 2019; @itshoneylive, 2020). Specifically,
there must be more attention to white sex workers (especially those who are cisgender
and abled) who participate in cultural appropriation, raceplay, asianfishing, and other
harmful trends while clinging to “sex worker” as their only marginalized position to
deflect critiques from BIPOC sex workers (@itshoneylive, 2020). From this analysis, I
theorize the concept of “assuagement work,” like emotional labor, demands that
multiply-marginalized peoples regulate their emotions in work-based interactions, and
describes the specific form of emotion work necessary to soothe or assuage the guilt of
those in a more privileged position, usually when they’ve been called out publicly.

3.2

UNDERSTANDING THE WHOREARCHY

Building on the legacy of sex work researchers who deploy an intersectional
framework for studying stripping, street work, escorts, etc., Angela Jones’ Camming is
the first comprehensive study of cam models. Creating and deploying what she terms a
“sociology of pleasure,” Jones pushes back on the proliferation of studies on sex work
that focus on stigma, harm, and violence. She addresses how race, gender, and sexuality
complicate experiences of camming. Jones advocates for a “stacking” methodology that
foregrounds the voices of marginalized research participants to help break down the
historical fixation of academics and journalists on white, straight, cis sex workers. I use
Jones’ work as a model for my own, looking for the places where digital sex workers
discuss not only their experiences of racism, but their moments of pleasure in building
solidarity and community with other BIPOC sex workers. I also follow the feminist
tradition of looking for moments of resistance within the sex industry, and I try to situate
them within the larger structures that put BIPOC sex workers in the place of needing to
resist in the first place.
The “whorearchy” is one of the most useful tools created by sex workers for
understanding how different sex workers experiences stigma, and it is also one of the
most contested. Definitions for the whorearchy are constantly evolving. Tilly Lawless, a
queer sex-working activist, defines the whorearchy in an interview for slutever.com as:
...the hierarchy that shouldn’t – but does – exist in the sex industry, which
makes some jobs within it more stigmatized than others, and some more
acceptable. Basically, it goes like this, starting from the bottom (in
society’s mind): street based sex worker, brothel worker, rub and tug
worker/erotic masseuse, escort, stripper, porn star, BDSM mistress, cam
girl, phone sex worker then finishing with sugar baby on the top. Sugar
baby work is the most accepted as it is the closest to marriage in that it
mimics monogamy and usually involves the exchange of material goods
over cold hard cash (also, in a lot of places where sex work is illegal,
sugar baby-ing falls in a sort of legal grey space). Of course, these rungs
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aren’t set in stone, and the order varies from place to place. (Sciortino,
2016).
The whorearchy can also be understood as organized by proximity to law
enforcement, clients, and thus, potential for violence and criminalization. Raani Bangum,
another sex-working activist, argues that the whorearchy is based on respectability and
can be understood through two categorizing factors: (1) “sex workers who sell sex while
coming into the least physical contact with their clients are the ‘cleanest’ and therefore,
can be given partial respect; and (2) sex workers able to keep this physical distance while
also giving us the liberal aesthetics of ‘feminist empowerment’ and therefore, deserving
of partial respect (Bangum, 2020). Bangum uses the chart in the above figure that they
created with sex-working activist Rebelle Cunt “during a workshop we ran at Haverford
in October 2019” (Bangum, 2020).

Figure 3.1 Pyramid Chart Depicting the "Whorearchy"
As Lawless explains, the whorearchy is also organized through experiences of
marginalization: “For instance, a non-English speaking, immigrant WOC will be seen as
“less valuable” than me (a white middle class woman) and further down in the chain of
things. Often, more marginalized people will be forced to work in lower rungs, for
example trans WOC often won’t be hired in brothels and so have to do street-based sex
work” (Sciortino, 2016). While the importance of intersectionality in understanding the
whorearchy is understood among sex working activists and sex workers who self-identify
as having more leftist or radical politics, sex workers are not a monolith. Like any
industry, sex workers come from a variety of backgrounds and have many different
political ideologies that impact what views they espouse and how they engage with other
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sex workers and civilians on social media. Like any industry, there are also white
women.
Feminist history has handed us a perfect case study of the ways that white women
will co-opt, overshadow, and outright steal the work of and the focus from marginalized
people. Sex work spaces on social media (like Switter) and sex worker rights activism is
no different. There are white sex workers who are outright racist. There are white sex
workers who make having “spicy” or “problematic takes” their entire brand. And there
are white feminist sex workers, who champion sex worker rights, but center themselves
in discussions of sex work and whorephobia. My interviews and my fieldnotes revealed
the encounters that BIPOC sex workers have with both types of women, and the amount
of extra labor required by BIPOC sex workers to navigate these spaces. Here I focus on
the issues of “yellow face” and “Asianfishing” through the case study of the concept of
ahegao. The racism that Asian digital sex workers face had been understudied and
undertheorized, and I hope that in telling these stories, more sex work researchers and
feminist academics will look to digital sex work and the experiences of marginalized sex
workers to understand the complexities of the tangle that is fantasy, roleplay, capitalism,
whiteness, colonialism, and racism.

3.3

WHITE SEX WORKERS

One of the issues with white sex workers that Honey addressed was the amount of
interactions where white sex workers who made comments intimating that she had to be a
high earner because of her ethnicity:
It's very hard to explain to some people that, um, being fetishized, isn't a
benefit. It's actually a form of dehumanization...And you'll even get, like
going back to other sex workers who are white, not really getting it. Um, I,
I'll have girls kind of go, Oh, but you get, you get such big tips. And then
they slide in my DMs24. Like, how are you finding these guys? Oh, it must
be because you have that Asian look and guys love that. They kind of see
it as like a benefit sometimes, which is very frustrating because you're
trying to explain like, no, but actually. Like, let me show you my block list
of words that people have tried to say in my chat room on a daily basis.
And definitely like I would say from my colleagues who are black, like,
especially like visibly, like they're not even like biracial and white passing,
they will get really violent, like horrible things said to them everyday.
Like we're going to, somebody should hang you from a tree kind of shit.
Like just every shift and it's completely like when you hear a white sex
worker go like, yeah. Well, somebody called me ugly last night. It's like,

24

“Slide into my DMs” is a common colloquialism referring to sending someone a “direct message”
without really knowing them or engaging them in other ways previously. The reasons are often nefarious
and/or self-serving.
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well, yeah, genuinely, we all get that, but you don't get this whole other
element.
In this excerpt from our interview, Honey describes the feelings of frustration that come
from navigating social interactions with white sex workers who assume that (1) she must
make more money than them more easily because she is Asian, thus ascribing a financial
benefit to the experience of fetishization, and (2) that because white, Black, and Asian
sex workers are all in the category of “sex worker” they must experience the same types
and levels of harassment and violence. Comments like this could be understood as
“White Feminism,” the baseline-level of feminist rhetoric and activism that foregrounds
“universal sisterhood” and sameness about all else.
Comments like this, however, take on a more pernicious layer in digital spaces.
Online sex workers can not unplug or disconnect from social media or streaming sites.
They can’t just “take a break” from Twitter or camming without risking impacts to their
client base and earning potential. Rather than identifying the separate impact of race,
gender, and class on individuals’ lives, feminist antiracist theory stresses the need to
develop understandings of how these forms of stratification intersect and overlap (Bell et
al. 1999). As Acker summarized in her early work on gendered organizations, “a woman
who is Black, Spanish speaking and a doctor, does not experience herself in disjointed
segments of gender, race, ethnicity, and class; rather, all these elements are produced and
reproduced within the same everyday experiencing of her life” (1999:51). Thus,
marginalized digital sex workers are put in the position of existing in a constant state of
hypervigilance, unable to step back from the racialized volatilities of the erotic labor
market and their white peers.
When marginalized sex workers speak out against these behaviors of white sex
workers, they are often met with intense harassment from white sex workers and their
fans. In fact, Honey deleted the original thread she had written on ahegao that the white
sex worker was referencing when she “tagged her in” to my tweet. She had to delete it
after facing several days of harassment from white sex workers and their fans. In our
interview, she described one of the common tactics that people dismissing her arguments
use:
...there's something that happens when you do critique something like, I'm
sure you've seen this in, like, the threads, is people will have this “no true
Scotsman” kind of retort where it's like, yeah, well, you're not really an
Asian person. Because you're a Western or like you live in the West or
like Asian people in Asia don't care about this issue or don't see it as
racist, which doesn't really make sense because Asian fetishization isn't
really going to affect you. If you live in a country where. You make up
98% of the population, it is going to affect you. If you're like 0.1% to like
50%, you know? If you're a minority, of course your experience is going
to be different.
Honey sent me screenshots she had saved threads and DMs where white sex workers
tried to defend their use of ahegao in their content and fans used the fact that she “wasn’t
Japanese” or that “Japanese people didn’t care about ahegao” to completely disregard her
and to keep from engaging with the content of her argument. In these interactions, white
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sex workers are demanding that Honey and other BIPOC sex workers do the labor of
educating them about the history of these topics and the emotional labor of managing
their emotions and the emotions of white sex workers who are quick to get offended in
defense of their brand.
Many “white anime girls,” as Honey described them, blocked most sex workers
who called them out or tried to engage with them to point out how their brand was
problematic. According to Honey, their aesthetic was a direct example of cultural
appropriation and Asianfishing, which she described as:
...styling yourself and using graphics and sort of like branding elements to
look either to look racially ambiguous and in a way that's like, Ooh, I'm
half-Asian. You have girls who, they always, get the same black wig with
the bangs or a pink wig with the bangs. So they're either trying to be an
animate Asian person, or they're just straight up trying to play up a lot of
stereotypical, um, a lot of stereotypes of Asian women. So a lot of cutesy,
like sort of, uh, I'm doing this cutesy Japanese street, fashion liberal, cause
it's a lot of self-evangelization as well. Um, I've actually seen some girls
either Photoshop or do makeup to make their eyes look more Asian, which
is a bit much. There's an actual [medical] procedure people were getting
called the “fox eyes” trend now, which is, um, I don't know if you saw that
meme with Ariana Grande's post “fox eye” surgery being like her name is
now Arianna Nguyen and she's an ABG25 and she loves Boba and raves.
It's not as egregious as like when you see somebody black fishing where
it's like, obviously like you look at their photo a year ago and it's like,
that's a white girl and they get super tanned, and they get like box braids.
That's a lot more obvious, but there's definitely a lot of performers right
now who are trying to look racially ambiguous. And also, in the, in the
words that people use, I guess a lot of this is like marketing too. Like
people who are into anime and gaming and stuff like the whole Belle
Delphine26 type. You get people who describe like their bio will say, I'm
your “uwu waifu,” which is, I guess, cute to them. But then as somebody
who's been told either, do you understand English, or your English is
really good? Actually, it's kind of frustrating to see somebody
intentionally. You know, try to seem like they don't fully speak English.

25

“ABG” stands for “Asian Baby Girl” or an Asian woman who predominantly spends time around “asian
gangsters” and wears revealing clothing. It connotes a specific hypersexual aesthetic.

26

Bell Delphine is a white sex worker, gamer, and Youtuber with 1.6 million Twitter followers as of
February 2021. She has been identified by many BIPOC sex workers as a problematic member of the
online sex work community.
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Figure 3.2 Screenshot of Belle Delphine's Twitter page; Example of "waifu"
aesthetic

3.4

THE EMERGENCE OF AHEGAO AND “UWU WAIFUS”

Lana Rain, one of the longest running top-earners at ManyVids has created an
independent porn empire by combining her love of video games, anime, and cosplay to
create niche porn that features almost entirely simulated content. Her brand as the “living
anime” allows her to create videos that model the traditional hentai27 format with
recognizable anime characters that her fanbase enjoys. Her videos were some of the first
examples I encountered in my research of what marked a clear shift in independent clip
production. While most content across clipsites produced by individual performers have a
distinctly amateur feel--decent video quality, natural lighting, one or two camera angles,
etc., there is nothing amateur about the majority of Lana Rain’s content. As she has
grown in popularity, so has the quality of her work using professional lighting, highdefinition video recordings, elaborate costumes, and plots, and over thirty minute videos
that feature multiple scenes and more closely resemble studio-produced content. Some of
her most elaborate work, and the most popular are the “choose-your-own-adventure”
videos that allow viewers to interact with the plot of the clip. Viewers can choose if
Lana’s anime character tries to use sex as a way to escape a hostage situation, what
positions or specific sex acts she’ll use, where her captors will ejaculate, and even the
reaction the character will have in the scene--will she resist, will she enjoy it, or will she
realize that all along she was “depraved” and “craved cum.”

27

Hentai is an originally Japanese form of pornography that usually feature women in sexual situations
with monsters and fantastical creatures.
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There are other top earners that create cosplay content or feature elaborate
costumes and scenarios, and there are several models that do well by the website
standards who also craft an anime persona and tap into the specific fan base that Lana
Rain reaches. When studying this group of performers, one feature of their work rises to
the top, ahegao. As of late February 2021, ManyVids boasted 2700 videos with the word
“ahegao” in either the title, description, or tags. Ahegao videos are on the rise and have
been described as a “global internet phenomenon (Cole, 2020). While the use of ahegao
does not necessitate the production of pornography or even participation in sex work (the
expression in on the rise among influencers on platforms like Instagram and TikTok
[Cole, 2020; Kahn, 2020]), it has become a staple of a specific brand of cam model.
In Japanese pornography, ahegao, which translates to flushed face, refers to a
specific affective performance of female pleasure. It is “... a portmanteau that combines
the word aheahe, the onomatopoeia for panting, and gao, for face. This visual expression

Figure 3.3 Screenshot of ManyVids preview of Lana Rain doing ahegao

is used to highlight a hyperintense orgasm through clear visual elements such as frenzied
eyes that hardly show the person’s pupils, a mouth so wide that a person’s tongue is
sticking out, and body fluids (tears, sweat and snot) emerging from a person’s body”
(Santos, 2020: 4). The use of ahegao connotes specific gender and age dynamics as well:
Central to eromanga’s literacies is the bishōjo [beautiful girl], the overtly
sexualized heroine borrowed from shōjo [girls] manga….The bishōjo is a
critical visual and narrative trope tied to eromanga’s literacies as male
readers use the bishōjo to understand women’s bodies and their
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sexualities, and in so doing, satisfy their sexual desires. Unlike the pure
and innocent heroine in shōjo manga, the bishōjo in eromanga is sexual,
often naked throughout the story, with visual features that overemphasize
women’s breasts [oppai], nipples [chikubi] or ass [oshiri]. The bishōjo’s
sexual qualities are further drawn out in sexual narratives that range from
innocent ‘vanilla’ romances to rape or hardcore kinkdriven, at times nonconsensual, sexual encounters. Eromanga stories take inspiration from the
long history of sexual representation in comics and adult video. (Santos,
2020: 3)
While the term comes from anime, it has quickly become part of live action pornography
in Japan and in independent porn produced in the United States. One could argue that
porn in the United States has always has its own type of ahegao--women in pornography
are expected to orgasm in a specific way with vocalizations, facial expressions, and an
“out-of-body” experience that oddly seems to translate to most porn performers, whether
or not the orgasm filmed is real or faked (see Figure 1). This import of the Japanese
ahegao, however, marks an interesting affective turn in how sex workers perform in
content they participate in, specifically how they perform pleasure. The point of ahegao
is that it is recognizable. The viewer knows the facial expressions that are associated with
it—-the eyes rolling back or crossing, the tongue lolling out of the mouth, the body
convulsing, etc. The female orgasm has always been considered elusive and mysterious
throughout patriarchal history and feminists and sexuality scholars have historically
pointed out this misogyny is the disparate framing of heteronormative sex as
phallocentric.

Figure 3.4 An online sex worker does ahegao after a simulated sex act
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Leo Bersani’s essay “Is the Rectum a Grave?” traces the way that gay men and
AIDS patients are described by the media and thus received in society. Bersani draws an
interesting connection between depictions of Victorian era prostitutes and the outbreak of
syphilis in Britain at the time. Describing community reactions to people diagnosed with
AIDS, Bersani writes: “...the infinitely more seductive and intolerable image of a grown
man, legs high in the air, unable to refuse the suicidal ecstasy of being a woman”
(Bersani 1987:18). Bersani chooses the phrase “suicidal ecstasy” deliberately and spends
the rest of the essay unpacking this phrase in a call for a new approach to how we
conceptualize sexuality. These facial expressions are the “epitome” of the “suicidal
ecstasy” that Leo Bersani posits as inherent to societal understandings of how women
experience pleasure in heterosexual sex (Bersani 1987). For men raised on pornography
produced in the United States, the types of orgasms they’ve grown up watching signal to
them the types of orgasms their partners are supposed to have. When watching a clip
produced with cosplay and this type of ahegao, there are one of two options for the male
consumer/viewer: (1) they believe this is another authentic orgasm that is expressed
differently or (2) they recognize that the orgasm is fake (or at the very least exaggerated)
and performed in a specific style, and yet still experience pleasure from the fantasy. Real
female pleasure is not required.
Ahegao must also be understood in the context of “sexualized racism.” Beyond
the implications of this visual literacy, there are also issues of racism and cultural
appropriation in the emergence and proliferation of the ubiquity of ahegao in
independently produced content. Salmoe Salvi makes this argument in the following
thread:
“Why you shouldn’t be doing ahegao if you’re not asian: a key point in
understanding why this isn’t ethical for non-asians (especially white
people) to do is acknowledging that there are stereotypes specific to the
sexuality of women of color, which constantly disempower us. Examples
are the ‘angry black woman,’ the ‘fiery and sexual latina,’ the ‘asian
dragon lady’ and the ‘submissive asian slut.’ These stereotypes prevent us
WOC from being taken seriously and from claiming sexual autonomy.
Kindly note that there aren’t any stereotypes reserved for white women
that are as widely used and are as harmful as the ones for WOC, sexist
issues often intersect with racial issues, with WOC and LBGTQ+ POC
enduring the worst of it. Ahegao represents the worst aspects of the
‘submissive Asian slut’ stereotype. While it’s often argues that it’s merely
unbecoming, funny o-face that anyone in the throes of pleasure can pull,
we have to remember the context it’s most often used in: it’s most often
performed by underage (or at the very least infantalistic) female characters
in hetai manga, who are overwhelmed by pleasure without their consent. It
is an extreme version of the ‘submissive slut’ ideal thrust upon asian
women: that we are timid, shy, childlike, and innocent...but with a hidden
appetite for sexual pleasure that can be coaxed out of us with aggressive
sexual advances. You can see how subscription to this ideal devalues the
consent and agency of asian women. And it’s not just present in manga
and Japanese culture. Female submissiveness and conservatism is
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demanded across many asian cultures, especially those that have been
colonized or influenced by western countries. Here in the Philippines (a
former Spanish and american colony), the ‘dalagang filipina’ ideal is
defined as: submissive, shy, polite, (often) mestiza, hyperfeminine, and in
denial of her desire for male attention. She’s ‘pakipot;’ she says no but her
heart says otherwise. You can wear her down and ‘earn her consent’ with
aggressive courtship (‘ligaw’) that often leans toward assault. This
stereotype is real enough to be recognized and lampooned in the novel
‘noli me tangere’ in 1887, where it’s brought to life to comedic and tragic
effect by the maria clara character. It’s still real enough to be referenced in
the dating/courtship/’ligaw’ memes I see. Like all social constructs,
ahegao and the larger ‘submissive and exotic asian slut’ stereotype is
made in service of the sexist, racist status quo and like other social
constructs, it can be reclaimed ONLY BY THE PEOPLE IT HAS
SUPPRESSED. Same way that only black people can use the n-word. All
other non-black people ESPECIALLY WHITE PEOPLE cannot use it,
because our forefathers have all used such derogatory nomenclature to
subjugate black folk. We cannot continue the subjugation. The slur is not
ours to reclaim. The ethics of asian women doing ahegao and reclaiming a
trope rooted in rape is debateable. It can be argued that doing do reinforces
a stereotype that harms all women and victims of rape, regardless of race.
However, non-asian women doing ahegao is definitely not ethical. Nonasians, especially white people, have the privilege of making content
centered on the trope for a short while, without having to feel its
oppressiveness when they relax their face and take off their costume. It
upsets me when no-asian models capitalize on ahegao and cherrypick from
other minorities’ cultures without having their agency questioned. While I,
an asian woman, have to contend with the condescension the ‘submissive
asian slut’ stereotype has wrought upon my daily life.” (@SalomeSalvi,
2020).
I have included this thread in its entirety for a few reasons. First, threads are notoriously
difficult to find and read online and reproducing it here in my dissertation means that it
will be widely available. I have also chosen to leave it unedited to demonstrate that Asian
sex workers have been making these arguments against ahegao and other forms of
yellowface in sex work. As a white academic, I believe it is necessary to present these
ideas in full and to provide an example of the important work that sex workers are doing
in unrecognized spaces. In this thread, Salvi argues for the importance of historical
context in understanding how the visual rhetoric of ahegao operates. For Salvi, ahegao is
entrenched in a legacy racist and anti-Asian tropes that have been used to justify physical
and sexual violence of Asian women and the colonization of Asian countries and peoples.
The participation of white sex workers in yellowface by using ahegao in their videos
reproduces these colonialist logics and legitimizes them for a new generation. Many of
the fans of these “white anime girls” are young men who enjoy all aspects of Japanese
culture. They are spending their most formative years being told by women that they
idolize and fantasize about that their racist fantasies are perfectly normal.
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One more recent scholar, Gail Dines, has garnered the attention of sex worker
rights activists as “another Dworkin or MacKinnon.” What is interesting, however, is that
in the places where both Dworkin and MacKinnon’s work can be read as lacking, as
essentialist, as very white, Dines cannot. Dines specifically foregrounds the importance
of an intersectional approach to studying pornography, giving special attention to both
race and class within discussion of gender and sexuality (Dines 2010). Anti-pornography
activist Gail Dines writes about the reason examining pornography as a cultural product
is important:
While these stereotypes are often a product of the past, they are cemented
in the present every time a user masturbates to them. This is a powerful
way to deliver racist ideology, as it not only makes visible the supposed
sexual debauchery of the targeted group, but also sexualized the racism in
ways that make the actual racism invisible in the mind of most consumers
and non-consumers alike. (Dines 2010:140)
Pornography that presents such racially and sexually violent imagery sexualizes violence
against women’s bodies and normalizes the racist and sexist language and actions used
against them. Furthermore, Dines argues, these issues start behind the camera. As Dines
observed about the makeup of production positions, “the racial politics of the porn
industry today mirror those of pop culture in that a majority of people involved in the
production end of the business is white” (Dines 2010:122). The whiteness behind the
camera undoubtedly contributes to the continued fetishization of black performers, and
specifically black men.
Asian sex workers, like Salome and Honey Live, have consistently addressed the
implications of white women using ahegao in their content. Honey expressed frustration
with the amount of times she and other Asian sex workers had been tagged by wellmeaning, but misguided white sex workers in Twitter conversations to explain the
problematic history and usage of ahegao:
The thing with, uh, every. Like, there are a lot of people start getting
expected to be, I don't want to say token, but they get tagged in shit with
like, can you, can you dive into this argument? And you're like, man, I
really don't have the time today. Yeah. It's kind of a meme at this point.
Um, I know, I don't know if you talked to Rue Adams, but Rue Adams
actually wrote like a thread being like, stop tagging me on this. Let me just
say my piece and link you to it. Yeah. And then I think Salaam Salvi also
wrote one.
By expecting Honey, Rue, and Salaam to be always available to be “tagged in” to these
conversations, white sex workers place the burden of educating other white people onto
the impacted and marginalized group (Asian sex workers) thus demanding (even if
unintentionally) extra unpaid labor. And, as Honey explains, it happens enough that it has
become a “meme,” signaling that this issue in ubiquitous enough that most Asian sex
workers have a story about being “tagged in.” Beyond labor issues, these conversations
can be both harmful and triggering.
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Rue Adams, a non-binary Asian sex worker, writes specifically about the harms
of ahegao and the impact of the expectation that they and other Asian sex workers will
perform such labor in their thread “WHY AHEGAO IS DAMAGING TO ASIAN
PEOPLE:”
I keep getting tagged to explain ahegao to yts28 and I’m getting sick of it.
So here is a thread on the real world affect ahegao has on asian people and
why every time I see it or you tag me to explain it my abuse gets triggered.
Ahegao takes its roots from Japanese anime that depicts children getting
raped. There are many threads on that already, that’s not what I want to
explain here. What this thread is for is you to understand *why* that’s
harmful. The fetishisation and sexualisation of Asian people is deep
rooted. I have experienced it my entire life. And I really do mean my
whole life. As a child in school uniform, I was repeatedly sexualised. I fit
that Asian Schoolgirl look that is so popular. The increase in popularity of
anime, manga and hentai only lead to further sexualisation of me as a
minor. When I was 15, I began to be groomed by a paedophile. He was
white and he was racist. He told me he would never have kids with a nonwhite person to ‘protect racial lines.’He called me his ‘yellow princess.’
He was a big anime fan. He watched hentai, lolicon and child
pornography. He discussed making me get a lolicon tattoo when I was old
enough. This man groomed me and abused me until he went to prison. I
have no doubt that his obsession with hentai and lolicon played a part in
my abuse. I was that fantasy. I was an Asian schoolgirl. Ahegao wasn’t
popular then, but had it been I know for a fact it is a face he would have
made me pull. Because it played into his desires. So, when we say ahegao
is racist, that is, harms us and sexualises us we don’t say it based on
nothing. It [is] based on the fact that these images harm us. The
fetishisation of Asian people leads to our abuse. To our rapes. To
paedophiles preying on us. And every time you tag me to explain this to
someone I am reminded of this abuse. Every time I see a non-Asian person
use that face I am reminded of it. And constantly I am reminded that
cartoon depictions of Asian people are held in higher importance that us
ourselves. (@RueAddams, 2019)
Addams describes the consequences of the fetishization and sexualization that are
perpetuated by the ahegao trend among white sex workers. A survivor of childhood
sexual abuse, Addams provides a compelling personal story about how the aesthetics of
hentai and the obsession with youth and submissiveness that are intrinsic to the visual
rhetoric of ahegao directly influenced their abuser. Addams also provides a case study in
why the ubiquitouness of ahegao in digital sex work spaces can be harmful to survivors
who are triggered by the imagery. They provide a direct connection between ahegao and
28

Twitter, like many social media sites, flags any general reference to white people as a group as potential
hate speech and/or harassment. Many people in online environments use different abbreviations and slang
to refer to white people to avoid having their accounts suspended or banned completely.
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violence that seems to preclude the use of ahegao by anyone in any sexual imagery. Some
Asian sex workers, however, assert that while there is an important conversation to be
had about the use of ahegao by anyone and the potential for it to be “reclaimed” by Asian
sex workers, it should always be off-limits to white sex workers.
As more Asian sex workers speak out about ahegao, white sex workers continue
to center themselves in the debate and demand more labor from marginalized sex
workers. Nadiya brought an interesting perspective to this discussion of demands for
labor by white women from her time working in a strip club. She expressed particular
frustration at her white coworkers:
I think the way that people demand the labor from women of color is
really different than the way they demand labor from white women. I
think the level of respect is different. I think the perception of delicacy or
fragility is different. And I spoke to that earlier. Like I went in a very
different direction than a lot of my, like people that I know who are white
or even East Asian and just lighter skinned and smaller. And there are,
there's a lot of delicacy afforded to white women. And even when they are
in sex work purity and this idea of like being clean and being like nice and
pretty and dainty. And I think so much of that is about like beauty
standards and politics and the way we perceive bodies to exist in an
desirable or acceptable way or not. But, Oh, the problem with white sex
workers. The problem with I'm gonna, I'm gonna distinguish into educated
white American sex workers because Eastern European women that I met
who started sex work the way I started sex work, young, working to get
the money they needed. And then also oftentimes being linguistically, um,
under kind of underrepresented or underserved in their context of
employment and being unable to communicate and advocate for
themselves, I felt much more of a kinship with them. Um, so I'll, I'll leave,
I'll leave the recent European immigrants out of this one because they
operated also from a position of a different kind of, of oppression, but they
were, they were not safe, um, in the way that many of the like. I'm just
here for school and, or a story, which all, blah, I, that frustrated me so
much because then they would just like talk to us while we were working.
And I was like, stop talking to me, you're ruining your, you're getting in
the way of my shift. Like go away. If you want to interview me, like paint
a time with me, pay me. Like, you're also just like, they didn't care that
much about making money. They didn't understand why people were very,
very worried about getting to a certain amount. By the end of the night,
they were just like there for pocket change.
These encounters and expectations reveal the ways in which white sex workers demand
and burden multiply-marginalized sex workers with a disproportionate amount of
emotional labor, or “assuagement work.” “Assuagement work,” like emotional labor,
demands that multiply-marginalized peoples regulate their emotions in work-based
interactions, and also describes the specific form of emotion work necessary to soothe or
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assuage the guilt of those in a more privileged position, usually when they’ve been called
out publicly.
One exchange with a white sex worker, who messaged asking Honey to explain
what made ahegao racist and why it was wrong devolved quickly into the white sex
worker apologizing and claiming that she “had only done it one or two times in the past
because guys asked [her] to.” When Honey tweeted about the exchange, calling out the
entitlement of the white sex worker had displayed in her request to educate her for free
and her use of tone policing against people of color, the white sex worker quickly turned
to guilt and name-calling to demand that Honey take down her tweet. As Honey
described it, “she messaged me out of nowhere to dump her yt guilt on me and seek
reassurance about how it’s ok that she did ah*gao in the past. Bitch wanted a Woke
White medal from any asian person she could show off later” (@itshoneylive, 2020).
These interactions continue the prevalent trend of positioning “...multiply marginalized
people, that are also expected to perform more emotional labor than more privileged
groups…” as a resource to be used and discarded when there is no more value left
(Carter, 2015). Marginalized people, especially women of color, are forced into the
stereotypical role of caretaker and emotional guide on white women’s journeys to selfdiscovery and “wokeness.” Black women, specifically, must reckon with stereotypes in
which they are either expected to caretake for white women or be hypersexual and always
available to white men.

3.5

RACIST CLIENTS

Because of this historical and continued hypersexualization, according to Patricia
Hill Collins, it is impossible to have a discussion of pornography and its specific brand of
sexism and racism without exploring the role of black women. “Notions of biological
determinism claiming that people of African descent and women possess immutable
biological characteristics marking their inferiority to elite White men lie at the heart of
both racism and sexism. In pornography these racist and sexist beliefs are sexualized”
(138). There is a clear difference when examining pornography between the
objectification of white women and black women, the difference centering around their
skin color. For black women, their skin presents another opportunity for fetishization,
furthering the dichotomous thinking that assigns “inherent” attributes to people who
appear to belong to a racial category.
Furthermore, porn studies scholar Miller-Young makes a critical intervention in
feminist work on pornography in her discussion of labor. She argues that many
academics have focused only on representation, neglecting to examine the labor issues
behind the camera, including the pay disparity between white and black women
performers (Miller-Young 2014). She challenges the popular industry adage that porn
producers are bowing to “standard supply-and-demand economics” citing the longer
structural, cultural history of “the sexual economy for black women’s bodies” (MillerYoung 2014:231). According to both Brents et al and Miller-Young the problem is not
just how the sex industry portray women of color and other marginalized groups, but the
long history that situates these identities as lesser, which is reflected in pornography as a
cultural product.
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As with most spaces, the most privileged voices often serve as the barometer for
what is and isn’t considered appropriate community behavior. As the most privilege
people within the world of online sex workers, white sex workers become the gatekeepers
for what clients are allowed to ask for and what they’re allowed to fantasize about. As
such, white sex workers demanding assuagement work, means that clients often demand
and expect it as well. White sex workers have a direct hand in assuaging the guilt of
clients who seek out ahegao content and this has consequences. Because men, often
white men, have the most purchasing power, even in independent online work, their
desires often drive the trends in content production, much like with mainstream studios.
One such issue is the identity of those funding the production of content and those buying
it. Mireille Miller-Young addresses this issue in an essay from 2005 penned for $pread.
She argues that what happens behind the camera, the producers, the directors, the
customers dictate the content being produced:
Pornography works hard to create a fantasy for predominantly male
spectators, but because white men dominate the manufacturing of the
fantasy, these images tend to reflect their desires and fears of the sexuality
of people of color. Hence, women of color are figured as lusty Latinas,
submissive Asian girls, and black ghetto hoes. In the political economy of
the industry their discriminatory treatment is made invisible, while in the
economy of desire, stereotypes of their race and sexuality are made
distinctively visible. (Miller-Young 2005:116)
The liberatory potential of pornography to be a place of imaginaries, of futurities, of the
“multiple bodies and pleasures” that seem promised by sex positive feminists and ethical
feminist pornographers is just not reflected within more mainstream porn because it is
produced within a society that is sexist, racist, classist, homophobic, etc. for a client base
that hold the same problematic and oppressive ideologies. As many of the sex workers of
color described in our interviews and in their Twitter posts, being an independent sex
worker can mean setting more boundaries, but it doesn’t completely eliminate
experiences with sexualized racism.
Honey described the ignorant and racist interactions she had endured with people
in her cam room. Her conversations sound similar to any interaction a POC could have in
any job or on any date:
Oh, uh, also the pointlessness of like, why I don't want to discuss this
ethnicity is because those conversations are always stupid and. It's always
like, well, you just remind like, Oh really? Are you sure you're not
Japanese? Cause I knew what Japanese girl, they want to talk about their
experiences with other Asian women or like talk about like, I slept with a
Thai girl. I've slept with a, like, it's kind of like they're collecting all the
ethnicities. Jesus, it's very unsavory and it rarely if ever leads to actually
getting tips.
These clients fetishize Honey and other Asian women and then have the audacity to make
sure she knows what her ethnicity is. This is, of course, a common experience for people
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of color in and out of the sex industry. What makes this interesting, however, and
particularly pertinent, is that this type of behavior is often an indicator that they are not
willing to spend money, which demonstrates a complete disregard for Honey as someone
performing a job or type of labor. As Honey notes, these people are often conservatives
and/or white supremacists:
And the, and with the, the whole, uh, white supremacists, having yellow
fever thing, it's like a lot of them bank on you also being anti-black
because they think like, Oh, like yeah, a lot of Asian people are like, they
do think like me there, there is a huge problem with Asian people having a
lot of issues with anti-blackness. So they'll kind of come in and shit-talk
other minorities and expect you to go along with it for a buck. Hmm. Like
there was a weird moment in my room a while ago, where I had two other
sex workers in there just on their off day, hanging out with me. And then I
had two regulars, uh, one being a non-binary person of color and one
being a man of color. And this other regular, we were talking about
immigration and this other regular goes, “Well, I don't mind, as long as
they come over legally, like Asian immigrants are never the problem.”
And we just shut that down immediately and he goes, “wait, am I the only
conservative in this room?” and then everyone kind of stops. Like, why
would I be conservative if I'm like, I'm not white, I'm a woman. And I'm a
sex worker. What are the odds of me agreeing with you on this, you
know? And I’m also an immigrant that's four layers, you know.
White people who enter Honey’s cam room look to her to give them permission for their
anti-Blackness and assume that because she is Asian, she will join in with them in their
racist discussion. They also seem to exist within a milieu where Honey will agree with
them no matter what they say, so matter how offensive, because of her identity and her
sex worker status. It is completely possible that there was something affirming about
being able to espouse these views to someone in a more marginalized position. In an
experience where Honey does have control--she can block people from her room and on
social media--saying openly racist and white supremacist things could be a way to exert
power and dominance in the situation. Ultimately, these experiences provide windows
into moments where Honey exercises strategic agency in an industry where historically
Asian women have not had much power or control.

3.6

STRATEGIES OF RESISTANCE

In Habeas Viscus: Racializing Assemblages, Biopolitics, and Black Feminist
Theories of the Human, Weheliye argues for a materialist understanding of race and
sexuality through the critique of the often-Eurocentric theorizing of bare life and
biopolitics. Grounding his work in black feminist theorists Wynter and Spillers and
engaging the work of Foucault, Agamben, and Benjamin, he uses analysis of film,
literature, and music to explore the racial and juridical assemblages that he sees as central
to the construction of Man. Out of all of the theorists I’ve chosen, Weheliye presents the
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model closest to what I hope to achieve in my own work. Throughout Habeas Viscus, he
engages in several conversations about key concepts in the study of sexuality, sex work,
and pornography.
Weheliye argues in the introduction that to become mired in conversations about
“agency” is to uphold and assume full subjectification and may not always be productive
in discussions attempting to move past the constraining concept of “Man” and those
historically excluded from that category (Weheliye 2014:11). Weheliye’s understanding
of agency is intersectional in that it outlines the hegemonic ideals of citizenship that
either allowed for or constrained the ability to participate as full citizens. Importantly, his
discussion of agency includes the state and the ways that it has been relegated by
institutions and governmental bodies. The “enactment of black suffering for a shocked
and titillated audience…[or] ‘pornotroping’”, as defined by Spillers, offers Weheliye a
tool to understand the transformation of Mona (through sexualized violence) into
desexualized and ungendered flesh, leaving her as bare life (Weheliye 2014:66). This
concept of “pornotroping” is extremely salient for my own work. Weheliye explores this
concept in the fifth chapter of Habeas Viscus. He writes: “Pornotroping unconceals the
literally bare, naked, and denuded dimensions of bare life, underscoring how political
domination frequently produces a sexual dimension that cannot be controlled by the
forces that (re)produce it” (Weheliye 2014:65). For Weheliye and the black feminist
thinkers he draws on, domination is linked on ideological level, thus political domination
is inextricably linked to sexual domination, in that it always has a sexual component that
is both completely controlled and wild at the same time (Collins 1990). It is in this space,
where sites of resistance have the potential to sprout (Weheliye 2014).
For Miller-Young, new antipornography scholars like Gail Dines and Robert
Jensen replicate many of the same essentialist ideologies and language that were
problematic in the original Sex Wars. The way out of this, Miller-Young and other newer
scholars argue, is to look for and foreground the places where sex workers of color resist
these narratives both in front of and behind the camera. “Characterizing porn only as bad
representation dismisses an arena in which black women and men are actually working
hard to create their own images, express their own desires, and shape their own labor
choices and conditions” (Miller-Young 2014: xi). Honey described the strategies she
employed to navigate the racism rampant in the industry from both clients and her white
colleagues. In the introduction of this chapter, I mentioned that Honey had recently
changed her name from HoneyLi to HoneyLive. According to her, this was a strategic
decision to mitigate the number of racist interactions she endured in her streams:
And like even the decision to, I used to be it'shoneyli. Cause I just signed
up that day and picked a random and was like, okay, generic, Asian last
name let's go. But I've decided to drop it because it doesn't serve me. And
I think it kind of like. It doesn't add anything in it. In fact, encourages
speculation of like, w what is that choice? You know, which is pointless.
I'm like, well, if you like you either like my boobs or you don't okay. It
doesn't matter. Doesn't matter what what's in the what's in the batter.
Honey consistently deals with potential clients and trolls in her streams asking her to talk
about “what she is” and fetishizing her. She deals with it consistently enough that she has
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monetized it: “So I just kind of drew a line in the sand and I was like, if I have, this is one
instance where I have complete control over my working environment, so I'm just not
going to deal with it. And you guys can pay me the 200 bucks or we're not talking about
what I really am or where I really come from. We're just not having that discussion.”
Honey is using monetization as a strategy of resistance. While she ultimately cannot
prevent trolls and clients from asking about her racial or ethnic identity, she is able to
make money from it, and according to her plenty of people are willing to pay. Her
strategy provides a perfect example of the argument made by sex workers for decades--if
we are going to experience harassment anyway, misogyny anyway, racism anyway, why
not get paid to do so.
Honey and other marginalized sex workers have several strategies that use
technology to protect themselves from potentially harmful or triggering discussions. One
is to use the “word block” function on Twitter:
And of course, the, the blatant, like the appropriation aspect of seeing like
a lot of people use sort of like this, like anime stereotype aesthetic that
always like, I, I mostly just like try, I have a, I have a word block now
where I just don't see most discussions. Or like, if somebody follows me, I
won't necessarily follow them back if I see they’re Asianfishing. Cause it's
like, well, I'm unlikely to have a lot in common values wise with this
person.
By using these tools, Honey is able to curate a Twitter feed and following that will not
put out triggering and racist content. This is a necessary step for digital sex workers who
are almost always plugged-in to social media for both promotion and community. It
would be better, of course, if Honey and other BIPOC sex workers didn’t need these
strategies to exist in their work environments online.
Asian digital sex workers have a unique experience of both sex work and
interacting within the digital spaces where they build community with other sex workers
and find potential clients. As I have demonstrated, their stories show the ways that white
sex workers perpetuate the harmful, violent, and colonialist logics that potential clients
and “internet trolls” use to target and harass Asian sex workers. By participating in these
racist visual rhetorics, white sex workers are actively creating volatile work environments
for Asian sex workers. Thus, they place success and a following over solidarity and
community with other sex workers. Asian sex workers should be commended for their
resilience and strategies of resistance for dealing with both racist colleagues and clients.
This commendation, however, is not enough. White sex-working activists must be vocal
and diligent when it comes to rooting out racism in digital sex work spaces. Sex work
researchers must pay specific attention to the similarities of how this racial harassment
operates within other workplaces and institutions. Sex worker inclusive feminists must
foreground the experiences of BIPOC sex workers in their scholarship and their calls for
decriminalization, which is the first step to creating safe work environments for all sex
workers and to reducing the life-threatening stigma that sex workers face even after they
leave the industry. As I will argue in my next chapter, marginalized sex workers are most
vulnerable to “technosocial death,” the form of structural violence that currently puts
most sex workers at risk of losing their livelihoods, especially during the COVID-19
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pandemic. Some white and otherwise privileged sex workers, however, continue to push
for neoliberal ideology in online spaces that contribute to the continued criminalization of
sex work that is most available to vulnerable populations.
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CHAPTER 4. RISKY BUSINESS: DIS/ABILITY, STIGMA, RISK, AND THE STATE
4.1

BELL

I interviewed Bell after a few weeks of not having any scheduled interviews. It
was late, and as had happened a lot during my research, I was exhausted and
experiencing an Adderall crash that was kicking my ass. I was also nervous and the social
anxiety I have battled my entire life wrapped its fist around my stomach and refused to let
go. I set up my nighttime interview station--my coffee table pulled toward one corner of
my couch and raised so that I could comfortably focus on my screen with access to water,
my notebook, and my voice recorder. I opened the computer and set up my secondary
recording app, opened my set of interview questions, and arranged the windows to have
room for our call. Steadying myself, I launched the Zoom meeting and turned on my
camera. My little corner, curated to represent my academic persona, contained a bright
lamp, stacks of academic books on sex work and pornography, and the bromeliad pup I
propagated during quarantine and somehow managed to keep alive. I took a sip of water
and waited.
When they entered the Zoom room, Bell was wearing glasses, and comfortable
clothes. They had natural hair that was dark at the roots and hot pink on the end of their
tight curls. We said our normal awkward pleasantries and discussed the project, and then
I listened. All of my interviews are different. Some interviewees talk the most. Some
prefer a more conversational back and forth. Some are shy and need me to talk more. Bell
was the first person I interviewed who seemed like they had been waiting to talk to me.
They were a natural storyteller and moved through my list of questions I had previously
emailed with confidence and ease. Bell gifted me an experience that most feminist
ethnographers dream of.
Bell, a Black, non-binary, disabled, queer, sex worker has an unapologetic Twitter
presence that balances calling out problematic online sex workers and advertising content
that skewed toward a dominant persona mixed with weed culture. One of my questions
directly asks my interviewee to reflect on how their identities impact their experiences in
the online sex industry. Bell, who had worked as a full service survival and street worker
in the past, brought a unique perspective to this question:
So, the difference between me as a full-service survival sex worker, who's,
non-binary dark skin and a white full service sex worker who probably
just does this because this is what she wants to do. Like, you know, her
parents have money. If she needed money, they would give it to her or
whatever she could tell men, "Hey, I don't like that. That hurts." I can't say
that. Now I can, because I already have my money, but like, but back then,
I had no understanding of that, but I knew I needed to eat. So, I kind of let
men use my body as a human sex doll and it hurt at times. And then I told
him, I, you know, no, like you cannot have sex with me anymore. And
I'm, you know, I'm going home, and he lied and told me he had HIV. So,
for six months I was in an ER, getting my blood tested to make sure that I
didn't have HIV. Because the client wanted me to spend the money on
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blood tests because he didn't even know that HIV test. He was just trying
to get me to spend that money because he knew he wasn't getting it.
Their experience of sex work was inextricably tied to their positionality. Bell saw a clear
difference in the boundaries that white sex workers were allowed to maintain and
establish while they were not able to do the same. Bell also linked marginalization to
access. Bell, who had been a sex worker struggling with financial precarity, was put in a
situation where the lines between choice and coercion were blurred, where, to survive,
Bell had to give access to their body to men in ways that they explicitly stated they would
not and do not now in a place with more financial security. Part of that inability to restrict
access and set boundaries meant that Bell, and other survival sex workers, are at an
increased risk for violence, harm, and trauma.
During 2020 and 2021, I was fortunate to be able to interview several disabled sex
workers who had participated in both street work and other forms of full service sex work
(FSSW) before the COVID-19 lockdown when they shifted to online-only work. They
provided important insights into the ways that, as Aragon argues, “[a]ccess to indoor and
online work is classed, gendered, and racialized” (2020) and the ways that these
positionalities are further complicated by dis/ability.
In this chapter, I use the work of disability scholars to “crip sex work” through
interviews with disabled sex workers. Disabled sex workers provide a unique theorizing
of sex work as a unique “mediated choice” and a type of labor that is more accessible and
readily available to disabled people. Their interviews also build on the concept of
“bodyminds” through their refusal to see the forms of erotic, physical, and emotional
labor as separable and their lived refutation of “selling their bodies” through sex work as
inherently different than any other job under late stage capitalism. Building on Heather
Berg’s theorization of “porn work” and her contribution to the “sex work as anti-work”
paradigm articulated by disabled sex working activists, I also look at where tensions
between online sex workers and full service sex workers reveal the differences and
similarities in labor required for indirect and direct sex work and how sex workers use
these types of labor to calculate risk and reward in the sex industry (Berg, 2021). As
digital and physical spaces continue to integrate through new state-sanctioned
surveillance technology, categorizations of sex work and associated risks become less
tidy and all sex workers are increasingly at risk for technosocial death, my expansion of
Cacho’s theory of social death” (Cacho, 2012).
4.2

DISABLED SEX WORKERS

Sex workers have long advocated for the recognition of “sex work as work,” and
thus a job worthy of labor rights, workplace safety, and respect (Leigh, 1997). While
some of my interviewees focused on the freedoms of online work and the creativity they
could utilize in their content creation, disabled sex workers consistently challenged this
rosy picture of online sex work. They offered a more nuanced look at how their
disabilities influences their choices to become sex workers and how online work
impacted them daily. Many interviewees discussed the tension of navigating the amount
of labor (emotional, erotic, and physical) required to maintain a steady income through
online work. Like other forms of body work (Wolkowitz, 2002), sex work presents
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unique physical challenges that are even more prevalent for disabled and chronically ill
sex workers. Nabila, a disabled, neurodivergent, queer, non-binary, Muslim sex worker
discusses the prevalence of disabled sex workers, issues with survival sex work, and her
perspective on white online sex workers:
There's definitely a lot more disabled sex workers than you think a lot of
us hide it. Um, you know if people are ambulatory, it's a lot easier to hide
it. But there are a lot of sex workers that I know that are autistic. Um, and
for a lot of people, that's not necessarily considered a disability, but legally
and medically, it's technically considered a disability. We think differently
than other people. Um, and people are um, you know, people are jerks
when they find out that a sex worker is autistic. Um, you know, I know a
lot of girls who, um, have mobility issues and other medical issues, um,
and they got into sex work because like I said, it's like the only job that
you can do, you know, you can make your own hours, you can decide
what you want to do and what you're not going to do, depending on how
your body is feeling that day. And you do it from home. You don't have to
drive into a job. You can do it at whatever hour you need to be for
however long you're able to be awake. And that makes sex work one of
the main viable options for people who are disabled.
Several of my interviewees described strategies they used to navigate the physical,
mental, and emotional demands of sex work. Nabila made the conscious shift to move
from live camming to more recorded content and/or one-on-one domme work when they
were injured on the job:
So, so, um, when I was doing camming, um, I was doing vanilla camming
for the most part, which is just all, everybody wants you to have sex with
yourself on camera. And, you know, as somebody with, you know, I had
recently had. A hip surgery and I have all these pain issues and my joints
just go out of place for no reason, you know, um, doing that kind of work
specifically was so, so hard on me. Like I remember one day where I was
in the middle of a show and my hip went out of place and I had to pretend
like I was fine and fake an orgasm and then end the show and then get
assistance because my hip was out of place. Um, and I think that was the
day where I was like, I can't do this anymore. You know? Um, and so I
started looking into other options because doing that or doing prosubmissive work. Like camming was physically exhaustive and painful,
doing pro-submissive work was an intense amount of emotional labor
because I had two dogs that I lived with already that I was, that I loved
and was serving. So, trying to add on random internet people trying to be
my Dom is ridiculous. Um, you know, and so I was thinking about it, and
I was like, okay, well, you know, I've talked to people in the past, let's try
this. And I talked to people, and I was like, okay, how do you do this
online? What is this about? Let's talk about this. And everyone I talked to
was like, yes, it is so much better when it comes to your emotional labor,
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because you, it's not about pleasing whatever this person wants constantly
for forever. You know, you can do a session and it's an hour. And its way
less intensive than if you were the sub, you know? Um, and that's what I
found to be true. And I'm going to be honest, like there's a lot of, there's a
lot of girls that I've seen that are into, um, pro Dom stuff online. They're
wearing collars, they're all subs in real life. Like with their partners,
they're sub there are collared sub that's a big deal. And yet, like we go out
and we do this as our job, because it's just exhausting to be a sub all the
time, you know?
Fetish workers, however, may not follow the same script, instead focusing their efforts on
a specific client base. Many financial dominatrixes, for example, often never go fully
nude, never do a “cum show” and meet goals by interacting with “pay slaves” or “pay
pigs” who will tip for attention or “tasks” based in power-exchange and humiliation.
Financial dominatrixes, and dominatrixes in general, curate a persona that emerges from
an ideology of female superiority. This power exchange allows (mostly) men to become
subservient to often young, beautiful women by providing them with gifts and money for
the opportunity to be verbally and physically degraded. When thinking about domination,
it would be safe to assume that for much of the public the image conjured up is one of
whips, leather, and latex. However, for financial domination, the fantasy is often less
about the ornamentation and aesthetic of traditional BDSM and more about upholding the
narrative that women are powerful because of their youth and beauty. This exchange
necessitates a belief in a cultural mythology that has served for the backbone for the
dismissal of sexual harassment, sexual assault, and the overall subjugation of women-even if less powerful, still hold all the power in our society because of their beauty and
their sexuality.
Rebecca, a white disabled ciswoman in her early 30s living, working, and
attending graduate school in New York City. Rebecca describes her entrance into sex
work and how her different disabilities have impacted her experiences:
Um, so I am diagnosed with bipolar two, um, I'm starting to question the
accuracy of that diagnosis. I definitely have depressive episodes where it's
hard to get anything done. Those are days when sex work is really helpful.
Cause it's like, there's no expectation that I have to be there at a certain
time. I can wait until then. Online where it complicates that is if you're
trying to stick to a schedule, which is again, another thing that I'm just not
good at for online work, um, And I think some of the symptoms that were
being classified as hypomania are actually like ADHD. Um, and I get a lot
of the, uh, hyperfocus, like once I start doing something, which can be
helpful for things like editing like 10 clips in a row. Um, but you know,
my schedule isn't strong. Like I need to be able to switch from like,
activity to activity. I need to fit homework in there and I need to clean and
I need to... so, that has been difficult. Um, and I also have IBS, which it
gets better and worse. When it's bad, I have had to cancel some things.
Cause I'm like, I can't be on the subway for half an hour. I'm going to need
to use the bathroom. Um, so yeah. That definitely has affected my ability
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to do work in the past. I also had PTSD that has sort of resolved by this
point. Um, but that was also something that made it difficult to work like a
nine to five. Um, so yeah, for things like chronic illness, uh, physical or
mental, I think sex work is often a really popular option because it gives
you that flexibility.
Rebecca shifted to online work during the COVID-19 lockdown and struggled with the
differences in online and full service work. Her experience reveals the ways that disabled
sex workers navigate “crip time” (Samuels, 2017) in a service industry that demands
punctuality and prolonged attention. As Sameuls argues:
For crip time is broken time. It requires us to break in our bodies and
minds to new rhythms, new patterns of thinking and feeling and moving
through the world. It forces us to take breaks, even when we don't want to,
even when we want to keep going, to move ahead. It insists that we listen
to our bodyminds so closely, so attentively, in a culture that tells us to
divide the two and push the body away from us while also pushing it
beyond its limits. Crip time means listening to the broken languages of our
bodies, translating them, honoring their words. (2017)
One myth that quickly circulated about online sex work was the ability to make a lot of
money fast, a myth that is continually perpetuated by non-sex working journalists and
content platforms looking for new gig employees. All the sex workers I spoke with
refuted this. Rebecca spoke directly to the differences between FSSW and online work
and the differing barriers to success:
Um, you know, if you need money super-fast online sex work's not going
to do it. Um, I, I don't like most of the people that I know honestly are
other in-person workers who have started doing online work because of
this pandemic. Um, and a lot of them are still doing in-person work. I was
still doing some in-person work cause like I just couldn't afford a lot of the
time to not do it. Um, And I think it's, you know, people like me who, like
I have a disability and I'm in school full time, so I just don't have the
luxury of time. Um, and energy is also kind of a limited commodity for
me. I think to be successful in online work, you need to have time, energy,
privacy...the ability to put in those startup costs. I think of like, uh,
equipment, um, you know, I'm lucky that I had both a laptop and a
smartphone, but I had to purchase, um, uh, tripod and lights. And then, all
the equipment. That I was using for in-person stuff I can use on camera,
but that's another thing it's like equipment props, outfits. Um, yeah, I think
it's, I mean, I don't know for sure, but I'm assuming that it's online work is
more people who like, have really thought about it, and planned it out and
decided that this is what they're going to do. Whereas in person work, I
think most of us got started when we were in a pinch.
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Success in sex work is often determined by identity in many ways, including race,
gender, socioeconomic status, language, region, education, etc. While online sex work is
a viable option for some because of their disability, online sex work can also be
precluded as an option because of their disability. Online sex workers utilizing platforms
with payment processors are required to provide legal identification and report all of their
earnings to the IRS every year as independent contractors. While some scholars have
argued against sex workers being labeled as independent contractors (Berg, 2020), that
identification currently stands. For disabled online sex workers who receive disability
income, their earnings are limited if they want to continue receiving payments. Thus,
many disabled sex workers exist in a boom-and-bust cycle that can be detrimental to their
physical, mental, and emotional health. Furthermore, “...in addition to being socially
devalued, people on subminimum wages often get stuck in a cycle of poverty. People
with disabilities making subminimum wage also lack purchasing power, and as a result,
have no effective way to get out of this system and into the integrated work market”
(Friedman, 2019). Disabled sex workers bring a unique perspective to the “agency”
question because their bodyminds are already marked as “bad” under capitalism because
they are not capable of meeting ableist standards of productivity. For many disabled and
otherwise marginalized sex workers, sex work wasn’t a choice in the way that purists
would want it to be.
4.2.1

State Rhetoric of Contagion

While there have always been some sex workers who use their earnings to pay for
education, online sex work (erotic work that occurs through digital spaces) is a specific
subsection of the industry with a larger population of participants who are pursuing either
undergraduate or graduate degrees. In her article “Whores at the End of World,” Sonya
Aragon traces her experiences as a sex worker in a post-lockdown New York City
through a series of vignettes that combine personal narrative, sociopolitical commentary,
and historical information. In one vignette, Aragon draws connections between the
current policies around COVID-19 and the historical stigma attached to sex workers by
public health officials:
ON APRIL 1, a client emailed me: “I am a nurse who will be traveling to
NYC to help with the Covid Crisis. I was wondering if you were doing
physical visits? I have been social distancing for weeks. I was looking to
meet before I started working because after I step foot in that hospital I
will be knee deep in quarantine.” I wrote back, saying how grateful I was
for his line of work, and how unfortunate that I was no longer doing inperson sessions. Seeing him wasn’t worth the risk, for me, now
criminalized two-fold: in the usual ways, plus the added $500 fine, which
the NYPD was newly empowered to mete out to anyone they encountered
breaking social-distancing guidelines. You can’t fuck six feet apart…
These concerns are minor. I am so lucky. Many people are still working in
person and outside. How is anyone to turn down work, to stay inside, if
they have no savings, no access to financial relief, or no home? In an essay
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for Tits and Sass called “Coronavirus and the Predictable Unpredictability
of Survival Sex Work,” Laura Lemoon writes, “I hear other workers
complaining about the low ball offers they are now getting from clients,
and I think to myself that I’ve never had the luxury of setting a target fee
and turning away anyone who won’t meet it . . . I still can’t say with
certainty what my HIV or STI status is because all of my clients wanted
bareback, and I was too scared they wouldn’t want to see me if I made
them wear a condom.” To prioritize one’s own health in the sex industry is
a luxury many workers can’t afford. This is true of workers in every
industry. Uniquely though, sex workers—particularly those who use drugs
or work on the street—are always already seen as vectors of disease and
blamed for any affliction they contract.
Sarah Ahmed’s work The Cultural Politics of Emotion provides important context for
understanding how affect is used in online sex work. Specifically, her work on
“stickiness,” “disgust,” and “shame,” offer ways to understand how pornography has
become such a volatile topic within feminism while remaining one of the most underdiscussed “guilty pleasures” for the general populace (Ahmed, 2013). Sex workers have
historically become convenient scapegoats for politicians and public health officials
looking to blame workers, rather than the higher-classed clients who visited them.
Aragon, like other sex working writers and activists, makes explicit the ways that
sex workers, especially those involved in direct contact with clients are often linked to
disease and seen as both a cause and a symptom of a society in physical and moral
decline:
A New York Post headline declares, “Sex workers feared to be spreading
coronavirus in Tokyo’s red-light district,” reporting: “The intimacy
involved makes the spread almost inevitable—and almost impossible to
trace, with the sex workers refusing to cooperate about whom they have
been in contact with.” Good, I think. No one’s snitching. In an article
titled, tellingly, “Coronavirus Super-Spreaders,” the BBC argues, “Some
just come into contact with far more people—either because of their job or
where they live—and that means they can spread more of the disease,
whether or not they themselves have symptoms.”
Stigma masquerades as concern. Online and restless, I Google different
combinations of words, curious about the tone of every article on the
topic: “sex work”; “prostitution”; “coronavirus”; “Covid-19”; “disease”;
“infection.” One such search, a few pages in, turns up an academic paper
on the Contagious Diseases Act, passed by British Parliament in 1864.
The Act was an attempt to eradicate the spread of venereal disease in the
military through widespread arrest and forced vaginal examination of
women suspected to be prostitutes in port towns. If infected, the women
were incarcerated for up to three months. Parliament conceived of
prostitution as a threat to the military both materially and morally: the
prostitute was both sick and responsible, the otherwise moral soldier
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merely a victim of temptation. Amended two years later, the legislation
sought to regulate prostitution among the civilian population, too, and
extended the length of incarceration for the sick prostitute by up to a year.
Not far from discussions about societal moral decline are implications about
socioeconomic class. In her work Revolting Bodies?: The Struggle to Redefine Fat
Identity, LeBesco explicates the construct of the American citizen (and its presumed
whiteness, straightness, thinness, etc.) drawing a connection between the way other
marginalized bodies have been oppressed historically and contemporary rhetoric
connecting fatness to deviancy: “If fat people are understood as antithetical to the
efficiency and productivity required to succeed in our capitalist economy, then their
presence haunts as the specter of downward mobility” (56). This connection to downward
mobility in a neoliberal society, LeBesco effectively argues, is what allows the
reproduction of neo-eugenic arguments of the inferiority of marginalized (often black and
brown) bodies (63).
Several academics have written about the ways that societal views about sex work
and pornography are inextricably tied to class (Kipnis, 1991). Kipnis argues that most
people (both feminists and non-feminists alike) have an aversion to pornography because
we associate pornography and its consumption with the working class. She writes, “This
isn’t to suggest that the ‘lower classes’ are pornography’s consumers, but insofar as
pornography is relegated to a low thing culturally, it takes on all the associations of a
low-class thing” (Kipnis 1999: 175). As Aragon demonstrates, these attitudes have not
disappeared in 2021 and sex workers still exist in the civilian imaginary as eroticized
lepers, spreading disease and plague out of an insatiable lust for both pleasure and
money. Aragon pushes back on this image, however, directly arguing that it is the most
economically vulnerable who are often put in the position of putting work over health and
safety:
An escort I follow on Twitter announced she tested positive for Covid-19
and attempted to shift public health responsibility to clients, admonishing
them for continuing to seek out sexual services under pandemic
conditions. She implored clients—the majority of whom are older men
with preexisting conditions—to take their health more seriously.
Other workers I follow gloat about their strict adherence to socialdistancing mandates, while simultaneously shaming others for continuing
in-person work. This has become yet another class signifier on what
amounts to a client-facing advertising platform—those who could afford it
stopped working immediately, announcing indefinite hiatuses. Many
outside the luxury class did not.
On April 6, Governor Cuomo doubled the fine for failure to socially
distance; it is now $1,000. Such a fine punishes those who cannot afford to
pay it: those who cannot afford to not be on the street. Access to indoor
and online work is classed, gendered, and racialized. The inability to
protect one’s own health and the health of one’s clients is not the product
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of individual moral failing but of state-sanctioned violence: the
criminalization of harm reduction, of poverty, of Blackness, of nonnormative gender expression. Nonetheless, it is the sick prostitute who
will be punished, rounded up in a vice raid by the armed and moralizing
police.
Non-normative bodyminds exist at the fringes of desirability politics. Sex workers of
color, fat sex workers, trans sex workers, queer sex workers, disabled sex workers--have
all been considered a niche market. This type of stratification extends into the online
community and marketplace. Disabled sex workers experience what Obourn (2020)
identifies as “racialized disgender...that is, how race and gender are constructed via
symbolic, social, and material disabilities and how the ability status of the body intersects
with and co-constructs racial and gender identities” (Obourn, 2020: 84). Obourn, citing
Brown (1995), describes racialized disgender as “an ongoing set of culturally acceptable
microaggressions as well as a ‘lifetime risk of exposure to certain trauma’” (Obourn,
2020: 99). Sex workers, especially those who occupy the intersections of the most
marginalized positionalities, are punished in multiple ways for their existence and their
proximity to “disease:” (1) criminalization and subsequent entrance into the carceral
cycle, (2) stigmatization from the public and within sex working communities, and (3)
harm through physical violence and exposure to disease. Disabled sex workers are
experiencing these societal punishments two-fold existing in an ableist world that marks
their bodies as undesirable, thus offering a unique perspective on experiences of stigma
and labor in sex work.
Aragon, reflecting on the proximity to violence and violations of consent in online
and in-person forms of sex work, writes in another set of short vignettes:
I HAD A VIDEO CALL with a client for the first time the other day. I’ve
never cammed before, but the financial reality of social distancing had
started to set in. I wasn’t wearing my glasses or my contacts, so when I
held my phone far away from my face for a close up of what he had paid
to see, I had no idea what I was actually showing him. The thought
crossed my mind that he could be screen-recording me, but I didn’t care
very much. I thought about the likelihood that my faux-masturbation
performance would end up on Pornhub or XVideos, and it seemed truly
fifty-fifty. I would feel violated, certainly. I would ask the company to
take it down. They probably wouldn’t do anything about it. I wouldn’t
involve the law. I would move on with my life.
I PERIODICALLY ask my boyfriend to promise to avenge my death,
should it ever occur at the hands of a client. “Don’t involve the police,” I
say, every time, as he waves me away: he never would. “But kill him!” I
say, and again, he waves me away: of course, he would. (Aragon, 2020)
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4.2.2

“Hooker Terrorist:” Safety and Risk

Online sex work crosses borders and boundaries like much of the Internet. Sex
workers are able to organize more efficiently. The global sex worker organizing
community is ever-growing and collectives can tap into greater sources of funding and
publicity through a shared network of sex workers, sex worker activists, and sex worker
rights activists.
However, digital spaces also come with great risk. Sex workers are subject to
surveillance from the state, anti-sex work academics and activists, alt-right trolls, and the
platforms themselves. The group Hacking//Hustling is a collective of sex workers
dedicated to investigating how sex workers experiences these online spaces. Their most
recent research focused on the shadowbanning phenomenon that occurs on most social
media platforms. Shadowbanning refers to the process in which an account is hidden in
plain sight. Users who do not follow the account cannot find them in searches. Users who
do follow the account are not shown their content in their feeds, meaning that the tweets
of people who are shadowbanned have less reach, receive less engagement, and end up
being excluded from the algorithm that many online sex workers rely on for potential
clients.
In 2018 the pro dominatrix Mistress Snow, her pseudonym on Twitter, published
an article in The Chronicle of Higher Education about her experience with her academic
advisor. Mistress Snow described in detail the consequences of “outing” herself to her
mentor29. in a time of emotional vulnerability, she disclosed that during her graduate
work she had been using sex work by working in a BDSM dungeon as a dominatrix to
help pay her bills. Her advisor, who Snow refers to with the pseudonym Anne, quietly
and without warning, withdrew her letters of recommendation. Snow's account of this
interaction also theorizes the ways in which sex workers working within the academy
experience a mind-body duality where any physical labor is frowned upon and
stigmatized even though graduate students are asked to live often in poverty and precarity
for the pursuit of the somehow morally “superior life of the mind.”
Conversations around “outing” echo the experience of many queer people I've
been discussed privately and publicly and activist spaces and on social media my sex
workers for decades. there has been much work done already on the precarity and
security risks that sex workers including online sex workers face. Doxing is one of the
biggest threats to sex workers in which someone acquires personal information such as a
legal name physical address phone numbers email address names of employers and
family members Etc. and releases this information by posting or sharing it widely online
so that it may be weaponized by other people including trolls. Some doctors use their
information as blackmail attempting to get free services and free content from online and
full service sex workers.

29

Because of the stigmatized nature of sex work, there is a lot of overlap between language to describe
queer experiences and sex worker experiences. Sex workers often use “out” to describe the amount of
people in their lives who know about their work. Some aren’t out at all. Some are out to trusted friends and
family. Experiences differ both in tweets on Switter and in my interviews.
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In the summer of 2020, a list was circulated from an online message board that
was used for advertisements for full-service sex work. One of the main posters on this
site curated a list of full service sex workers that he dubbed “hooker terrorists.” The
main qualification for making this list was identifying publicly, usually on Twitter, as a
leftist sex worker, openly supporting Black Lives Matter, or tweeting openly about
concepts like white privilege.” For the creator, these positions were explicitly linked to a
“hatred” of white men and as a full-throated endorsement of “radical left” groups like
“antifa.” These “providers30” were designated as dangerous enough, because of their
political ideologies to qualify as “terrorists,” a designation that carries particular weight
for those, like the original poster, who subscribe to a far-right mythos of national and
ethnocentrism.
This list was received differently by different members of sex work communities.
some sex workers responded through humor, laughing at a man who would take the time
to create something as seemingly absurd as a “hooker terrorist list.” Other sex workers
especially those surviving and embodying identities at the margin responded with fear
and voiced disappointment with white sex workers who allegedly knew about the list and
did not share the names on the list for several days. Citing their increased risk of violence
and harm both online through doxing and in physical spaces through stalking, assault,
and even murder, the sex workers revealed the ways that the “hooker terrorist” readily
onto some bodies than others, specifically black, brown, indigenous, queer, trans, and
disabled sex workers. In a society with increasing technological surveillance, a booming
gig (or “hustle”) economy, that is increasingly invested in policing, surveilling, and
killing marginalized people, to be a hooker, to be a whore, is to be a terrorist. Because of
stigma and criminalization, sex worker is not just a job, but also an identity. Sex workers
can be subjected to hate crimes. Whorephobia is a problem that exists on individual
institutional and systemic levels.
4.2.2.1 Managing Risk
Sex workers have many tools that they can use to try to stay safe online. Photos,
for example, contain metadata which gives the time, date, creator information, and the
GPS coordinates for the photo’s location. If a sex worker takes a photo and then uploads
it without scrubbing said metadata, then it is possible for other people online to find out
sensitive and private information about the sex worker. Sex workers also must watch for
red flags related to cyber- or in-person stalking. Platforms also have safety features built
into their design, although many sex workers have been critical of the way these tools fall
short. Most sites give sex workers the option to block individual users, entire states, or
even countries from viewing their content. Almost all the major platforms feature
different versions of safety and privacy features that are intended to help sex workers
with the protect themselves from predatory clients, stalkers, and the civilian public.
ManyVids offers a blocking feature for individual users and for states, countries, and
regions. This feature can help a sex worker block their profile from IP addresses
registered to their home states or countries and prevent potentially abusive clients from
30

FSSWs are often referred to as “providers” on social media, advertising platforms, and message boards.
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buying their content or interacting with them. Niteflirt gives models the ability to block
users, filtering their profiles from searches and ensuring clients will not call the model
again. Chaturbate and MyFreeCams offer similar features.
Expos are the largest events for online sex workers to meet their clients face-toface and there is no expo considered as big as the annual Adult Entertainment Expo
(AEE) in Las Vegas. All the major platforms have “booths” at the expo where fans can
take photos with and get autographs from their favorite models. Some booths are more
interactive than others. Many veteran sex workers come prepared with cards, headshots,
and other swag to give away to fans and potential customers. Models prepare for the
events for several months, putting together schedules, reserving rooms, purchasing, and
curating outfits, scheduling time to shoot alone or with other models, etc. Models also
spend several months advertising on their social media when they will be available to
meet with fans at the expos. Some hold raffles to reward clients with one-on-one dates or
experiences.
For my preliminary fieldwork, I visited the AEE in 2018 to experience the expo
for myself and to interview sex workers about their experiences. I had never been to
Vegas, and I had certainly never undertaken travel across the country by myself without
knowing anyone in the city. I was lucky to be able to connect with three other academics
and some journalists who attend the AEE every year. Before attending, I secured a press
badge with my university affiliation which granted me access to the panels that ran
concurrent to the main expo. Only those working in the industry, journalists, and
academics were allowed into these panels which featured speakers such as Nina Hartley.
During the day, I walked around the expo floor taking fieldnotes and photos and
trying to soak in as much as possible. I strolled from booth to booth watching people of
all genders interact with models at their various stations. There were BDSM
demonstrations in a hallway upstairs. Two large convention rooms were full of tables and
elaborate booth designs for the largest online platforms--MyFreeCams, Chaturbate, and
ManyVids all had sizable stations. I recognized many of the faces of the models from my
online fieldwork and those that were the most famous online had the longest lines of fans
at the expo.
At the MyFreeCams booth, the lines between the virtual and physical were
blurred. The largest crowd had gathered there, and I had to push my way through several
rows of men to be able to see what was happening at the booth. These men were
watching and recording models who were stationed inside and around the perimeter of
the rectangular booth. Each had a computer in front of them with a webcam and were
streaming a live show during the expo. Most of them were wearing shorts or bikini
bottoms or lingerie and pasties. Models were interacting with fans watching from afar,
talking to them, flirting with each other, spanking themselves, stripping and putting on a
flirtatious show for those on the other side of the screen virtually and physically.
During the expo, I was verbally harassed more than once and was groped by a
man while walking around the hotel. It is important to note, however, that the men who
perpetrated these moments of violence did not have badges on for the expo and appeared
to be a part of the crowd of men who flocked to the hotel at night for the opportunity to
interact with the sex workers attending the AEE. One man asked me repeatedly to take a
picture with him and was persistent even after I explained that I was there for research
until I was able to duck into a bathroom.
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While conducting my preliminary interviews in Las Vegas, I was only able to
speak with one male-identified performer, John. He was there with two friends, and they
all appeared to be drunk. His friends kept interrupting us during the interview and kept
talking about how much my interviewee loved BBW’s, which put both of us in an
uncomfortable situation.
Several of my interviewees had men with them, friends, boyfriends, fiancés, and
partners who were all there to serve as some sort of protection. Another model who
traveled to the expo alone carried a different prop weapon every day as part of her
domme persona and for protection.
I conducted all my interviews during the AEE at the Center Bar of the hotel.
Although the space did not offer much physical privacy, the noise of the other bar patrons
and the sounds of slot machines offered quite a bit of privacy to the conversations. A full
analysis of sex work and erotic labor cannot be theorized without understanding and
theorizing how masculinity fits into and impacts the market— men are the largest client
base, they drive the type of content being produced, and the overwhelmingly are the
largest demographic attending the AEE and purchasing sexual technologies. Becca, a sex
worker whose interview I will discuss further, described two types of men that she
encountered. While I use an excerpt from her interview, these two types emerged
throughout my data. She described two kinds of clients:
Okay, so typically you just get the guys that maybe want to get their, like
get their socks off maybe make a joke, have a laugh, and then they're
good. But you do. But you do get the guys who are going to be like, I want
a different connection and I want a more intimate connection because they
want to have more of a feeling. So, it’s kind of like split down the middle.
I have some people who I just literally make a few jokes with they’re good
and then other people who like my uh strap-on guy who wants me to, you
know, talk to him every day. And then we message each other. He says he
[unintelligible] he wants something more deeper because it’s just really
dependent on what they're trying to get out of it. (Becca)
Clients either see Becca as useful for just her erotic labor or a combination of her erotic
and emotional labor. While I do not want to discount that a fulfilling relationship could
emerge from a client/sex work relationship (something akin to friendship), it is important
to note the power dynamics inherent to this interaction, and ultimately, transaction that
requires the sex worker to perform a very specific script to keep her client. This script
and the subsequent power dynamics are complicated by the technological mediation
inherent to the cam work Becca describes.
Throughout my time at the AEE, I witnessed this entitlement several times in
ways that seemed innocuous, childish even, an incessant need to push the personal
boundaries made clear by sex workers who were and were not interviewees. One incident
in particular strikes me as particularly salient when thinking about the implications of
purchasing sexual technologies as stand-ins for the emotional labor of women,
specifically of how technologically mediated manhood acts can embolden manhood acts
tinged with violence in real life.
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Becca, a 26 year old who had been working as an online sex worker for four
years, was an obvious force to be reckoned with. She donned a black lace up corset,
thigh-high patent leather boots, ripped up fishnets, and a baseball bat during our
interview. I personally found her and her steely expression intimidating and, quite
honestly, struggled with what I felt was a waste of her time. It quickly became clear,
however, that the men surrounding us at the Center Bar did not feel the same wariness. In
my interview with Becca, a moment of physical threat (and what I coded as precarity)
was recorded on the tape. About twenty minutes into our interview, a man approached
Becca and asked if he could take a photo. He had been hovering around both of us
listening to parts of the interview and had tried multiple times to interrupt the interview
and garner Becca’s attention. Her domme persona, however, allowed her to be terse and
ignore his attempts at advances. When he asked for a photo, she acquiesced stating that
they could take a photo, but he could not touch her. He stayed seated at the bar as Becca
stood beside him, and I watched as the situation quickly escalated. Within just a few
minutes, Becca pointed the bat she had been carrying in his face— she apparently carried
a different weapon with her every day of the expo— and was yelling ‘you’re done!’ and
threatened to call security. The man left and Becca explained her reaction to me:
What happened earlier was when they ask for a photo, I always say no
touching. I don't like people fucking touching me for the most part,
especially since if you allow it guys might take a lot of liberties. People are
definitely, there are people who are respectful, but you'll have the ones
that are like ‘I’m gonna touch the butt’ and you're like, ‘Ahh don't touch
my bod, I'm gonna kill you.’ So, I've always been really really forceful
about my personal boundaries. They're pretty like awesome. Like I like
them. So, this guy, I tell him no touching, you know, okay, but then
they’re still getting really close, and one guy says, ‘well, I can't touch it
with my lips’ and I'm like, ‘oh no’ he actually was like, ‘I’m just kidding’
because he saw like my immediate glare. Well, then right at the photo’s
supposed to be snapped, he stood up really fast and like ground his body
against mine. And that's when I elbowed him really hard with the bat and
pushed him back down in his chair. And I told them no and I threatened
security was like, he can try to claim all day long that it wasn't to touch
me. But anyone here in this fucking hotel knows it was.
Becca acknowledges that for the most part the men who ask to be photographed with her
are respectful. However, when she does allow men to touch her by not asserting that
boundary, they “take a lot of liberties.” Furthermore, within the context of this
interaction, she had made her boundaries very clear, and they were ignored. The man in
the interaction used a physical and sexual manhood act (“ground his body against mine”)
to assert his position of dominance and reify the gender order within that interaction and
space. In her article, “A continuum of risk? The management of health, physical and
emotional risks by female sex workers,” Sanders found similar data to what I gathered in
my field work about the burden of emotional labor involved in sex work, specifically in
interactions with clients and in avoiding the stigma of being “outed” as a sex worker. She
writes:
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Sex workers considered the emotional and psychological consequences of
selling sex as a hazard equal to that of physical violence and health-related
concerns. One reason for this is that unlike physical harm, the emotional
consequences of selling sex do not stop when a woman leaves the sauna or
street. Emotional risks are not confined to the place or hours of work but
are to be guarded against always; at home, in private and even when
women are no longer involved in prostitution. The emotional
consequences of selling sex require sustained psychological processes
throughout a woman’s social relationships. (Sanders 2015)
Sanders’ work is evidenced further by Becca’s experience at the expo and my own
witnessing of the incident. Becca was no longer at work per say. She was having a drink
and answering my questions in return for an Amazon gift card. Her status as a sex
worker, however, left her vulnerable to being utilized as a prop in a manhood act. Her
physical boundaries were violated and even though she was able to reassert those
boundaries, she still experienced an emotional toll from this interaction, a toll that was
visible and audible in the shakiness of her hands and her voice even as she tried to
maintain the steely exterior that had been fissured.
I mean, I tried not to interact with them. That's why I worked at an all
Asian place is we were like, let's take some agency back from these weird
Asian fetishes that exists. If they're going to exist and men are going to do
it, let's get paid for it. And, but we all had our experiences and I saw it a
lot with dancers. Um, my dancers made so much more money, um, white
dancers and they weren't good dancers either, which was so frustrating.
They were just white and skinny. And a lot of that was about how I like
curated my persona was knowing that like, I'm never going to, I have
nothing to compete with those women.
Many sex workers also deal with the threat of being “outed” to their friends and families.
One of the most important and pressing topics discussed by online sex workers is the
ability to leave sex work or move into a “civilian” or “vanilla” job. Nabila, the prodomme who had mostly done in person work, talked about the racialized differences she
witnessed in which online sex workers were comfortable being “out” on the internet:
I know so many white women who are like really public about having an
OnlyFans and like, chill with it and like, have a moderately private
Twitter, and just advertise and they show their faces. And I'm just like the
gall, like the confidence you must have in that. And so many people, I've
had a lot of conversations with like very vocal sex workers who are like,
if you're not out about it, then you're like part of the problem. And I think
they are the same kind of militant that I see in the queer community about
like, if you're not out about it, then you're part of the problem with no,
we're not. First of all, second of all, the privilege that it takes to be able to
be out about anything that you would need to not be out about is like a
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huge privilege. So maybe, but also our role, if you want my discourse as
in this, like it's all about liberation and everyone gets to choose where
they want. If you asked me if it was choice or coercion, I would say, yes,
that's my answer to that question. And I don't think people like that. I
don't think people want the light. You were very under-aged when you
started. And it was very much a survival choice and like, would I do sex
work if there had been viable options for real living wage? Probably not.
I probably wouldn't choose it again. I'm not one of those. Like I find it
liberating and empowering and blah, blah, blah. I'm like, I made the best
of it when I was doing it. And I found liberating, empowering things to
focus on while I was doing it. And I hate men. I do not like them. I do not
want them in my house. I do not want them with a mouse. I do not want
them on a boat or with a goat. Like I don't like men. I don't like
interacting with them. And every time I interact with a man, I'm just like,
you are part of the reason that I have to do this in the first place. And I
don't like that. And I don't think that's a discourse that a lot of very like
vocal sex workers would, would prefer. Um, I don't think that's the
narrative that people want to talk about is that like survival sex is a thing.
Survival sex work is a thing and it's not trafficking, but it can be close to
it. And it puts people in situations where they're more likely to end up in
an abusive employer, employee relationship, or an abusive client service
worker relationship. But it's more complicated than like I do it cause I'm
liberated. Yeah. It's way more complicated than that. And I think it
becomes even more complicated when you add poverty. When you add
race, when you add gender, when you add to queerness and when you
add getting kicked out of your home, because you're queer and then doing
sex work to survive, that is a very, very different framework than what I
do see. A lot of, which is like a lot of young white women in college who
were like, I need money, but like, not because I'm in dire danger of like
being thrown out on the street. I just like would like to be able to save
money while I'm in college. And so, I dabbled a little bit and then like
talk about it a lot and shame people who had a different experience than
me. Yeah. And I have a lot of mixed feelings about that. Um, I don't
necessarily align myself with a particular camp of like sex work
discourse. And I don't engage with a lot of it online beyond like elevating
voices of sex workers who are publicly sex workers, because I'm not
speaking from that lens online, online, I'm speaking from the lens of an
ally. I'm speaking from the lens of like an aspiring physician and
someone who knows I'm going to work with sex workers a lot. And
someone who's interested in reproductive healthcare. And like, those are
things that I, I speak from with authority, but I don't speak about my real
experiences online because I am not safe to do so. It's weird to pretend to
be an ally.
Many sex workers are unable to list their work on resumes for fear of stigma and
discrimination and thus, have large gaps where they seemingly weren’t working. This
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also means that sex workers are unable to list all of the skills that they have acquired in
order to build a successful personal brand. Many become experts on video production,
editing software, and graphic design programs to create and produce appealing content
and advertisements for social media. Strong interpersonal skills, reliability, and creativity
are all necessary components of reaching the level of recognition that creates a steady
client base and with them a steady income.
So, I've only been doing sex work again for two years. Um, and a lot of
that has been like building up a client base. (to her cat) Again, you are so
annoying. I'm so sorry. I might have to just kick him out at some point.
Um, a lot of that has been like trying to build up a regular client base
again. And then, you know, I had some regulars and then the pandemic
hit, and I lost a lot of them as well. Um, I'm starting to reach the point
where I'm starting to get some online regulars, which I am now blowing
by going on (laughs) hiatus...Um, yeah, there's a lot more. I feel like a lot
more work that you've done into like maintaining client relationships or as
before part of the appeal is just like, okay, I pay you and then I don't have
to see you again, you know, like that was their perspective. And now it's
like, they kind of want to hear from you. Um, but I do have just like oneoff guys, I have, um, I think with clip selling, it's different because you're
not really interacting with them, but then some of them will order customs
from you. And that's what I've been trying to, um, do is sell more customs
because they're higher paying. Um, and then you get those ongoing
relationships while there they'll order them over and over again. There's a
lot more administrative work online stuff like I'm I keep track of sales. I
want to see. What clips are selling the most so that I can make more like
that. So, you know, I have spreadsheets now where I keep track of sales.
Um, the websites have different ways of doing that for you. But like, if I
want to see all of it in one place, I have to do that myself, which, you
know, that's kind of time intensive. Um, and then, yeah, a lot of like
promo and marketing, and I know. Uh, the workers who are doing this
full-time as their full-time source of income, uh, yeah. Sticking to a set
schedule is important. Um, and that's been a real challenge for me. So
yeah, I think there's a lot more administrative work, a lot more marketing
work, um, client relations kind of stuff with online work, and I'm just
really not good at any of that.
I think I first started doing sex work like 10 years ago around this time,
2011. Um, I had gone through a series of sexual assaults, and I started
doing, like, some porn modeling, uh, as a means of trying to like to
reclaim my sexuality. Um, and then I just was not doing well. I had PTSD.
Um, I ended up dropping out of college. I was in my junior year and, um, I
tried for months to get a job. I was applying to bars and restaurants. I was
trying to be a hostess, try to be a waitress. My whole thing was like, I'm
not going to do sex work unless I really want to do sex work. Um, and
then it came down to it. It was like, Months later, and I was about to run
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out of money. So, I finally was like, okay, fine. I'll answer an ad on
Craigslist. Um, and that was when I started doing sex work, like I guess
full-time. And even that I was like, I'm only going to do it for a few
weeks. It's just going to take me a little longer to find a job. And it just
became really clear that like, I was not going to get hired in a restaurant in
New York city without experience, um, or. Having to work like really
terrible hours. Um, and so finally it was like, okay, I guess I'm doing sex
work now. Um, and I, at that point I was doing, uh, I was a dominatrix and
like a house dungeon. Um, and I was also switching, which, uh, here's
[cat’s name redacted]. Um, sometimes I was the dominant. And
sometimes I was a submissive. Um, it wasn't full service work, but I did
do some of that on the side. Um, I went back to school like a year and a
half later, but because... [talking to cat] I hear you, there you go...Okay.
Um, because I still have PTSD. Um, I was like, well, I'm going to go parttime. Um, but then I lost my scholarship because the condition of my
scholarship was that I'd be able to attend classes full-time, so I was like,
okay, I have to keep doing sex work while I'm trying to get my degree.
Um, so I did that. I got a degree in gender studies. Um, I got like a parttime job as a research assistant was still doing sex work. And then I quit to
move in with my then boyfriend and his kid. And basically, it was a stay at
home mom for a little bit. And then he dumped me. I was like, fuck, I
don't know what I'm doing with my life. I guess I'll go to grad school. I got
into grad school. And then, um, I couldn't work a nine to five anymore
because, um, for a master's in social work, you need to do like a three-day
per week internship. Unpaid. Uh, in fact, I am paying to do it. It is
considered a course. So, I was like, okay, I guess I'm going to go back to
the sex ordinance. Um, and I started again in the beginning of 2019, and
things were way different since SESTA/FOSTA. Uh, it was very difficult.
And then the pandemic happened, and I was like, I guess I'm going to
have to finally start doing online work, which I've been resisting this entire
time. So, I've only been doing online work for like, like almost a year.
While not all sex workers are able to make a choice between direct and indirect sex
worker, for those not engaged in survival sex work there is often a negotiation of which
risks are personally acceptable.
4.2.2.2 Criminalization and Barriers to Exit
In her work Social Death, Lisa Marie Cacho examines the phenomenon that she
terms “social death” where some people are marked as illegible to the state. Her work
centers on how racialized black and brown bodies have been marked as criminal and
threatening, effectively dead to other people and the state. She writes, “When
transparently recognized, such figures are abstracted from the social relationships that
affect them, assumed to represent ways of being in the world, defined only by people’s
claims and conclusions about their nature” (Cacho, 2012: 9). Linking social death to
criminality/criminalization she writes, “As criminal by being, unlawful by presence, and
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illegal by status, they do not have the option to be law abiding, which is always a
prerequisite for political rights, legal recognition, and resource redistribution in the
United States” (Cacho, 2012: 9). The most vulnerable and marginalized sex workers exist
in these spaces of “social death,” especially those who participate in direct sex work
because of its illegality. Online sex work, while not illegal, does come with risk.
Nadiya was not quick to dismiss the risks associated with online sex work and the
potential for doxing and life-long stigma. Starting medical school this fall, Nadiya always
had a clear path and vision for her career and made the choice to risk potential
criminalization rather than the permanence of the internet:
And that I think is the risk there. But again, the risk of like your
information getting posted or leaked to me is R S like in terms of the
consequences, which sounds really sad, but like, I can do trauma. Like I
came into my first experiences with assault. We're not in sex work, let's
leave it at that. And so, I already knew and know that mitigating that
fallout and being able to survive, it is something that I know how to do,
but I don't know how to do is recover professionally and personally from
someone finding out. Yeah. And so, I've talked to so many of my friends
who do like only fans or who do cam work, or we're doing cam work
before cam work was cam work, um, back in the day. So many of those
people are like, I don't understand how you go and touch these men in
person. I'm like, I don't understand how you put your stuff on it screen. Oh
my God. And that's why the extent of online for me was like foot pictures
and very unidentifiable pictures and a lot of words, but I like words. I like
talking to people and feel comfortable and can give you what's worth your
money in a conversation. Like there are many men that I talked to who
were like, I save your messages. This is like literature. And I'm like, it's
meant to be, you're paying for it. Like, I'm going to give you quality. I'm
not a jerk. I'm not going to write like bullshit, bad sex. It's like, if you're
going, if we're going to have a conversation about a scenario, you will be
able to imagine absolutely every moment of it. And I take pride in that.
And that's also not something that's identifiable. If they want to leave that
they can go ahead and leak it. They want to put it on Literotica or Wattpad
go for it. I have no, I have no desires, authorship claim. Um, but I do have
a lot of desires for privacy. Yeah. And so, I always text. Not getting
arrested and would always pick not getting arrested because that's a record
and this world is not forgiving if though no, no, no. It is not. Yeah. So
yeah. I don't know. I think they're... I've seen a lot of debate over whether
or not the victims of the Atlanta shooting were sex workers or not. I don't
think it matters. I think the point is that they were targeted for a specific
perception of them and whether or not that was an accurate perception is
not the point. The point is that like sex worker discrimination and antiAsian racism and misogyny are things that motivate people to do horrible,
horrible things. And regardless of whether the person was like currently
targeted for being those things, it's not my, not my concern so much as
like what the aftermath was in the same way that like I've seen a lot of.
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There were a lot of, um, like attacks and murders of sick people after nine
11, because they were mistaken for being Muslim. And I'm like, exactly.
So, it doesn't matter. It was Islamophobia that did the deed. And so, I don't
really care who is, or isn't part of something. I believe that it's also none of
my business. I think there's been a lot of like internet slew thing to try to
figure out if they were or weren't and weird age discourse about like, "Oh,
that woman's too old to be a sex worker." And I'm like, look, you have no
idea. The age range that exists in sex work. But I just think they were
people. And if they were sex workers that more power to them, if they
weren't then more power to them and the person who killed them hated
sex workers and women and Asian people. And that's ultimately what
made this happen. It doesn't really matter.
Here, describing the shooting of massage parlor workers in Atlanta, Nadiya addresses
how whorephobia leads to violence against sex workers and to the dismissal of this
violence as important. Sex workers are seen as the ultimate embodiment of someone who
was “asking for it.” Sex workers exist is a specific state of “social death” where they are
seen as disposable by most institutions, including law enforcement and social services.
Several of the sex workers I interviewed described negative interactions with the police.
Most of the online workers I interviewed did not have specific stories to share, mainly
because their positionality keeps them from being in close proximity to law enforcement.
This was not the case for the handful of full service sex workers that I interview. Nadiya,
who had never engaged in full service work, but did work as a dominatrix and fetish
worker, described several violent run-ins with law enforcement in a major metropolitan
area that gave new meaning to calls to defund the police. She describes:
And then just like, from a safety perspective, like when I was working in
person, like we did get raided by the police several times. Um, and that
was scary, and they were horrible, and the police are terrible people and
they come in and they say like, you're, you know, we're gonna arrest you
unless you do stuff for us. And then you make that choice in the
moment of like what you're going to do and how much you're going to
do and whether or not you want to get arrested. And by and large,
everyone picked, like, I'll do whatever you want. Just don't leave any
marks on my face and don't arrest me. And that perpetuated the
cycle. And so that was a big part of why I stopped was I was like,
there's a limit to the number of times that I can like walk into my own
assault and walk out of it and then like walk around in the same city
and be like, I know that cop, and I know that cop, and I know that cop
and like, that was not a nice feeling at all. And they weren't like legal
raids. They didn't have warrants, they just barged in, they, they, and they
do that in places where they know that I think it's even more common in
like massage parlors. I knew a lot of women who are way more targeted
than we were. Um, but that happened. And that was like a really, really
traumatic part of the work. Um, but I think for me, I like was always
weighing how much that was terrible and horrible but had little
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impact outside of that moment on my life trajectory. But getting
doxed could ruin me forever. And so as weird as it sounds to be like, I
chose physical danger over getting out at online, I chose physical
danger over getting the audit online. Um, nothing. I had some men
like threatened to dox me and threatened to like find my stuff. Um,
when I didn't respond the way they wanted on the forum, or even
when I just like, didn't respond in the timeframe they wanted, they'd
be like, you like horrible horror. Like, I'm going to tell your mom, I'm
going to find your family. I'm going to like tell your job, blah, blah,
blah, blah. And that was really scary. And I don't know how much of
its really, like, I don't know enough about them to know if they have
that text, like technological expertise. Um, but that was terrible then like
very frightening. So, men were the most kind of challenging and scary
parts of it.
Nadiya touches on an important dilemma that many sex workers face--is a criminal
record more damning or an internet record. Nadiya was forced to choose over and over
again to endure sexual assault rather than risk having an arrest record. Her story speaks to
a larger, well-documented history of police misconduct against sex workers, and she was
not the only sex worker I spoke to who had been in this type of situation. What surprised
me, however, was that Nadiya believed the consequences for her career would be worse
as an online worker because of how she believed “doxing” would impact her ability to
get a job and her relationship with her family. Technosocial death is just another facet of
social death in which the internet is used to strip personhood and citizenship from the
most marginalized in society. Online sex workers are at constant risk for technosocial
death which prevents access to social services, the online sexual marketplace, and
prevents many sex workers from engaging in international travel, opening bank accounts,
and exiting the sex industry.
Online sex workers also discuss the stigma around being a parent who works in
the sex industry. Many sex workers who are parents deal with harassment on social
media from strangers claiming they are unfit parents or that their children should be taken
away. In my interviews, several sex workers revealed that they do not talk about being
parents at all on social media in order to protect their children and to ensure that they are
not harassed online. According to a study (Kenny, 2019) published about Canadian sex
workers in Vancouver, sex working parents “experience disproportionately high levels of
intervention by the child protection system, largely influenced by the ways that poverty,
racism, colonialism, the sex work legal environment, and stigma intersect in their lives.”
In a small study of 19 sex worker parents, two of whom were fathers, it was found that
former sex worker parents were significantly more likely to be able to retain a
relationship with their child than parents who were engaged in sex work at the time of
trial. The study argued: “…courts appeared to treat involvement in sex work as an
adverse factor when considering what is in the best interests of the child without
considering the particular evidence regarding the sex worker parent and any impact of
same on the child.” As Jessie Sage writes:
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The fact that sex workers who engage in legal work face these challenges
points to something important regarding attitudes toward sex work: our
fitness to parent is seen through a lens of the stigma that surrounds sex
work. Mothers who engage in sex work are perceived as lacking the
judgment and boundaries needed to be good parents. This stigma is
injected into our legal system. While the law may not forbid stripping or
cam work, judges have a lot of discretion, and if doing stigmatized work
leads them to believe that we have poor judgment, they can slap us with
consequences that, for mothers, can feel worse than being arrested.
Sex working parents must live in fear that their employment history will be used to make
larger judgements about their morality and thus their ability to parent and raise children
in a safe environment. Even though sex work can provide access to financial resources
that many other jobs cannot, especially for disabled sex workers who experience ableist
barriers to maintaining a career that demands rigidity to a capitalist image of productivity.
Sex workers are at constant risk of losing their rights and access to their children, social
services, online spaces, and are consistently marked as threats to the safety of
communities and society.

4.3

CHALLENGING THE CARCERAL RHETORIC OF ANTI-TRAFFICKING ACTIVISTS

Disabled sex workers offer a unique perspective to experiences of stigma and
choices surrounding work. Queer feminists have long made the call for a more nuanced
critique of the difficulty of making “mediated choices” necessitated by existing as a
feminist under capitalism (Cross, 2016), providing an important framework to understand
the complex negotiation sex workers undertake when choosing one type of work over
another, risk over safety, exposure over quarantine. However, questions of “agency,”
“choice,” and “empowerment” have always been complicated, and as many sex workers
have argued, have been centered too much by academics and journalists looking to
“understand” an experience that is not their own.
Some anti-porn academics hinge their arguments on the concept of “agency.”
Robert Jensen’s inclusion of economic insecurity in his discussion of “agency” provides a
useful way out of the “choice/coercion dichotomy” that so much work on sex work falls
into. Addressing the focus on “agency” and choice” of sex workers by feminist scholars,
Jensen writes, “...the consumer has no reliable way to judge which women are
participating in the industry as a result of a meaningfully free choice” (88). He continues,
“So long as the industry is profitable and a large number of women are needed to make
such films, it is certain that some number of those women will be choosing under
conditions that render the concept of ‘free choice’ virtually meaningless” (88). Jensen is
talking about a constrained choice here, but what he and many other anti-porn academics
and activists often leave out is how much all of our choices are constrained by capitalism.
In this logic, Jensen demands a specific type of morality for consumers and a purity from
producers that is unattainable under our current oppressive power structures. As Chidi,
Eleanor, Jason, and Tahani learn in the penultimate season of NBC’s The Good Place,
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there is no ethical consumption under capitalism. Demanding this purity from sex
workers and then laying blame at their feet for the ills of society is standard practice for
some anti-porn academics and journalists. As sex workers know all too well, this line of
reasoning has consequences.
In Responding to Human Trafficking: Dispossession, Colonial Violence, and
Resistance among Indigenous and Racialized Women, Julie Kaye deftly examines the
connections between settler colonialism and anti-trafficking efforts in Canada. Kaye
approaches the topic with caution, situated between sex worker’s rights activists and antitrafficking activists and organizations to explore how marginalized women resistant
colonial power, surveillance, violence, and control. According to Kaye, the history of
anti-trafficking in Canada centers a white colonial gaze and upholds the narrative of the
“white savior” as the paternalistic champion of the “racialized Other” (132). Antitrafficking efforts often serve as another disciplining body, exercising state control over
indigenous and racialized bodies. Furthermore, the conflicts between sex worker rights
organizations and anti-trafficking organizations often leave little room for the experiences
and voices of Indigenous women and their concerns that Indigenous women will still be
left behind in decriminalization (132).
The “prohibition model” whose proponents seeks to eliminate all forms of sex
work through illegality has proven time and again that it does not work. Prohibition of
drugs, alcohol, and other historically illicit activities and substances does not end
demand. It does, however, directly correlate to the expansion of the prison
industrialization complex. As with other prohibition bans, current laws against full
service sex work often target multiply marginalized sex workers and put those
experiencing the most precarity into the carceral cycle. While more privileged sex
workers are not exempt from run-ins with law enforcement, those doing street work are at
a higher risk for arrest and targeting. Examining the prohibition model also reveals what
has always been a baffling double-standard in sex work--at least in the United States it is
not illegal to pay someone for sex acts as long as they are recorded for sale. While porn
workers and full service workers have some differences in challenges, skills, and risk,
they are ultimately performing the same job, the same work, and while both face stigma
and discrimination, only one faces incarceration.
Although some sex workers and self-appointed allies advocate for “legalization,”
many sex workers and sex work researchers have pointed toward the necessity of
decriminalization. We--academics and feminists--seem to have become more focused on
discursive acts of violence rather than the very real corporeal violence that
disproportionately impacts the marginalized, the disposable, the modern homo sacer. A
crucial part of this discourse is a claim for a specific identity and therefore a claim to
protections under the law. Seeing the proliferation of identities and their subjectification
not as a mark of progress but as a reification and rearticulation of power within a late
capitalist society, Braidotti argues that “nomadic subjectives” and their place within the
diffuse, rhizomatic spaces between categories, their places of becoming, offer us the most
radical potential (Foucault 1976:5). I and other sex workers, would argue, then, that
legalization--the fight to become more intelligible under the law--only works to further
entrench the positioned subjectivities that dictate that certain people become sex workers
at greater rates. Trans women of color, for example, are highly susceptible to violence
from individuals and from the state because of their perceived gender and racial identity.
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They are also more likely to participate in sex work because of the ways their bodies are
fetishized by those in power as “exotic” and “taboo,” because their bodies are seen as
inherently transgressive to state power, which in the US, is tied up with a unique
intersection of Christianity, cisgenderism, and misogyny.

4.4

THE PRIVILEGE OF SPEAKING OUT

However, trying to neatly sort the “whorearchy” is complicated when comparing
full service sex work and online work, especially within an intersectional framework. As
moses moon writes, “...disability also complicates the blanket assumption that cyber sex
workers are privileged over street-based workers. Part of the attraction of online work is
that it can be more accommodating of disability (even though the pay is often less). For
many sex workers, the choice isn’t between online work and offline work, but between
online work and no work” (moon, 2020). moon’s assertion that disability complicates our
understanding of how privilege impacts participation in either full service or online sex
work necessitates a shift in discussions of privilege from the specific type of sex work to
experiences of bodyminds differently positioned in the process of racialized disgender.
Non-normative bodyminds exist at the fringes of desirability politics. Sex workers
of color, fat sex workers, trans sex workers, queer sex workers, disabled sex workers-have all been considered a niche market. This type of stratification extends into the online
community and marketplace. Disabled sex workers experience what Obourn (2020)
identifies as “racialized disgender...that is, how race and gender are constructed via
symbolic, social, and material disabilities and how the ability status of the body intersects
with and co-constructs racial and gender identities” (Obourn, 2020: 84). Obourn, citing
Brown (1995), describes racialized disgender as “an ongoing set of culturally acceptable
microaggressions as well as a ‘lifetime risk of exposure to certain trauma’” (Obourn,
2020: 99).
Um, and so I, so many white journalism students who were like, yeah, I
need the money and I want to have something cool to write about. So, I'm
going to write like a story about my experience, like, you know, exploring
being a stripper. And I'm like, this is just like a bad advice article and it's
it. It's just the like dress up like a, someone else for the day. It's like Tyra
banks pretending to be a homeless person for a week. Um, it just like
really stresses me out when people do that. It feels like putting on a
costume and literally putting on a costume. And then pretending to have
an experience and like you can speak to that and they don't get treated the
same way.... And I think that just creates an unnecessary focus on a
particular kind of experience. And of course, it's overrepresented. Those
are the people who have the time and the education and the connections to
like to write a memoir or like do a public thing and like spin it in a way
that it doesn't ruin their lives. And it's like quirky and interesting. And like
what a fascinating story with this woman survived that. And. I just like,
don't see that kind of grace extended to black and Brown people. And I
think women take up space in the conversation. The more that is going to
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continue as a pattern. And I just want people, I feel this way about a lot of
like, like women's rights issues in general, that they're dominated by white
women with a lot of education and privilege and money. And then they do
things like we should be really upset about like really small things that
don't matter and not talk about like racial disparities and industry and like
living wages and police brutality within the sex work industry and targeted
raids. And they don't know about those things because they're not affected
by them. And of course, there are exceptions and I think those exceptions
also speak very loudly, like white women who have had a rough time
being like, “well, I'm white and I had a rough time, so your, your point
about larger trends is, is wrong.” And I'm like, “well, No. What we mean
when we say that like white people don't experience things the same way
is that if a white person has a rough time, that can happen. That's true. It's
not because they were white it's because of something else, because they
had a hard time because someone was terrible. But when people aren't
having a hard time specifically, because they are white, and people of
color are having a harder time specifically because they are people of
color. And I think that's an important distinction to make that I'm sure
there are really traumatic experiences white women have had.” And I
know some white women who had horrible, horrible times, but I think
there's just a devaluing of women of color that gets worse in sex
workspace, because a lot of people perceive sex workers as like having
given up their right to humanity. Once you become a sex worker, you're
selling yourself like that's the language we use. And I've always found that
really problematic when people are like, "How do you...how are you
comfortable, like selling yourself." When for me, its providing a service
that utilizes the body. There are a lot of occupations that do that. And I
don't understand why you are making a, such a big difference between this
one and those, and it's like a very tired and very basic argument to be like,
do you think misuses are selling themselves? Do you think doctors are
selling themselves? Do you think manual laborers are selling themselves?
They also provide a service that utilizes the body, but no, it's just because
it's a specific couple of body parts and, or not even, and you're just like
wearing lingerie while you do it. And I'm like, what, what does that even
mean to someone to say you're selling yourself, but what they mean is I
want to disrespect you and I want to make it your fault. So that's, I think
why people say you sold yourself or like women are selling themselves.
Cause then it makes them feel like they're mistreating property and not a
person semantic search. Really important in that context, but in a lot of
other contexts, I'm like, gosh, shut up. Like, when people are like, ah,
choice or coercion and I'm like, oh my God, I don't want to have this
conversation again. Like, yes, the answer is yes. And just please move on
from there. Um, but yeah, a lot of space, a lot of grace, those are things
that white people get in States that are not afforded to the rest of us.
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I think the thing that I would want people to know is I think what I
said earlier, which is that sex work is an industry like any other
industry, and it has all the same problems that an industry in a
capitalist system is going to have. So that's one thing it's not like this
big scary other thing it's, it's as fucked up as anything, but it is fucked
up in the same way because of the economic system that we all operate
in.
Although framing sex work as “work” has not alleviated whorephobia, the collection of
this data and the willingness of sex workers to share their stories reveals the burden of
stigmatization that sex workers carry even in a world that seems saturated in sex. In fact,
the passage of FOSTA/SESTA in 2018 and the current panic and conspiracy theories
surrounding human trafficking, demonstrate the limits of this framing in the face of moral
outrage and disinformation. As long as sex workers are held responsible for the “failings”
of society and targeted by feminists and evangelicals alike, it will be difficult to
normalize sex work through the “legitimate work” argument alone.
However, there has existed a branch of online sex workers who have been loud
and outspoken against the issues they see in the sex industry for decades, who argue for a
more collective Marxist vision of sex work and sex work as “anti-work” (Berg, 2021).
This group of online sex workers openly identify as socialists, communists, and
anarchists, and almost all of them identify as feminists. While some would assume from
the individualistic nature of these hosting platforms and the overall competition for
sustained business from clients that sex workers lead secluded lives, my experience bears
out something completely unexpected. There is an intense and supportive community of
online sex workers that stress the importance of the collective well-being of those
participating in the sex industry and advocate for the advancement of sex worker rights.
In a traditionally competitive and capitalistic model, it would make more sense for
seasoned or veteran sex workers to let those new to the job flounder. However, this
couldn’t be further from reality. Throughout my fieldwork, there were examples of wellknown, high-earning sex workers who dedicated time to helping “newbie” sex workers
figure out how to navigate the digital landscape effectively and safely.
Some top-earners do not echo these ideals. Several models, especially those in the
top earning positions have become the subject of controversy around their remarks on
whether or not there should be more equity within the sex industry. The tension is there
like anywhere else. Many see their success as solely stemming from their hard work,
determination, and commitment to their personal brand, rather than being aided by their
positionality.
Should this community be held to a higher standard than any other community of
workers? We do not demand that other service industry workers are all feminists or
socialists before asking them to defend their livelihood. Sex workers are a diverse a
group of people as any other profession, but they are the only group that is consistently
forced to spend time and energy defending their jobs and explaining why they do them.
Sex workers have referred to this as the “choice/coercion” dichotomy, a direct result of
the “Sex Wars” and the feminist positions on sex work that emerged from them. In my
next chapter, I explore these tensions through the case study of “Switter,” examining the
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history of sex worker activism, mutual aid, and community care, and how tensions in sex
worker social media spaces reveal a new framework and focus for sex work research.
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CHAPTER 5. “ADVOCACY AND VIBES:” CLASS AND COMMUNITY ON
“SWITTER”
5.1

SWITTER GROWING PAINS

During the spring of 2020 as the coronavirus pandemic swept the country, the
online sex industry saw a boom in traffic and an influx of new models who were stuck at
home without a source of income. In response, many sex work resource organizations
and sex work/er education accounts began hosting online seminars and workshops on
safety and publishing manuals for how to maintain privacy and safety in a digital world.
Online sex workers entered into the mainstream and popular culture. Online platforms
became saturated with new sex workers, people who found themselves at home and
thought, ok, I’ll do this (Jones, 2020). Another group of people, however, found
themselves making the switch from direct to indirect sex work--full service sex workers
(FSSW).
My fieldwork shifted immensely during the COVID-19 lockdown as I started to
follow more sex workers and sex working activists from my “professional” Twitter rather
than the alternate account I had been using for years. Being able to recruit participants for
my survey and being active within the academic communities that researched both
technology and sex work, hinged on me building ethos within those spaces as researcher
who was there to listen, to help, not harm, and to participate in mutual aid and activism in
the ways that I could. As I spent more and more time on Twitter in this capacity, I started
to notice a greater number of anonymous FSSW accounts, specifically I noticed the
growing conflict between online sex workers who had been working for a while, FSSW
new to online sex work, FSSW now engaging more within the space of Switter, and
brand new sex workers who had just entered the pandemic. “Switter,” which was a place
for community and solidarity for FSSWers and sex working activists became a platform
for advertising to and interacting with potential clients. Rebecca, a provided historical
context for the issues in one of our interviews:
So, this whole thing where we have like “client-facing Twitter,” (air-quote
gesture) I'm putting that in air quotes. Uh, and then like “non-client facing
Twitter” (air-quote gesture) this did not used to be a thing. Uh, sex
workers did not use to talk on Twitter as if their clients were there,
because for the most part, they weren't, um, it was only when advertising
sites really started getting attacked, like 2016, 2017. And then with like
the death of Backpage and SESTA/FOSTA in 2018, that you started
seeing clients migrating to Twitter and sex workers, putting a lot more
time and energy into engaging with clients on Twitter. Um, and so that
became, you know, a space where you're, you're in... I mean, I don't want
to call it character cause not everyone treats it that way, but you're. You're
advertising. You're not going to say the kinds of things that are going to
drive away your customers. Um, but that's difficult because the rest of the
time, it's like when you're in advocacy mode, it's very hard to advocate for
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better working conditions. If you can't acknowledge, you know, if you're
on client-facing Twitter, you don't want to be like, talking about
everything that's wrong. That's not good advertising. But, uh, so now I see
a lot of arguments between people who are on client-facing and not on
client-facing. Um, I personally try to spend as little time as possible on
client-facing Twitter because I just hate it so much. Um, and again, it's one
of these things I'm not getting paid to be on there. Um, but our advertising
has been so like decimated that like it's kind of what you have to do now.
So, uh, that's another reason why I was like, if I can take a hiatus from
those for a little bit, I'm going to just because it's like very emotionally
taxing as well. Um, cause yeah, you're in that, that client facing space
where you're like, I need to be charming and entertaining, and I can't
complain, and I don't want to get into any fights with anyone on here. And
I, you know, um, So, yeah, it's, it's a lot and I hate that it is this way now
because it didn't used to be...It was just, I think the way I put it on Twitter
was like advocacy and vibes. Like no one was thinking anyone's client
was going to read this shit. So, we would just say whatever we wanted, it
was fine. Um, the only sex workers. We met were like porn performers,
but there was no, you know, there wasn't a lot of, I don't remember seeing
a ton of like cam girls and persona. I'm sure there was more of them seven.
There was like in-person workers, uh, or, you know, you would have a
Twitter account, but you wouldn't be on there very often. Whereas now it's
just the expectation that you have to be on there every day for like, at least
an hour. And yeah. It's. Yeah, but before, like no one was performing for
clients really on Twitter.
As Anna describes, what was once a place for community-building, advocacy, and respite
has become a potential minefield for sex workers, especially for those who would prefer
not to engage with client-facing “Twitter.” From observing these conversations, I learned
a lot about community practices within online spaces and how the shift to online work
has created new tensions, exposed old wounds, and forced some difficult conversations
about marginalization, whorearchy, stigma, decriminalization, and acceptable community
practices. Importantly, the shift online also created space to talk about socioeconomic
class and the way that class intersects with other identities and specific forms of sex
work. To be honest, you can’t really talk about sex work without talking about class31,
even though our feelings and societal baggage around class in the United States, a as
classed and somehow “classless” society, often lead to use collapsing it into other
categories.
As one sex working activist with an anonymous Twitter account so deftly stated,
“sex work twitter is not a monolith” and “sex workers on twitter are not a monolith.” It
seems obvious to me that researching sex workers through social media sites would
reveal as much dissent, agreement, infighting, solidarity, similarities, and differences as
31 moses moon, formerly known as “thotscholar,” articulates this in their working definition of “pro-heaux
womanism;” “A hustler, a professional hoe, prostitute, erotic or informal laborer who is producing, living,
and surviving sometimes via sexual, sexual-affective, or erotic means. A poor/working class innovator.”
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studying any other group of people. For those who do not understand sex workers or
interact with them, however, I often forget that this isn’t obvious. Sex workers come from
all walks of life, identities, educational backgrounds, and political ideologies. Studying
sex workers on social media only offers a snapshot of that corner of the internet and that
population. I only follow two accounts whose primary languages aren’t English and the
vast majority of the sex workers I’ve followed over the years are English-speaking and
from the US, Canada, and the UK. There are contingents of more conservative sex
workers that I don’t follow personally but do keep tabs on32. There are radical,
abolitionist sex workers who have large followings but only do FSSW, which was out of
the purview of my IRB protocols.
One of the strange and beneficial parts of having a digital fieldwork site is the
endless possibilities. New people join Twitter and online sex worker platforms every day
all over the globe. If you were to visualize Twitter communities, a bubble map would be
helpful. Each Twitter user sits at the center of a bubble with their followers and the
accounts they follow, and each account has its own bubble. As people gain new followers
and find new accounts to interact with, these bubbles inevitably come into contact with
each other. These points of contact are often brought to my attention when they become
widely enough discussed in sex work communities and usually it is a point of conflict.
These moments of friction can be with both sex workers and civilians and provide
insights into the ways that group norms are policed and expectations for participation in
the community are challenged or reified.
Drawing on interviews with marginalized digital sex workers and specific
exchanges on Twitter between white sex workers and BIPOC sex workers, this chapter
looks at the centrality of whiteness to the perceived respectability of erotic labor,
especially to those deemed “legal” or more acceptable. My analysis of these moments
along with the codes from my interviews revealed a few common points of friction that I
have already discussed in previous chapters and will discuss further in this chapter: (1)
language and terminology, (2) cultural appropriation, and (3) sexual gentrification and
whorearchy. In this chapter, I explore these tensions and what I see as the gatekeeping
strategies and policing practices used by different groups of sex workers to build and
maintain a Switter community with both implicit and explicit rules of engagement and
decorum. Building on the work of Camming (Jones, 2020), this chapter also examines the
positionality of marginalized workers in the digital sex industry and their relation to sex
workers in parts of the industry that are generally considered lower on the whorearchy.

5.2

BUILDING A COMMON LANGUAGE

Language is one of the most difficult aspects of talking about sex work and those
who participate in trading sex. In marginalized communities, language is constantly
shifting, expanding, and being challenged as those experiences once unarticulated outside
32

I did not interview or speak to any conservative sex workers. While this is a gap in my project, my
interviewees were self-selected and were usually already interested in feminism, activism, and the
importance of academic work long before speaking with me.
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of private spaces are given public life. Sex workers, like many marginalized groups, have
historically rejected some terminology that has been imposed upon them by outsiders like
journalists and academics. Sex workers have also generated their own terminology to
describe specific issues both within and outside of their community. Most sex workers
have and continue to advocate for decriminalization (or “decrim”) rather than
legalization. There is also a long history of reclamation, although, as is often the case
with other reclaimed slurs such as the rise of “queer” to describe a theory and identity,
there are many disagreements about the possibilities of reclamation and gatekeeping
around which words are “for” specific groups of sex workers. These tensions often
bubble to the surface in social media spaces such as Twitter where the primary form of
communication is language--in short 240 character tweets, memes, and handles33 and
“bios.34” Language and terminology are increasingly important to participation in online
communities. There are some moments that are usually chalked up to being a casualty of
the discourse, and others where having community support is the only way to weather the
storm.
Wendy Chapkis does have some important points about the significance of word
choice in crafting arguments about the sex industry and sex workers. She specifically
criticizes the word “whore,” a term that in recent sex worker organizing has been
identified as a historical slur and used to describe hated and fear of sex workers, or
whorepobia (Aimee, Kaiser, and Ray 2015). For Chapkis, the specific intervention in the
use of this word is necessary to being framing sex work as work. She writes that by
choosing to use the rallying cry that women are seen as “whores”: “...such feminists blind
themselves to the fact that prostitutes, no less than any other worker, and no less than any
other woman, engage in acts of negotiation, resistance, and subversion that belie their
designation as passive objects” (Chapkis 1997:20). The proliferation of social media has
only increased the connection between sexuality and empowerment and the blind
participation in appropriation of sex worker culture by otherwise whorephobic civilians.
A “boudoir” photography shoot is now commonplace for brides looking for a gift for
their partners. Most wedding photographers now offer the opportunity for anyone to
spend the day having their hair and makeup done, drinking champagne, and donning
various lingerie sets in order to “feel sexy” before their “big day.” Across the United
States, “pole” classes are available to middle and upper class women who want to try a
different type of exercise that promises a full body workout that leaves them feeling more
in touch with their eroticism. Teenagers and young women post provocative dances to
songs like Savage and W.A.P., pushing the boundaries of what could be defined as
explicit images or child pornography on social media. What possible thread joins these
together?

33

“Handle” refers to the identifier used by individual accounts. My twitter handle is @Shawna_Felkins,
for example. Handles are changeable and transferable and can shift to reflect changing identities in a
variety of communities.

34

Twitter “bios” offer a space on a profile for users to communicate something about themselves and the
content on their accounts. Each bio has a limit of 160 characters.
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In part, these trends and cultural touchstones capitalize on what sex workers have
deemed the “ho” or “hoe aesthetic.35” Participation in these trends allow people to engage
in behavior that is empowering in the specific context of choice (for a private gift, for the
sake of physical fitness, for fun) without the stigmatization or social death that sex
workers experience. Many of my interviewees expressed frustrations with other sex
workers in community with them and with civilians participating in cultural appropriation
from pole dancing classes to wearing Pleasers (a well-known brand of platform heels that
originated in strip clubs). Consistently, one of the biggest issues that sex workers
discussed about cultural appropriation, was language and the need to be respectful of the
marginalization of sex workers. Several expressed frustration at civilians who used words
that have historically been weaponized against sex workers such as whore, prostitute, and
ho. Many asserted that no civilian should ever use the word prostitute as a descriptor or
slur. It can also be difficult for outsiders to understand the nuances of language that
describe the positionality of those involved in sex worker rights advocacy. For example,
“sex worker activist” refers to someone who is actively participating in sex work and
does activist work. A “sex worker rights activist” may be someone who has never
participated in sex work but is included in the community and in organizing spaces as an
“accomplice.”
Digital sex work is often considered to be indirect, with some aspects of direct sex
work (Sanders, O’Neill, and Pitcher, 2017), since many sex workers do a variety of types
of sex work in order to diversify their income streams and to survive. However, digital
sex workers also often occupy a unique position in the whorearchy with some upholding
it through specific language (i.e., “no meetups”) that delineates online work as “legal”
and thus morally superior to full service sex work. In its most widespread iteration, the
whorearchy uses one determinant--proximity to clients and police--to organize the
whorearchy. Many BIPOC sex workers have been critical of this model on Twitter and in
my interviews (@thotscholar, 2021).
Language is also tricky because of the variety of meanings that words carry.
Some sex workers dislike some words, others work to reclaim the same words, and yet
others recognize the limitations of specific phrases to encapsulate such varied
experiences. Over the course of the eleven years, I’ve been involved in the online sex
work community, first as anonymous observer and then as an insider, the language and
norms of usage have changed many times.

35

“Hoe” is sometimes also referred to as “heaux” by sex worker intellectuals who are working toward a
theory and praxis that is inclusive of sex workers. @thotscholar on Twitter published a Medium post
articulating their working theory “pro-heaux womanism” that they later expanded upon as follows:
“proheauxism 1. Proheaux womanism. Derived from the more colloquial “pro-hoe.” (Spelling altered to
reflect difference & refinement[2].) A sex worker womanist, feminist, or hustler-heaux committed to
collective and personal justice, not just sexually, but through recognition of labor and physical security.
Radically thotty[3], and proud of it. Curious about their sexuality, about birth and rebirth, about challenge
and change, about redemption and reparations, about the physical and the emotional. Loves the river in all
its incarnations. A pro-sex, pro-pleasure politic that is specifically centered on the multiply marginalized.
Might be: marvelous. One who owns oneself and one's own sexuality or gender expression, regardless of
whether or not they are attached to a man or masculine person.”
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“Prostitute,” for example, is a highly contested word. Because of the
criminalization of prostitutes and the ways the word has been weaponized and used
disparagingly against participants in the sex trade, many sex workers describe that word
as a slur that is harmful to the community more broadly. The term “full service sex
worker” (FSSW) is often used to replace it, but even this phrase has limitations.
Originally used to delineate between what Sanders et al. (2016) breaks down into “direct”
and “indirect” sex worker, or sex work that involves physical sex acts versus erotic
services, using FSSW to separate street workers, escorts, and brothel workers, from
strippers, massage parlor workers, and sugar babies obfuscates the complex realities of
working in “indirect” sex work and reifies a whorearchy that further stigmatizes “direct”
sex work. The reality for many “indirect” workers is that they may engage in “direct”
services at their jobs through handjobs, blowjobs, and penetrative sex. It becomes
impossible then, to create a concise language that clearly demarcates the reality of the
two. Rebecca also pointed out frustrations in language use between in-person and online
sex workers. Pointing to the historical differences in terminology to describe direct vs.
indirect sex work she explained:
I feel like this year has sort of forced segments of the industry together
that never has interacted before. And all of a sudden you have a lot more
people who have been doing in-person work for a long time, suddenly
having to do online work and it's just people with very different
experiences of the industry. Um, and one thing that I don't understand, um,
and we have the term “camgirl,” right. For somebody who's doing like sex
acts on camera. No camgirl would call themselves an escort, but you have
women who are doing like BDSM on camera, who call themselves
dominatrixes but like would not know how to spank someone. Would not
know how to tie someone up...just a very different skillset. And I'm not
saying it's like a lesser skill set. Cause I've had to learn new skills. It's just
a different skillset. And yeah, it annoys me when people call themselves
dominatrixes and I'm like, "well, whoa, wait a minute. We have entirely
different experiences of this work." I don't know why you're claiming this
label for yourself. Um, and yeah, there's also a lot of like whorearchy in
those spaces. Like “I would never meet up with a client” and it's like, well,
okay, that's your prerogative. But like, some of us are doing that, so yeah.
Rebecca brings two important issues to the foreground of understanding tensions within
sex work communities, especially in online and social media spaces. Cammodels do not
do the same job as escorts. While both perform all types of labor involved in sex work,
ultimately, camwork is a mediated form of labor that provides most cammodels with
physical distance, and thus, safety from imminent threat or danger. Camming in the US is
also legal while escorting is not outside of brothel work in some counties in Nevada
(Brents, Jackson, and Hausbeck, 2009). Cammodels, therefore, are not at an increased
risk for interactions with the police or criminalization. It seems obvious, then, why
cammodels would not use the term “escort” to refer to their work.
What about BDSM and domination then blurs these lines? I spoke with several
online sex workers who did domination work and referred to themselves as dommes.
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There is certainly potential for more research into how this language works within sex
work communities and the importance of specificity in language within marginalized
communities in both activist and academic work.
The last part of this excerpt from Rebecca, however, touches on another tension
that is receiving increased attention within sex work social media spaces: sexual
gentrification.
5.3

SEXUAL GENTRIFICATION

One of the consequences of OnlyFans and other forms of indirect and direct sex
work becoming increasingly destigmatized is what some sex working activists have
termed “sexual gentrification.” In April 2021, the sex worker collective
Hacking//Hustling held a series of panels as a part of their “Informal, Criminalized,
Precarious: Sex Workers Organizing Against Barriers” conference, one of which was on
“Sexual Gentrification: An Internet Sex Workers Built” and brought together a range of
sex working activists from different positionalities and parts of the sex industry. In the
panel, Melissa Gira Grant, a former sex worker, journalist, and activist, spoke about the
history of segregation of sex worker spaces from “red light districts” to Storyville in New
Orleans and the history of “moral panics” that resulted in the physical gentrification of
marginalized communities in the name of “progress.” Grant and other scholars argue that
gentrification has a history of being explicitly sexual and this has not changed in the
digital age, as evidenced by the passage of FOSTA/SESTA and the continued
shadowbanning and deplatforming that sex workers experience.
Sexual gentrification also plays out in the disparate ways that different sex
workers are impacted by public policy, surveilled by the state, and marked as a risk for
companies. FSSWers moving into online spaces during the COVID-19 lockdowns faced
different obstacles than online-only workers. In her “Whores at the End of the World,”
Aragon writes:
Some of us already did virtual sex work, pre-pandemic; some of us are
now doing it for the first time. I’ve been texting one guy elaborate, forcedbi fantasies every other day for $300 a week, and someone else sent me
$1,000 seemingly out of the kindness of his heart. Alongside selfies with
bandanas over their mouths and videos of their pets, my friends post to
their private social media updates about their generous and ungenerous
online clients, and questions about which cash transfer apps are the most
reliable. Prior to Covid, a financial submissive offered to send me money
for text humiliation. I instructed him to use Gift Rocket but was promptly
kicked off the app, receiving the following message: “Gift Rocket’s
Compliance Team identified your account as having sent or received gifts
associated with a prohibited use case. We encourage you to find another
payments provider as we cannot process future transactions for you. Going
forward, any gifts sent to or from your email address will be automatically
canceled.” Gift Rocket addressed me as Princess, the moniker my sub had
used.
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I don’t know how the Compliance Team knew I was a hooker, but I know
from Twitter that in the previous weeks they had done sweeps, banning
sex workers from their payment processor. Since, I’ve found nothing as
anonymous. Now I try to calculate, based mostly on blind intuition, who is
safe to give what information through which platforms, like an absentee
parent choosing presents for children he doesn’t really know: this gentle
old man who loves poetry gets access to my full legal name via PayPal;
this young banker to the list of contacts I can’t figure out how to hide on
Venmo; this demanding philanthropist to my real iPhone number, through
Apple Pay.
All sex workers are at risk for deplatforming and financial discrimination, but FSSWers
used to shoulder the most at risk. Sex workers have long been excluded from using most
major online payment platforms like PayPal. In fact, many sex workers have reported that
PayPal will not only shutdown and delete accounts, but will keep any money in them,
even thousands of dollars’ worth of funds, funds in no way used for sexual services. Sex
workers have reported being banned from Airbnb and recent policies from the Marriot
chain of hotels marketed as attempting to crack-down on human trafficking prohibited
women from being alone in the hotel bars (Song, 2019). In a post-FOSTA/SESTA world,
however, more and more online sex workers are being targeted. There were several
instances during 2020 and 2021 of sex workers losing their “vanilla” jobs after their
OnlyFans were leaked. A sex working mom’s children were kicked out of school when
the school administration was notified of her participation in online sex work.
Major credit card companies have also had an issue historically with sex workers
and pornography sites, refusing to process payments and releasing a list of “banned”
words every few years that sites are f0rced to comply with for fear of losing access to
payments. Funnily enough, though not actually funny, the word “forced” is banned on all
porn platforms. Sex workers have tried to find ways to market their material around the
guidelines, including replacing letters with number like the word above. It is not just
words like “forced” that are banned, however. One sex worker I spoke with, famous for
their large insertion videos, talked about the banning of the word “cervix”:
Um, there's a lot of blocked words and some of them make sense some of
them don't and I know that it's not OnlyFans that's doing it. It is their
payment processor. I'm fairly confident. And in one case they said, “it's
our payment processor.” It chaps my ass because I've had cervical cancer
and I'm like, fuck you can't take the word cervix. I'm not going to tell
them, but like, fuck you. Oh yeah. There's a lot of, a lot of words that
should be… “fisting”? Nope. “Cervix”? Nope. Like things… “Period”?
No. You are forbidden from posting period content, by the way. “Scat”?
No. “Urine”? No. Uh, it might be because some payment processes are
adhering to global restrictions. I don't know. But nonetheless, I don't like
it.
In early 2021, OnlyFans and ManyVids released new lists of “prohibited terms.” It is
impossible to see this move as anything but a reaction to the payment processor purge of
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Pornhub in December of 2020. Facing allegations of circulating stolen content, child
pornography, and filmed sexual assaults, Pornhub was publicly accused of aiding in the
crisis of human trafficking. Both Visa and Mastercard pulled their payment processors
from the site and Pornhub erased 78.5% of its videos and stopped all payments to
verified Pornhub models. These sex workers, who used the site as income and had
submitted consent and age verification documentation lost a revenue stream overnight.
Sex working activists cited this as another consequence of the new “war on sex work” as
an attempt to criminalize another population: online sex workers. Although sex workers
were happy that Pornhub had been forced to remove their abusive and stolen content
(they had been campaigning for that move for years with no direct acknowledgement or
action from the company), they woke up yet another instance where their livelihoods
were the casualty of the overreach of human trafficking organizations that many sex
workers refer to as the “savior industrial complex.”
One of the things that kept bubbling to the surface of my interviews and my
fieldwork were questions about who gets to be an online sex worker and who gets to be
the face and voice of the sex worker rights movement.
5.3.1

A.I. Camgirls in a Material World

Online sex workers have started to face new challenges in an already saturated
market. As Melissa Gira Grant argued in her 2021 panel for Hacking//Hustling, sex
workers have always been on the forefront of technology. This also means that sex
workers often have to adapt as technology shifts and creates new competition. Imagine a
sex worker who never had to eat, sleep, take a break, or do anything necessary to sustain
life because she was a computer-generated A.I. camgirl. Enter, Project Melody.
During one of our interviews, Honey and I drifted to current issues in online sex
work and how sexualized racism and anime often overlap. Our exchange was as follows:
Honey: There's also, I don't know if you've seen like v-tubers, like virtual
camgirls that are just completely CGI.
Shawna: Yes. Like, um, Melody Rain, is that it, no! Project Melody.
Honey: Yes. Project Melody I got, I, I was critical. I was like, why is this
in the same category as a human model? Yeah. And I had to shut.. I had to
put my account on private. Cause I got like something like a hundred, like
trolls immediately on my thread. And like people trying to like find out
my information, people coming into my chat room. So, it's almost like
people care more about like an animated fictional Asian woman than like
an actual flesh one. This is a theme I see coming up a lot where it's like,
okay. Like you guys care more about jacking off to cartoons than you do
about the people who are actually affected by these stereotypes.
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Figure 5.1 Still images from a Projekt Melody livestream
The Blade Runner series received its much anticipated sequel in 2015. In Denis
Villeneuve’s Blade Runner 2049, K, the protagonist who is a replicant, has one romantic
interest throughout the film— a holographic projection of a woman named Joi. Created
by the Wallace Corporation, Joi is marketed as the technology to fulfill (specifically) all
male desires, evidenced by the nude moving billboard K encounters that promises him a
customized fantasy (Figure 2). We never see an alternative to Joi for straight women or a
version of marketing for Joi for queer folks. Joi is not positioned as “just” technology in
the film, however. Joi and K’s relationship is not depicted as the nightmare reinscription
of oppressive power structures onto a technofemale body as theorized by some scholars.
It is depicted as a mutual relationship. Joi is sentient. After watching the film, this
representation, however, left me questioning the moral implications of the existence of
technology that is no longer on the horizon, but here in the form of “real dolls.” I am also
left questioning how to define and understand this new frontier that both complicates our
understanding of the gender binaries by inscribing gender onto cyborg and technobodies
and
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Figure 5.2 Still from Blade Runner 2049 depicting K’s interaction with Joi billboard
reproduces them by replicating sexist and heteronormative standards for masculinity and
femininity that hinge on dominance/submission, user/used, passive/active.
Perhaps the most discussed scene and largest critical response to the film has been
the threesome in the that involves K, Joi, and a sex worker played by Mackenzie Davis. It
is Joi who “orders” the sex worker for K because she wants to extend their relationship
from the virtual into the corporeal. It is the act of physicality that makes it real. While the
scene boasts some great graphics and is choreographed extremely well, it is
discomforting. In his article “Less Human Than Human: Blade Runner 2049 Fails
Women,” Aaron Scott Hildebrandt writes “The problem with 2049 isn't that the men treat
the women like walking gender stereotypes — the women are their stereotypes. If there's
any message or commentary to be found, the movie itself is 110 percent complicit in
whatever it might be condemning. The movie never suggests that they might be anything
more.” Joi and Mariette, the sex worker, exist only for the pleasure, the fulfillment of
men and techno-male characters. And while the argument can be made that K’s technobody alters the dynamics of his relationship with Joi, it does not erase the ways their
bodies (holographic and robotic) are gendered in stereotypical and heteronormative ways.
Their bodies reflect and thus reinscribe patriarchal expectations for the type of labor men
and women are “supposed” to do. While the world of Blade Runner is a dystopian future
(and criticisms of the sexism within the world have been dismissed with such statements),
there is something both horrifying and timely in the wake of the #MeToo movement
where we hear story after story about men in power who demand access to women’s
bodies and will take it by force if necessary.
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Figure 5.3 Still from Blade Runner 2049 techno-threesome scene

Figure 5.4 Still from Blade Runner 2049 where the digital becomes corporeal

Until recently, we did not have holographic assistants like Joi, (although the
gender of home assistants like Alexa and Siri should be noted). In 2016, the Japanese
company Gatebox started taking pre-orders for a new holographic assistant. Late last
year, the company started shipping the titular device to consumers, allowing the targeted
demographic (salary men) to meet and interact with Azumi Hikari, the anime style,
Thumbelina-sized character created to make sure that “someone is always home.” The
advertisement released for Gatebox portrays a very specific relationship between the
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salary man and his holographic companion— while he may struggle to make it through
the drudgery of his day, Azumi Hikari is always there to cheer him on through
automated texts sent to his phone, to turn the lights on to his apartment as he’s leaving
for work, even to warn him about the weather so that he packs an umbrella. Hikari plays
the role of dutiful wife without a glitch (pun intended) and only exists to serve him and
make his life more comfortable.

Figure 5.5 An Ad for Gatebox showing different outfits for Azumi Hikari
The creation of Gatebox and its moderate success demonstrate how seamlessly
technology designed to do “women’s work,” specifically turning on the lights, keeping
the house in order, and playing the role of supportive wife quickly enters the market.
Furthermore, new strides in AI technology have enabled the use of AI in the sex industry.
The real dolls I saw did not utilize AI, but real dolls akin to Joi are on the horizon. Some
have argued, (and I say this from experiential knowledge) that new sexual technologies
like Joi and “real dolls'' offer those men who struggle with making meaningful
connections an outlet. What this assertion fails to grapple with, however, is the way that
the production and consumption of these techno-female bodies work to reify sexist and
capitalistic notions about women, their bodies, and their capacity for emotional and
sexual labor. If a live woman won’t do emotional labor for you, won’t have sex with you,
then you should be able to purchase something that resembles and functions like a
woman. In other words, sexual technologies offer men an “out,” by asserting that not
only do they not need to learn how to interact with and make deep connections with
women, but they have a right to them and can purchase them if necessary.
In my mind, these normalizing depictions of Joi and real dolls utilize affect in
their marketing and campaigns for success much like the Adult Entertainment Expo does.
In her study of affect and capitalism, Dierdra Reber writes, “In an economy of meaning
epistemically centered on affect, the force of social denunciation is carried by sadness,
pain, and disease; social affirmation by joy, pleasure, and good health” (Reber, 2012). I
can’t help but find it slightly comical that what the Wallace Corporation sells to men is
named and becomes the embodiment of Joy. However, it is understandable within this
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new affective economy that the reaction of sad men (men who feel disempowered, adrift,
and unheard) is to seek out ways to soothe that sadness and pain and that a market would
arise to meet those needs. It is also to be expected that films like Blade Runner 2049 will
use affective appeals to make audiences invest in the characters and relationships on
screen, that’s how movies work. But those relationships, their power dynamics muse be
interrogated. It is imperative, that feminists and masculinity scholars take a long, hard
critical look at how pornography and new sexual technologies work to uphold the notion
that sex is something that women give, that men take, and that it is just another chore,
another form of emotional labor like laundry, or dishes, or meal planning that women are
expected to do. The implication of these types of technologies for sex workers means
more saturation in the market, the expectation to perform more labor for less
compensation, and ultimately, their inability to compete and displacement from the
digital sexual marketplace.
5.3.2

Identity Appropriation

Sexual gentrification is not just related to the removal of sex workers from digital
and physical spaces, but as I heard in many of my interviews, part of the practice of nonsurvival and often non-street workers dominating activist spaces and controlling the
public discourse around sex worker right. As Bell explained:
It's like, I should be able...because sex work was made literally for people
like me, people who are sex workers weren't people who had the means to
just survive. Like even, even though I don't believe in God or anything,
like even in the Bible sex workers, didn't live in mansions, they were poor,
and they lived on the street, and they did whatever to feed their children.
Marsha P. Johnson didn't live in some big fucking house. Like she pretty
much lived on the street for a while. And then she saved up the money
through sex work to buy a building, the house, for other youth like her.
Like then to watch those people suffer...and a lot of content creators, they
don't care. So, I look, I don't want to be in the space where people will do
more talking than actually doing something for the people who this shit
was really made for. And you don't like, I support them because sex
positivity and, um, normalized sex work. But it's never (audibly
emotional) “normal survival sex workers,” the girls in the street who are
on drugs, the trans woman who couldn't never possibly do online sex
work, because they can't even deal with the gender and body dysmorphia
that they would face on the internet. Like, it really sucks that the people
who screamed the loudest about normalizing sex work are the ones who
team nothing from the mobilization of like, you know, the big content
creators, go get their praise and stuff and they'll get to buy their big houses
and their nice cars. And I'll still live in the projects wondering day-to-day
how to feed myself. And that's not what we were trying to normalize. And
I just feel like I would fight so long. So as a marginalized person, I kinda
just bowed out...the pandemic made it very easy, made it so easy.
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Bell cried while they talked to me about the ways they felt left behind, silenced, and
forgotten. They were frustrated not only by the lack of reflection by white sex workers
surrounding their dominance of the narrative, but by their use of normalization rhetoric to
make money, a ridiculous amount of money, while other more marginalized sex workers
continued to struggle. For Bell, white sex workers shifting the focus of sex worker rights
to the right to be wealthy rather than the right to live, to survive, to thrive drove them out
of online sex work and out of social media community spaces. White women have added
the internet and sex work to their list of spaces they have colonized. One of the
consequences of sexual gentrification is an issue that has plagued feminism and other
social justice movements in the US forever--white, privileged women take control of and
dominate the narrative, and thus it is their issues that become the starting point for all
discussions around the issue. For sex work, that talking point has become
“empowerment” and nothing better embodies this issue than the “girl boss” sex worker.

5.4

“GIRL BOSS” SEX WORKERS

The past few years we have seen an increase in gig economy platforms and apps
that provide services and conveniences, and COVID-19 only solidified the existence of
that sector. Uber, Lyft, Instacart, Postmates, Shipt, etc. opened up endless possibilities
functioning with employees working as independent contractors. Much like other aspects
of the service economy, online platforms arose that promised convenience and
personalized services. A rise in the popularity of social media stars, now termed
“influencers” opened up new ways for sex worker platforms to expand into the online gig
economy. As feminism has entered the mainstream and saturated social media spaces, so
too has sex work. Contemporary mainstream feminist discourses surrounding sex work
often emerge first online in social media spaces where scholars, activists, and those new
to these ideologies collide. Many young feminists had their first experiences with
feminist thought on sites like Tumblr, Reddit, Twitter and now TikTok. Marketing itself
as a subscription-based service, OnlyFans marketed itself as the website for influencers.
Promotional materials for the site focus on integrating social media platforms and using
follower counts to gage potential success. During my digital field work of the summer of
2020, it became very clear that TikTok was shaping internet culture and had become one
of the most popular new marketing tools for entrepreneurs in a wide range of professions.
While scrolling through TikTok there are various videos focusing on skincare, crafts,
digital art, products on Amazon, and sex work. OnlyFans poised itself to use that
strategy. Videos by sex workers on the site used popular sounds and dances to explain
how young women could make money fast by creating an account and posting bikini
pictures for their subscribers.
The emergent normalization of sex work and OnlyFans into the broader gig
economy has had several consequences for social media sex worker communities.
Actress Bella Thorne creating an OnlyFans account is a perfect example of sexual
gentrification. Thorne did not need the revenue and her actions lead to several changes in
OnlyFans’ terms of service and policies that directly negatively impacted sex workers
from less financially privileged positions. Importantly, Thorne has also not apologized to
the sex worker community or participated in sex worker rights activism or in mutual aid
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efforts. It is not just actresses like Thorne, however. Many of the sex workers I
interviewed expressed frustrations toward sex workers, especially those with privileges
related to gender, class, and race, who further monetized their success by taking money
from other sex workers. Zoey, a Black queer disabled online sex worker, described her
frustrations with the individualistic, capitalistic, non-critical ideology that many white
and otherwise privileged sex workers operated from:
I do feel like that all in all, there needs to be more participation from white
sex workers to the general community. I know a lot of them are like, well,
I worked hard for my money, and I get that. But the thing is about this
community is that you can never do anything alone. You get fans because
another sex worker retweeted you, you get engagement because another
sex worker commented for you. You get engagement because another sex
worker liked your photo and it showed up in their likes tab and one of
their fans went there and then went through all of your stuff and followed
you. Yeah. That's the only way this thing, anything works in this business
is through networking. And if you can't network appropriately and help
out people appropriately. Like it doesn't even have to be financially. If you
say you don't want to do it financially, that's fine. But you need to push
other sex workers of colors, push other sex workers that don't look like
you. If you're going to do like a, a one-on-one group and like help other
sex workers do it for free, because there's no reason why you are in the top
0.1% asking other sex workers who are 10% up to pay you for yours
services. I just don't. I feel like that's, that's capitalistic. And I feel like I
understand everyone's like very much like anti-capitalism, but we all learn
how to capitalize our bodies, but like there's no reason we should use that
against each other. Like, I don't, that makes no sense. It makes no sense to
me. And it seems, uh, it seems backwards. It seems like it's
counterproductive. That's the word I'm looking for. So, I feel like. If they
want to boost other's engagements. That's fine. That makes sense. That
makes sense. If you want to do X, Y, and Z, that's fine. But also, don't just
do it because someone is telling you to do it...
Sex work exists under capitalism, and even with its radical activist history, obviously not
all sex workers are radical or anti-capitalist. Some sex workers have found a way to
monetize their “tips and tricks” for increasing revenue. One sex worker self-published her
guide to improving phone sex business on Amazon. Lola Davina has published two
books and a workbook under the title Thriving in Sex Work, intended to help sex workers
navigate the ups and downs of participating in a stigmatized economy. This turn toward
individualism is indicative a larger societal turn toward neoliberalism and understanding
the part that online sex work plays in this shift presents a unique lens through which to
interrogate the rise of neoliberal feminism and the concept of the “girl boss.”
“Post-feminism” emerged in the 1990s and early 2000s as a framework for
understanding the “backlash” after the gains of the feminist movement of the 1970s and
80s (McRobbie, 2007). From post-feminism grew “neoliberal feminism.” Rottenberg
“shows us how such ‘neoliberal feminism’ forsakes the vitally important goals of
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emancipation and social justice, substitutes positive affect for change, and adopts the
theory and often very language of neoliberalism--which, in turn, needs feminism to
resolve its own internal contradictions” (Rottenberg, 2018). Deemed “girl power
feminism” in the early 2000s, neoliberal feminism has more recently been called “girl
boss feminism” to express many of the same sentiments--women are most empowered
when they are making money. It is an explicitly neoliberal and capitalist version of
feminism that looks at the list of top paid CEOs and demands more women be on the list
rather than demanding that the wealth of said CEOs be redistributed. “Girl boss
feminism” is the least threatening, defanged version of feminist politics that is more
concerned with individual choice than collective freedom. In coding my interviews and
the aforementioned moments of tension, issues with the emergence of “girl boss
feminism” in online sex work, especially during the pandemic, provided another example
of how more privileged sex workers had dominated the conversation and were creating a
new politics of respectability for sex workers that demanded financial success,
productivity, and depolitization as a way to be palatable to the mainstream.
One myth that quickly circulated about online sex work was the ability to make a
lot of money fast. All of the sex workers I spoke with refuted this. Rebecca spoke directly
to the differences between FSSW and online work and the barriers to success:
Um, you know, if you need money super-fast online sex work's not going
to do it. Um, I, I don't like most of the people that I know honestly are
other in-person workers who have started doing online work because of
this pandemic. Um, and a lot of them are still doing in-person work. I was
still doing some in-person work cause like I just couldn't afford a lot of the
time to not do it. Um, And I think it's, you know, people like me who, like
I have a disability and I'm in school full time, so I just don't have the
luxury of time. Um, and energy is also kind of a limited commodity, uh,
for me. Um, so, you know, I think it's in order to like to be successful in
online work, you need to have time, energy, privacy and just. Um, the
ability to put in those startup costs. I think of like, uh, equipment, um, you
know, I'm lucky that I had both a laptop and a smartphone, but I had to
purchase, um, uh, tripod and lights. Um, and then, you know, all of the
equipment. That I was using for in-person stuff I can use on camera, but
that's another thing it's like equipment props, outfits. Um, yeah, I think it's,
I mean, I don't know for sure, but I'm assuming that it's online work is
more people who like, have really thought about it, and planned it out and
decided that this is what they're going to do. Whereas in person work, I
think most of us got started when we were in a pinch.
Access to online sex work is determined by identity in many ways, including race,
gender, socioeconomic status, language, region, education, etc. Online sex work exists in
a liminal space. They are entrepreneurs, and for those familiar with the work of creators
on Etsy, the process is extraordinarily similar, even if the products and services are
different. The work is often physically and mentally solitary with a routine that consists
of many of the tasks the public associates with marketing, public relations, and artists.
Sex workers spend much of the day answering emails, managing social media accounts,
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creating promotional material, scripting new content, and the millions of little things that
go into making any small business thrive. Online sex workers perform technologicallymediated erotic services. They use their bodies to create media that is consumed
primarily through the Internet. But, as I have discussed previously, sex workers also exist
outside of these individual experiences as an amalgamation of affects surrounding sex,
sexuality, bodily autonomy, and agency. This amalgamation, faceless/nameless, “the sex
worker” can be used to serve multiple agendas. One of those is theoretical. In speculative
science fiction, especially dystopian visions, women are often relegated to the position of
“the sex worker”36 either created that way in the form of sex robots and AI or assigned to
the job as a necessity for society, an outlet for powerful men. These technobodies are
often gendered, raced, and classed in a specific way that either erases the reality of these
positionalities or fails to acknowledge the complexities of sexual access from an
intersectional lens.
Many marginalized sex workers, specifically BIPOC, LBGTQ, and dis/abled sex
workers talked about the ways that more privileged sex workers further benefited from
their positionality in these spaces and then did not participate in any activism or acts of
community care.
Like that's another thing I'm going to get frustrated about really quick.
Um, I feel like there's a lot of just like sex workers passing back the same
fucking $20, you know? And I feel like we talked about this a lot and a lot
of it is like black and Brown sex workers. Like, I feel like white girls will
like to say, or like they'll put in their profile, like go "black lives matter,"
but it's like, are you actually doing anything? No. Like, are we, are we
doing stuff for each other?
Because privileged online sex workers are able to exist largely in their own community
bubbles there isn’t any real pressure to conform to values that have historically been at
the heart of sex worker community building and organizing. “Girl boss” sex workers
consistently undermine two of the established tenets of sex worker community
guidelines--participate in mutual aid and community care and pay people for their labor.
Marginalized sex workers regularly tip each other with “no strings attached” and
will also send money after discussions where a sex worker from a more marginalized
position does the emotional labor of calling community members “in” and educating
them about problematic practices or language. Paying people for their labor, however,
does not provide an open invitation to replicate exploitative labor practices through sex
work. Unfortunately, during the past year there has been a rise in online sex workers,
especially those OnlyFans models occupying the top tiers of the site, outsourcing their
labor. While subscriptions can be lucrative, the best way to make a large profit on
OnlyFans is to have one-on-one interactions with clients through paid messaging sessions
and “pay-per-view” messages, images, and videos. However, there are only so many
36

I use the concept of “the sex worker” to distinguish between the personalized, individual experiences of
sex workers who navigate these marketplaces and the idea of what a sex worker does that is reduced to a
trope in speculative dystopian fiction and the discourse surrounding work and economy after the
“revolution.”
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hours in a day and so much time one person can spend interacting with multiple clients at
the same time. To manage this demand, some top models have started hiring assistants to
help with social media management, promotion, and even to work as messaging
assistants. One top model is rumored to have assistants working in shifts 24 hours a day,
so there is never any missed opportunity for profit. Zoey and I had the opportunity to
discuss this phenomenon and her frustrations with the proliferation of sex workers
benefiting from other more marginalized sex workers:
But like sure. You're hiring other models, but are you hiring them
ethically? Are you just saying, oh, I'll charge you $10? If you text for this
one guy all day knowing good and damn well, you'll make $400 off that
man. Are like it makes me so angry. It's because this is literally what we
said we wouldn't do. This is literally what we said we wouldn't do. We
didn't like how porn companies would sit here. And even though there's
nothing more important companies, but there's a lot of men involved who
take our money. There's a lot of people who exploit a lot about resources, I
would say, um, Oh, my goodness. It makes me so angry, so it's like we see
those companies exploiting our resources. We see how, um, talent
agencies will just show up and be like, oh, let me rep for you on only fans.
If you pay me this month, like we see how they come in at eight and
exploit us. And then we decide, okay, so you know what to do it by
yourselves, we can hire an assistant. We'll pay our assistants fairly. We
can hire this person. You pay them fairly well. All of a sudden you see the
money and you get greedy for what at the end of the day money is literally
paid for. And it would burn. Like, I just don't understand that I don't, I
don't get it if it's not like you wanted to hire someone and make sure
they're having a livable wage, because one of the people I met, like who
was actually a fan of mine, I met them in a mall near me and they actually
worked for a model I looked up to and they were like, yeah, I knew her in
high school. And she paid me $5,000 a month. It good, heavy like wage.
And that was her only assistant. And I was like, that's amazing. And then I
hear other models on only fans who make probably like. Closer to
$100,000 a month to $45,000 a month. And they're like, yeah, I pay my
assistant probably a hundred dollars a month. That's exploitation!!! You've
taken this thing. And just like, I'm like, it's literally say sike right now.
Tell me you’re lying. You can’t even offer them healthcare?! A hundred
dollars a month?!
The models participating in these exploitative practices are overwhelmingly white. For
Zoey and other marginalized online sex workers, these business strategies violate what is
at the heart of sex work for them and create even more disparity in an industry that has
always had issues with pay equity. Whiteness and capitalism are at the center of “girl
boss” feminism and for sex workers it is no different. White women have led the rallying
cry of empowerment and used the bodies of queer, BIPOC, and disabled sex workers to
climb to the upper echelon of earning power making $100,000. As many sex workers
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have theorized, the centering of “liberation” and “empowerment” have obfuscated the
actual needs of the most vulnerable sex workers. As Joya explained:
And so, I think there is just like a lot of white women that I know in sex
work talk about it as this like liberation thing as this, like it's a fun
experiment or like it's a commentary on how bad wages are in various
contexts, which is true. But then they also don't acknowledge the racism
that exists within sex work as an industry. And I fall somewhere in the
middle, that like I benefit very much so from proximity to whiteness, less
but more about like distance from blackness. I'm obviously not white, but
I'm also obviously not black. And so, I don't experience anti-black racism
in hiring. I don't experience anti-black racism in client selection. I am
racially ambiguous, unless I tell you I'm Asian, a lot of people are like
Puerto Rican, Dominican, and I'm not sure is that what you're looking for?
Like, I've been Brazilian, I've been Hawaiian. I've been Russian with a tan.
I was a lot, um, And I benefit from that, and I can use that to my
advantage, but that is racism in action. And that's like, what race-based
privilege looks like. And I think a lot of my non-black people of color
friends who are like sex workers are willing to talk, talk about that and
acknowledge that. And a lot of white sex workers I know are not, they're
like, no, it's all the same. It's an equalizer. We're all in here together. We're
all like struggling with the same way. And I'm like, but we're not though.
And there's a level of like visibility that I think a lot of sex workers have
that paint sex work in a different light than the way black and Brown sex
workers are portrayed. I think there's a lot of likes, oh, black and Brown
sex workers are streetwalkers, they're all poor and uneducated and they're
making bad decisions. And like, if they just got their lives together, they're
all drug addicts. They're all this, they're all that. And there was like that.
Petty, but also discussed that's leveled at black and Brown sex workers
and especially like trans women that is just so gross to me. And I don't see
a lot of white sex workers choosing to make that the thing they talk about
and raise awareness for and like problematize, but instead talking about
like, no one should shame me. I'm doing this for fun. Like I'm a liberated
strong 21st century woman and I should be allowed to do whatever I want
with my body. And I just don't think that “I should do whatever I want
with my body” argument is like, what needs to be discussed in sex work
right now? I don't think that's the issue. I think the issue, of course,
everyone should be able to do what they want with their body. I think
larger issues are like, there are wage inequities and hiring inequities and
sex work, like every other industry. And they fall along the same lines of
discrimination and white women just talk everywhere. They take
everything and I'm just like, y'all please. Stop. Don't write a memoir about
it. Please. Don't read a memoir about it. I don't want to read it. And then
they write it and then they get a lot of money...That is a big problem in the
way that like sex work is discussed in the way that, because they have the
privilege to be visible. So many white, voluntary sex workers are able to
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co-opt the narrative and take control of it and be like, I want to talk about
my issues and not larger issues in the industry. And I think it's because
they don't think about the industry.
As my interviewees argued, sex work offers some privileged white women the ability to
assert ultimate autonomy over their bodies and sexuality. Nothing quite gives a culture
bolstered on the purity of white women the middle finger like an upper-class white
woman auctioning-off her anal virginity to the highest bidder. In this specific experience
of sex work, white sex workers are able to transgress societal norms about their
sexualities with relative control over their boundaries, safety, and finances. It is this sex
work experience, the educated escort at the center of popular culture depictions of
“empowerment” in sex work like The Girlfriend Experience on Showtime that often takes
center-stage in advocating for and against sex work. Many of the multiply marginalized
sex workers I interview expressed discomfort, anger, and sadness that this version of sex
work was centered. I do not say this to dismiss sex workers from privileged positions
who choose to do sex work over other jobs or to imply that given the opportunity to not
do sex work, one should take that option. I bring this up because the bodily autonomy of
these women--upper class, educated, straight, thin, conventionally attractive--sit at the
center of the debate for two reasons: (1) a white woman exercising control over her body
and sexuality is a direct challenge to cisheteropatriarchal white supremacy, and (2) these
women are still white and sit in the most privileged position of this otherwise
marginalized population and are used to being able to grab the microphone and continue
to do so.
If a white woman can exercise self-determination and freely choose to enter into a
transaction where she exchanges her sexual services for financial compensation, then she
directly challenges the narrative that white women (and their purity) must be protected by
white men and the state. This challenge does not absolve white women of their racism (or
homophobia, or transphobia, or xenophobia, etc.) and wielding of their power and
privilege over other marginalized groups, however. In fact, this challenge seems to be
more stumbled upon than a form of strategic direct action. For some white women,
participating in sex work is a form of gentrification and colonialism. It is a way to access
and wield a marginalized status in order to shout down, talk over, and advocate against
Black, Indigenous, LGBTQIA+, disabled, and other marginalized sex workers.
Sex work is not empowering, or at least not inherently so, and frankly, it is time to
retire discussions of empowerment from discussions about and research on sex work. At
least, that is the argument that is the most salient from the coding of my research. It's not
that sex work can't be empowering or that there aren't empowering moments for sex
workers during their time in the sex industry, but this statement is an outright refusal to
subscribe to feminist ideologies that erase the hierarchies and whorearchies that are a
reality for all sex workers in the industry.
In her work on neoliberal feminism, Rottenberg articulates what I argue lies at the
heart of the distinction between online sex workers and direct FSSW: “Feminism
increasingly produces a splitting of female subjecthood: the worthy capital-enhancing
feminist subject and the “unworthy” disposable female “other” who performs most of the
reproductive and care work” (Rottenberg). Although all sex workers are stigmatized for
the type of care work they perform, survival FSSWers are unable to position themselves
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as “worthy capital-enhancing feminist subject[s]” in the same way that online sex
workers are able to. The emergence in public fascination with sugar babies and high-end
escorts, demonstrates a willingness to tolerate the services that palatable sex workers
provide--affluent, white, cis gender, thin, educated, conventionally attractive escorts-while more marginalized sex workers remain faceless, nameless, and often dead in crime
procedurals. Sex work, while not preferable, is tolerable if participants can provide a
convincing argument that they are “good” capitalist subjects, that they are “good”
feminist subjects, in that they are both making more money than they could ever make in
another profession, and they proclaim empowerment. The moment those illusions are
shattered, sex workers cease to be individuals and become stories, fodder for human
trafficking organizations seeking to end the sex industry once and for all.
Sex workers have never and will never stop fighting. There are sex workers
working as activists, artists, community organizers, academics, researchers, and
politicians. In my next chapter, I look at the art, activism, and research produced by sex
workers and argue for these artifacts as sites of sex worker theorizing that provide a
unique lens for understanding feminism, justice, freedom, liberation, and the future.
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CHAPTER 6. “BUILDING A HOOKER ARMY:” SEX WORKING ARTISTS,
ACTIVISTS, AND ACADEMICS
“WHORE IS AN ORIENTATION. Not a sexual one; a political one.” Sonya Aragon,
2020
6.1

ACTIVISM AND TECHNOLOGY

In 2013, sex educators, sex workers, and sex work scholars released The Feminist
Porn Book: The Politics of Producing Pleasure. This collection featured academic
articles and personal essays with an intersectional focus on pornography, feminism, and
the broader sex industry. Self-defined sex positive feminists tie the mobilization of
activist sex workers to the sex wars and the position of radical feminists. In their
introduction to The Feminist Porn Book, Taormino et al argues that “regarding antiporn
feminism as a huge setback for the feminist struggle to empower women and sexual
minorities, an energetic community of sex worker and sex-radical activists joined
anticensorship and sex-positive feminists to build the foundation for the feminist porn
movement” (Taormino et al 2013:10). A strong activist contingent of sex workers
emerged from these debates. For example, Anna-Louise Crago, an escort, and sex
positive feminist, released Our Lives Matter: Sex Workers Unite for Health and Rights in
2008 calling for voices to speak truth to a goal— “the right of all sex workers to live free
and healthy lives” (Crago 2008:7). Sex workers have a long and well-documented history
of activism (Chateauvert, 2015). Sex workers are also always on the cutting edge of
technology (Grant, 2014), utilizing new inventions that connect us in order to find clients
and each other.
As the internet and social media have expanded, so too have sex working
communities. Sex workers have used websites like craigslist’s and backpage to advertise,
until the passage of FOSTA/SESTA. Sex workers also popularized social media
platforms like Tumblr, Patreon, and Twitter, using these tools to advertise, connect with
other sex workers, and mobilize and organize to advocate for decriminalization. Sex
workers are also responsible for the creation of the #payforyourporn movement,
encouraging porn consumers to stop using tube sites where stolen content is uploaded and
to start subscribing to mainstream porn sites and buying clips and content from
independent sex workers. Sex workers described spending countless hours filing
copyright claims and requesting that their stolen content be taken down from free sites
like Pornhub, Redtube, XVideos, and countless others. Some clients will purchase clips
from sites, download them for private use, and then upload the clip to free sites without
any credit. Several clip platforms, like ManyVids, have tried to combat this phenomenon
by giving sex workers to the option to make their content streaming only rather than a
downloadable file. Like anything else, there are costs and benefits to this. Some
customers may complain about the inaccessibility of the clips they purchased, causing a
sex worker to lose business or potential new customers. Sex workers also try to combat
this by putting watermarks on their videos and pictures, raising the prices of their clips,
and enlisting supportive fans to seek out clips and help to file complaints with the sites.
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Naming the process necessary for societal change, Gloria Anzaldua writes: “The
struggle has always been inner and is played out in outer terrains. Awareness of our
situation must come before inner changes, which in turn come before changes in society.
Nothing happens in the ‘real’ world unless it first happens in the images in our heads”
(Anzaldua 87). Many online sex workers identify as activists and spend time outside of
their jobs organizing and mobilizing the community to resist harmful public policies and
legislation. Sex workers are also some of the most vocal opponents to censorship
surveillance. SESTA/FOSTA, Stop Enabling Sex Traffickers Act (SESTA) and Allow
States and Victims to Fight Online Sex Trafficking Act (FOSTA) acts passed in 2018,
and EARNIT, currently awaiting vote in 2021, have been identified by the communities
as direct threats to safety and earning potential. Hacking//Hustling, an online collective of
sex workers and sex worker rights activists hold virtual harm reduction workshops,
collect research on online communities, and produce analyses of the issues that emerge at
the intersection of technology and surveillance. Their latest research was published in
“Erased: The Impact of FOSTA/SESTA and the Removal of Backpage” (2020). The
authors write:
We begin from this premise: under capitalism, all labor is vulnerable to
hyper-exploitation. The risk of exploitation is increased in criminalized
economies that lack labor protections, such as sex work. Many individuals
who have traded sex live at the intersection of marginalized identities and
may have limited access to other sources of income or employment due to
stigma, discrimination, and lack of social support (White Hughto, Reisner,
and Pachankis 2015). In this way, sex workers face a similar risk of
exploitation, as do undocumented laborers who perform domestic and
agricultural work.
Hacking//Hustling conducts research and produces published findings available to
anyone with an internet connection that models intersectional research on technology,
access, and sex work. Their findings bolster my claim that the focus on “choice” only
works to recenter the individual and plays into the neoliberal capitalist framing that a
person is only as worthy as they are productive.
In his The Power at the End of the Economy, Brian Massumi articulates a theory of
affect that serves as an intervention into contemporary neoliberal ideology and the
perpetuation of the rational actor theory. He argues that affect has and always is part of
the economy and economic choices, and that our current conception of “choice” and
“nonchoice” exist within a zone of indistinction, illegibility (Massumi 32). Furthermore,
he makes a clear distinction between militancy and activism and the power (or lack of) of
both: “The militant indoctrinates and inculcates; the activist modulates and induces. The
militant raises consciousness and punishes recalcitrance; the activist seeks to catalyze
what Simondon called a sympathetic ‘communication of subconsciousnesses’...The
militant works in the cognitive medium of judgment; the activist tweaks in the affective
mode of perceptual judgement” (88). Sex working activists are at the forefront of
theorizing labor issues and exploitation. Their work challenges feminists to expand our
understanding of activism and to look beyond the individual to understand how we are all
impacted by criminalization and whorephobia.
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6.2

MUTUAL AID AND COMMUNITY CARE

Discussions of sex work and communism, Marxism, the left, and “after the
revolution” are a major component of Switter and radical or left-leaning spaces on
Twitter. As a student in gender and women’s studies who studies sex work, I’ve been
involved and have started these conversations over too many cheap beers more than I
would like to admit. Graduate students, especially those of us with leftist politics, love to
talk about “the revolution,” and ultimately, at some point, a discussion of the legitimacy
of sex work as labor or as a feminist position wades into the territory of “will sex work
exist under communism.” Online communities are no different, except for the variables
that complicate attempts at many discussions on the Internet--some anonymity, lack of
non-verbal cues, groups of privileged people demanding marginalized people debate their
humanity and right to exist, etc. (Ok, it's not so different from a graduate seminar.)
During my research, one discussion on Twitter went viral in my research community. A
sex worker tweeted about the concept of “sexual mutual aid” and leftist Switter
descended into furious debates. Mutual aid became an important and life-saving practice
during 2020 as people lost their jobs, their health insurance, and their homes to a closed
economy in an effort to stop the spread of COVID-19.
COVID-19 impacted the sex industry in more ways than one. Many FSSW’s were
forced online as quarantine orders pushed work inside. This meant entering into already
established and flooded online markets to try to learn new platforms and compete for a
dwindling client base who, now also experiencing job loss and confinement with family
members, were less likely to spend disposable income on the sex industry. Without
access to pre-established revenue streams, multiply-marginalized sex workers had to rely
on community care efforts such as mutual aid and direct donations from other sex
workers to bridge the gap in unemployment. The stress of such financial precarity is often
compounded by interactions online, especially with more privileged sex workers who
tout a neoliberal, individualistic vision of sex work.
As Rebecca mentioned in an earlier excerpt, for disabled sex workers time and
energy are a limited resource. For multiply marginalized sex workers, this limited time
and energy can often be depleted just by logging on to Twitter and seeing racist, ableist,
and transphobic rhetoric on their timelines. This time and energy are often demanded and
rarely compensated. Many marginalized sex workers, specifically BIPOC, LBGTQ, and
dis/abled sex workers talked about the ways that more privileged sex workers further
benefited from their positionality in these spaces and then did not participate in any
activism or acts of community care. Paying marginalized sex workers for their labor,
participating mutual aid, and other forms of financial and material demonstrations of
allyship were widely preferred over rhetorical demonstrations. As one sex worker
described:
Like that's another thing I'm going to get frustrated about really quick.
Um, I feel like there's a lot of just like sex workers passing back the same
fucking $20, you know? And I feel like we talked about this a lot and a lot
of it is like black and Brown sex workers. Like, I feel like white girls will
like to say, or like they'll put in their profile, like go black lives matter, but
it's like, are you actually doing anything? No. Like, are we, are we doing
stuff for each other?
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Because privileged online sex workers are able to exist largely in their own
curated community bubbles through strategic blocking of marginalized sex workers who
call out their behavior, there isn’t any real pressure to conform to values that have
historically been at the heart of sex worker community building and organizing.
Although online sex work comes with issues of competition like any industry
under capitalism, sex workers have historically curated safe spaces for community care,
and “Switter” is no different. Sex workers regularly participate in formal and informal
acts of community care. They create GoFundMe’s for gender affirmation surgeries,
broken laptops; circulate Venmo and Cash App usernames for donations to SWers who
are struggling with rent, food, and medical expenses. There are entire Twitter accounts
dedicated to “boosting” these requests for aid and for coordinating more large-scale
community care efforts.
No, I'm not going say that that's all across the board in sex work, because
that would be a lie. And I know that a lot of, especially women and nonmen, they say that they struggle to build community and online spaces.
But I also think that that comes with feeling out people's levels of
maturity, because just like any other relationship, especially any other long
distance relationship, these relationships take work, and you have to put in
the time for them. And like all of my sex work friends live close and, um,
FaceTime smoke on FaceTime. We do, um, video chats once a month to
check on each other. And it's so crazy because we live in this own, our
own little world. And it's what the world thinks sex work is about. And
then what we truly live. Like one time I was tired, and acid and we did a
video call, and everyone put pretty lights in the background for me. Um,
so that I could have a vibe while, while we go on video chat, and I was
tripping and it's just like those little things. Um, a friend of mine just
named me a dildo and sent it to me in the mail. Yes. And she earrings.
And it's just like, you know, like I wish people could see that. So, and not
to Gore, like to, to, to like glamorize sex work, but so that they could see
that we are real people with our own set of dreams and goals and things
that we want to do. Things that we're already doing like that summer. And
my friend Lou alone, we raised about $7,000. I actually managed to house
a black mom in her two daughters that was homeless, that I met on the
train, going to DC to protests, just randomly met this lady and her kids
when the train say, give me your cash app. And it was during the summer
of the protests, and we did that. And then the next day. Was having some
regular discussion. Some random man came into discussion, being loud
and wrong. And then when I like, you know, right here and everything
now is all you're worthless for what? Yesterday. I just raised and how a
single black mother and her two kids that was riding with rain back and
forth, put them in a home and off the street. But I'm more feelings when
you probably do just spend all your time up here on the internet, talking
shit and being miserable out in the street, marching, risking my life to
fight for it. He was black. People have looked like him that was fighting
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for people that look like him, him, but I'm worthless, you know, and I
have to say things like I'm a college student and none of those things
matter.
In this excerpt, Bell discusses a few of the ways that sex workers practice an ethic of
care. They describe using their labor to pay for housing and other necessities for Black
families in need. The also describe the importance of building relationships with other
sex workers to be able to connect with and find safe spaces to be in community with each
other. Sex workers, especially those who can find common ground in their lived
experiences and other identities, create strong community networks that provide space for
socialization, decompression, processing, and intimacy.

Figure 6.1 An online sex worker describes the importance of Switter for her
Sex workers also provide community care through internal harm reduction
information and strategies. Veteran sex workers offer workshops, blogs, zines, and long
Twitter threads dedicated to how to screen potential clients and how to ensure they are
following harm reduction procedures in online spaces. Sex workers, adept at covering
their digital footprints, first taught me about metadata--the information encoded into all
files that can provide specific information down the the GPS coordinates of where a
photo was taken. Sex workers constantly share strategies for how to deal with intrusive
clients, warn each other about potential scammers and timewasters, and create tutorials
on how to increase revenue on platforms. One of my interviewees shared a PowerPoint
presentation with me that was circulating in a Telegram group they were a part of. The
presentation addressed specific changes to the OnlyFans Terms of Service and provided a
breakdown of which changes would be the most impactful and how. The author also
curated a list of strategies for how to maintain marketing on the site (since it appeared
some of the changes were directed at the share-for-share [S4S] strategy that was the most
popular for promotion at the time.
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6.3

CULTURAL PRODUCTIONS: ZINES, PERFORMANCE, AND ART

One of the most incredible things I stumbled upon in my research was the sheer
number of sex working artists who’s art I had never seen or heard of. When I tweeted into
the void, asking if anyone had documented experiences with anti-Asian or other forms of
racist harassment from other online sex workers or clients, I heard back from Lola. An
Asian online sex worker and art student, she responded that she had made some zines for
one of her classes that dealt with the dual experiences of online sex work and online
dating as an Asian woman. She scanned copies of her zines for me to read and consented
for me to use them in this project. I paid her for the time and labor of scanning the zines
and making them. When she messaged me on Twitter to let them know she had emailed
them to me, I was ecstatic. The pure adrenaline that comes with the promise of finding
something so unique in research is something that I’m sure most can recall. My
excitement is usually tempered, however, by the reminder that while I this work means I
get to interact with some of the most amazing, creative, kind people I have ever met, I’m
also asking them to open their baggage for me and lay out an assortment of pain, anger,
sadness, and traumas for me to survey. The contents of Lola’s baggage, the zines she had
created from it, were striking. I can’t quite say I was shocked. I’ve often looked at how
the internet brings out the worst in people. I was, as one interviewee put it, disappointed,
but not surprised. In Appendix 1, I’ve chosen to include four pages here, two from the
2016 zine and two from 2017.
Um, I feel like it used to frustrate me a lot more and like, when I would
see stuff like that, I would get like really like panicky and just like, ah,
like, I don't like this. I'm gonna go away. Um, now it doesn't do it as
much. Like it still sucks, and I definitely don't like it. Um, but I feel like
since like I've been using it in that way, it's been like helpful and it's like,
I'll get a shitty message and like, A weird part of me will be excited
because they'll be like, okay, cool. I'm going to add that to the folder, you
know? Um, and it's like, shitty. I feel like a lot of like civilians and stuff
that I talk to about this stuff, like, they don't believe me. They don't think
it's that bad or whatever. And so, then it's just like, okay, well I have
receipts, you know, like look through this shit. Um, so the, the 2016 one
was actually, I was doing study-abroad in Singapore. Um, and so most of
those were like dating profile things. Some of them were sex work. Um,
and that's also...little side thingy...Um, I didn't include more of the sex
work things because I thought, you know, people wouldn't take me
seriously if I went from that angle. Um, but yeah, so most of those were
like dating profiles. And I remember showing that stuff to my classmates
and they were all just like, well, like “you must've done something to like,
make these guys respond to you in this way.” Um, and they were also like,
“Oh, like, you need to go to the cops about it.” And I was like, the cops
are not going to do shit, but like, they literally like, wouldn't take me
seriously. Like whenever I would like to try to bring up issues, they'd be
like, well, you know, you need a, you need to go do this. Um, and so I
went because I was like, I knew they're not going to do anything, but like,
just to get them like off my ass about it. Um, so I did go to the cops, and
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they were literally like, well, like same thing. They were like, you, you
must've done something to make these guys act this way. Like, just take,
tip, just take down your accounts, you know? So, shit like frustrating, but
yeah.
Lola expressed frustration at her experiences of not being believed about the sexist,
racist, and whorephobic harassment that she faced just existing on the internet. To the
people who harassed her and to those that dismissed her concerns, her working as a sex
worker was seen as inviting the targeted assaults:
S:
So just like being on a dating site is invitation apparently. And the
solution is just like to not date...
L:
Yeah. Just to not exist on the internet. Like I deserve to be here. I
deserve to take up space, you know? Um, deserve dick if I want it, like
shit bullshit. Um, but yeah, it's, it's also weird. Like, I don't understand,
like I get. So much less of that shit now, like, I really don't understand
what it is. Um, at first I thought it was the colorful hair and I do think that
is part of it. Like I've had periods where I've had normal hair and I've had
periods where I've had colorful hair. And I do feel like I get more with the
colorful hair, but I think also part of it might just be maybe being older
and like not looking vulnerable, which is like shitty and gross. I don't
really know what it is, but, but yeah.
Lola, like many of my interviewees, tried to speculate about how and when and why they
started to experience less harassment in these spaces. Many of them followed the logic
that the older you got in sex work, the more difficult it was for men to target you to take
advantage of you and push you to violate your boundaries through producing content you
otherwise wouldn’t, providing free content, or accepting a smaller payment than you
normally would.
In surveying the pages of her zine and the collage of comments and posts made
about her and to her during these years, it is obvious how sexualized racism and
fetishization can impact every facet of BIPOC lives. Being a sex worker is another facet
of Lola’s identity that is inseparable from the other parts of her. It is an intersection at
which the most vitriolic beliefs about her exist because her position as an online sex
worker solidifies her stigmatization for men on the internet who hold negative stereotypes
about Asian women, especially young Asian women who participate in the sex industry.
The first set of pages from her zines contain clips of comments that were posted on a
Reddit thread once a man connected Lola’s sex work site to her profile on a dating
app. Although these behaviors and comments cannot be generalized to say that all men
or all clients would think or say these things, the need for men (especially those who
don’t openly purchase sex) to ridicule and bully a sex worker speaks volumes about the
way that sex work can be viewed as a threat to masculinity and patriarchy.
“Manhood acts” are actions and behaviors utilized by men in order to establish
dominance and status within groups of people and larger social contexts. Recently,
Moloney and Love expanded this concept to include the virtual in their study of
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#TheFappening, creating the term “virtual manhood acts” (Moloney and Love 2018).
Martin’s study of rape culture and social contexts is particularly troubling and certainly
illustrates a connection between masculinity and dominance. She writes, “The thesis of
this essay is that the dynamics of particular social contexts make them more probable
sites for sexual assaults, irrespective of individual men’s attitudes or beliefs. Among such
contexts are military units; street, drug, and motorcycle gangs; elite schools; college
fraternities; and men’s athletic programs” (Martin 2016). For Martin, groups of men in
homosocial settings present the most opportunity for committing sexual assault because
of the hypermasculine culture that surrounds them.
In her study of digital spaces and the sexist attacks used to keep women “in their
place” online, Sobieraj illuminates and analyzes some troubling behaviors that exemplify
the behavior Pascoe and Hollander discuss. She writes:
I would argue that these sexist missives take the form of body-based
commentary because talking about women’s bodies – about their
sexuality, appearance, and physical vulnerability – is a shortcut that works
to force gender into the conversation. They can be understood as flailing
attempts to reassert the centrality of gender difference, – and the gender
inequality that comes with it – in spaces where its grip, though powerful,
may feel feebler. (Sobieraj 2017)
The focus on the corporeal as a site of gender difference and subsequently inferiority is
crucial to understanding how men interact with online sex workers and how they
consume pornography. So much of the violence in contemporary pornography is centered
around sex acts that demonstrate the difference between male and female bodies and
position women as abject objects to be conquered.
Quinn theorizes “girl watching” as another homosocial avenue for men to
establish and demonstrate their masculinity. She writes, “As a performance of
heterosexuality among men, the targeted woman is primarily an object onto which men’s
homosocial sexuality is projected. The presence of a woman in any form—embodied,
pictorial, or as an image conjured from words—is required, but her subjectivity and
active participation is not” (Quinn 2002). For Quinn, performances of heterosexual
masculinity do not require human women, in that they objectify women and reduce them
down to something to be consumed, to be watched, to be possessed. Reddit boards and
Twitter trolls often engage in these performative “virtual manhood acts” and “girl
watching” rituals. There have been several studies in recent years that discuss why men
buy sex in person and why men attack women online but there is less work on the
specific misogynistic and whorephobic attacks made against sex workers in digital
spaces. More research is needed to understand the customer base driving demand for
problematic content and for how sexualized racism impacts BIPOC sex workers and their
ability to survive. Sex worker art provides us with a unique window into these
experiences of violence and harassment to understand what living with the consequences
of these attempts at masculine posturing does to a person.
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Zines offer sex working artists and activists the space to theorize their own
experiences and put them into the world37. Because sex workers are traditionally kept out
of academic spaces where “legitimate” research and knowledge is produced. Sex workers
are able to strategically utilize other accessible forms of knowledge production to
disseminate their ideas and provide other sex working comrades with the language to
describe their lives.
6.3.1

Performance Art

Along with zines, sex workers have long used performance art as a means of
expression of their politics. Annie Sprinkle, an ecofeminist pornographer and sex worker,
is one of the most well-known performance artists creating shows such as Public Cervix
Announcement and Legend of the Ancient Sacred Prostitute. Her work is cited as
beginning the “post-porn modernist” movement (from a performance of the same name)
that critiques mainstream porn and the broader porn industry by showing a diverse range
of bodies and sexualities. As a new sex worker rights movement rises, so too has a new
wave of sex workers as performance artists. One of the original camgirls, framed her 24
hour livestream as living art performance
In late April 2021, a fellow Ph.D. candidate sent me a direct message on
Instagram. She had seen a new art exhibit that would be opening in May in New York
City and thought it applied to my work, so she sent me the post advertising it. The post on
Sophia Giovannitti’s Instagram, described her newest exhibit described as follows:
Sophia Giovannitti’s performance work Untitled (Incall) engages the
material overlap of the art and sex industries. She will turn half of the
Recess gallery into an Incall space, housing a bed. The artist’s Incall will
be free and open to the public by appointment only, via encrypted
communication. Meeting viewers one on one, Giovannitti will tailor
appointments to individual’s wishes.
The second half of the gallery will house an Erotic Labor Reading Room,
filled with literature by and for sex workers, harm reduction supplies, and
a space to rest. The Reading Room provides a space designed for those
engaged in erotic labor, without requiring the outing of one’s particular
labor identity, or lack thereof, to enter.
Nodding to Andrea Fraser’s Untitled (2003), in which Fraser filmed
herself having sex with an art collector and sold him the recording for a
reported $20,000, Giovannitti will invite a collector to commission a
performance art piece from her for a fee of $20,000, to take place at
Recess afar hours. The collector will receive a paper certificate of
37

Recluse, “a collectively-run zine distro for QTBIPOC by QTBIPOC.” Zines are sold with accessible
pricing for BIPOC and a sliding scale for institutions and white folks. Bluestockings, a co-op bookstore in
New York City, has a thriving collection of zines created by and for sex workers.
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ownership for the single performance commissioned from the artist,
private and unrecorded.
While Fraser used the metaphor of prostitution to comment on extractive,
fantasy-based relationships between artists and collectors, Giovannitti
directs her audience toward the actual, circular flow of capital: to make a
living wage, so many young artists sell sex to the hyper-wealthy, before
becoming institutionally established enough to sell their art to these very
same clients.
Giovannitti wagers that the purchase of erotic labor funds much individual
cultural production in New York City today. In turn, positioning one’s sex
work as art is a lucrative and legally self-protective choreography--a
choreography only available to those with institutional access, contingent
on race, gender, and class position.

Figure 6.2 Instagram Post by Sophia Giovannitti for Untitled (Incall)
Giovannitti follows in the tradition of sex workers using their art in order to critique
larger systemic issues of classism and economic injustice. Calling attention to the ways
that art is underfunded, she uses sex work as a platform to address the way that erotic
labor is valued over artistic labor.
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A Black queer sex worker I was able to interview did not just identify with art.
She described her sex work as art. I asked her to explain more about the connections she
drew between the two and as she spoke, the passion she felt radiated off of her skin and
began to drip down her cheeks as her eyes welled up:
I have a deep-rooted passion for art history. That is something that, uh,
when I get to go back to school, which I get to afford because of sex work,
I get to go back in major in art history. And that makes my day every
single day, um, when I had the time to sell your history before it was so
interesting to see how art was so rebellious and reflected everything that
everyone was going through at every single point in time and getting to
see how art expresses someone's love for another person's humanity, who,
whether it was a nude or if it was a photograph of war, or if it was
complete oil paints or someone's devotion to, to their religion. You get to
see so many aspects and so many different layers of humanity from art
without having to translate it. And it's so beautiful, like to be, I'm going to
cry. I'm sorry. Like art is so art is something that like we, humans got so
lucky that we were able to produce art. Like we get to see the best and the
worst and, and the dreams and the hopes of everyone through art. And
that's something that we get to see through porn too because porn is art.
We get to help people see like the things that they want to do, or the things
that they, they, that would make them happy or the things that would get
them through that day. That one time, and like there's little translation
involved unless you like speak it and unless it's like audio porn or
something like that, or if it's erotica, but we get to help people. See
themselves as more than whatever they went through that day, like they
get to see themselves the way that at least I get to see them the way that I
see everything else through art and it makes me so emotional.
I couldn’t help but cry with her. I recognized the joy and the struggle and the lifegivingness that believing in your craft and your art could provide. Zoey, like so many of
the sex workers I interviewed, found promise in the creative parts of sex work. Sex work
exposed them to new fetishes, sexualities, bodies, and desires, opening them up to a
world of possibility, a world of forbidden fruit and limitless options where society has
historically only provided a specific path. Sex workers can often point the way to a
different desire lines38 (Ahmed, 2006), or as Elizabeth Grosz argues, different
“intensifications:”

38

Feminist scholar Sara Ahmed explores and builds on the concept of “compulsory heterosexuality” in the
second chapter “Sexual Orientation” from her work Queer Phenomenology: Orientations, Object, and
Others. Throughout the text, Ahmed discusses the architectural concept of “desire lines,” or places in the
landscaping where people have diverged from the designated path (the sidewalks, the roads, the gravel
paths) to make their own. These paths eventually become worn into the grass, making it clear where people
diverge and often indicating where a new path should be constructed. Ahmed compares the designated path
to heterosexuality and discusses how people are relegated to the path and convinced to come back to the
path even after tracing their own desire lines. These paths orient people to each other in a specific way.
Ahmed writes: “Indeed, orientation is a powerful technology insofar as it constructs desire as a magnetic
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Perhaps sexuality itself is not so much to be explained in terms of its ends
or goals (which in sociobiological terms are assumed to be the
[competitive] reproduction of maximum numbers of [surviving] offspring,
where sexual selection is ultimately reduced to natural selection) as in
terms of its forces, its effects (which can less contentiously be understood
as pleasure in indeterminable forms), which are forms of bodily
intensification. (Grosz 2008:30)
As a graduate student, I can’t help but question how these inequalities in what we value
crop up for college students as well. A young undergraduate or graduate student can
make much more money in sex work than they can teaching classes and as the job market
continues to shrink, it’s also probable that they would continue to make more as sex
workers than as adjuncts. Sex work offers us the opportunity to think through what we
deem as valuable. This is in no way an argument that sex workers should be paid less. If
anything, as my previous chapters have demonstrated, the amount and various types of
labor that sex workers perform probably warrants a greater societal value be placed on
sex work that is reflected in compensation. I would suggest, however, that viewing sex
work as art, that studying sex work and the message of Giovannitti’s piece offers us a
way to think through all types of work and whether or not they are fairly compensated.
Researchers have long documented the discrepancies in how we value emotional labor,
and the marginalized people often bear the brunt of it in order to keep our communities,
families, and workplaces running. Perhaps a commentary on sex work as art is exactly
what we need to start thinking through how to demand that we are paid what our labor is
worth and to articulate the contributions that many marginalized graduate students and
faculty make to their respective institutions.

field: it can imply that we are drawn to certain objects and others as if by a force of nature” (Ahmed 2006:
85).
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Figure 6.3 Page from sex worker zine depicting sexualized racism
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Figure 6.4 Subsequent page featuring more racist harassment in online spaces
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Figure 6.5 Zine page that depicts whorepobia based on perceived lack of "real" job
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Figure 6.6 Subsequent page 6.4 demonstrating intense levels of harassment
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CHAPTER 7. “YOU CAN’T WRITE YOUR WAY OUT:” FEMINISM, SEX WORK, AND
ACADEMIA
7.1

CONCLUSION

Moving past our discussions of “empowerment” and “choice” is necessary for
feminist researchers to deeply engage with sex workers. Sex work is hard work that
requires an inordinate amount of labor, contrary to the often-cited adage in online spaces
that it’s just “showing your tits for money.” Sex work also requires proficiency in a
variety of skills including marketing, video production, accounting, emotional
intelligence, and much more.
My research has shown the way that identity complicates discussions of agency
and resistance in online sex work, specifically how race, gender, sexuality, ability, and
class determine which sex workers have a platform from which to speak, who is listened
to by people in positions to make changes, and the expectations of extra labor that they
must perform without compensation. Online sex work platforms and sex worker
communities on social media are not immune from the structures of power and
oppression that dominate the rest of our lives. White sex workers, especially those from
privileged positions financially and physically, need to step back in online space and
allow for BIPOC sex workers to call out issues within online communities and on popular
platforms. White abled sex workers should also stop demanding free education about
issues related to racism and ableism and pay disabled and BIPOC sex workers for their
time and labor.
Disabled sex workers present us with a unique opportunity to understand how sex
work is aligned with disease and moral decay and how these ideologies are used to
criminalize and incarcerate sex workers, especially BIPOC and LGBTQIA+ sex workers
who are the most vulnerable to the carceral cycle and technosocial death which prevents
access to social services, the online sexual marketplace, and prevents many sex workers
from engaging in international travel, opening bank accounts, and exiting the sex
industry. Even with these challenges, sex workers continue to define “community spaces
and cultures” through shared language and social practices and stand on the frontlines of
activist movements throughout history.
Sex work-affirming feminism is not just a feminist politic that tolerates sex
workers. It is a politic predicated on the radical notion that sex workers must be part of
feminist theorizing and praxis and that recognizes the harm that feminists have
perpetuated in sex work communities. It is a full-throated rejection of the ideologies sex
worker exclusionary radical feminism, in favor of an understanding that come from
current sex workers and foregrounds the concerns of sex workers in research on and
debates of sex worker. “Nothing about us without us” means that feminists in the
academy must openly advocate for the funding of current and former sex working
graduate students and their projects. All research should be critically collaborative with
paid consulting positions for current sex workers.
Like many stigmatized and vulnerable populations, sex workers are no less
deserving of these considerations because of their hypervisibility online. We must begin
by thinking through what we owe to our research communities. One starting point is to
“...expand what is meant by informed consent and how it is negotiated in order to move
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beyond a static, institution-centered model of consent” (Narin et. al 2020: 728). My own
research missteps “...demonstrated the importance of relationship-building with
participants before expecting their consent,” and ultimately, “[t]aking the time to build
relationships before asking research participants to consent is a more ethical approach”
(Narin et. al 2020: 728). During my interviews, I was fortunate to be able to talk to my
participants about the nature of being a research subject, what it felt like, the bad and
good experiences they had, and the advice they had for future researchers. In compiling
that data, I have put together a list of things for researchers to consider when undertaking
a project on sex work.
Steps for academics considering research on sex work:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Hire a sex worker consultant
Do paid preliminary research in sex work communities
Engage in mutual aid for sex workers
Give sex workers credit through authorship or other negotiated avenues
Listen to sex workers and design a project that will benefit them
Refuse to produce work that could be used to harm sex workers or to bolster antidecriminalization efforts

These are not novel ideas. A short time on Switter will reveal multiple sex workers who
talk about all of the steps I’ve compiled. In her work “Telling Feminist Stories,” Claire
Hemmings works to address not only what narratives are left out of the dominant
narrative of feminist theory and activism, but why. Hemmings writes “…even if we could
fully correct the record, this does not account for the reasons why certain issues become
part of an accepted story, and others fall by the wayside, or at least not sufficiently to
allay my initial frustration at those exclusions” (Hemmings 119). One of the issues that I
have not been able to rectify in my six years working on this project and my eight years
involved in online sex work spaces are the silences that emerge in these spaces. No
matter how much I try to be as representative as possible, I have still never experienced
life as an outdoor worker, and it is their voices who are the most needed in the fight to
decriminalize sex work. However, there is no shortage of sex workers writing about
research and teaching best practices. We just need to listen. As Nabila so deftly puts it:
One thing too is that the voices that are going to be in this dissertation
are very specific and not representative. And that is the point of
selecting a specific group is that data collection works, but there are a
bunch of voices that are almost never heard because no one has access to
them. And that is in part by design. And because there aren't people who
don't want to be found, but it is also in part because we don't have voices
from within those communities talking, I have never seen a paper, an
article written by someone who does full service street sex work and is
still doing it. And it's in that space, not by bad luck or like a recent random
thing, but people who grew up knowing that this is what I see in my
community. This is probably where I'm going to end up. This is what I'm
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doing. We don't see that we see people who are either out of it or are
in it with a lot of privilege. And that is not going to change unless we
stop penalizing people for surviving. So, if we want to hear those voices,
which I do, I have a vested interest in hearing those voices. Those are
people. I know those are women in my community. People that I love,
people that I care about, people whose funerals I have gone to. And those
are voices that I want to hear. And I know that many of them would say no
to an interview like this. Even if they knew it was anonymous and
encrypted and everything, they would say no. And they would say no to an
interview with me too, because even the women that I know who did full
service sex work, they poked gentle fun at me for being not one of them.
And they were right.
It was, like, not punitive or derogatory or exclusionary. It was just like; I
was homeless for a while and found myself kind of in spaces with a lot of
sex workers. Cause those were mostly women. And I was like, I need to
stay away from men out on the street. That doesn't seem like a good idea. I
don't like it. And so, I found myself in communities, mostly of trans
women. And a lot of them would like laugh when I would go to work.
Cause they were like, “we're going to go to work and you're going to go to
work, but you're going inside. And I can't get hired in there and I'm never
going to get hired in there.”
And that was like such a differentiating factor. We felt it every time when
we, like, parted ways at a street corner. I was like, I'm going to go inside.
And I'm going to go to this high-end place and make so much money and
save up for a room and get off the street. And this is temporary for me.
And there's a lot of privilege there. I'm still in college. I was still actively a
college student while I was homeless. And I could do that. And there are
so many things that trace so far back, things that I didn't even do or think
in my life, they were predetermined for me by the time I was born, that I
was going to have access to certain things. Even in poverty. I have, my
parents are immigrants, but they speak English. So, their hiring prospects
were just different. They were better. And so, there are so many other
things that go into who's voices get heard in sex work and whose
voices get heard in anything. And so often it's like the unicorn of their
demographic who like made it somehow to a place of safety and
privilege to speak. And I'm not interested in hearing my voice. I know
what I went through. I know what my story is. It's not that unique. It's not
that important in the context of like a bigger systemic issue, but I don't
know a single person who is in the demographic of people that I think
need to be talked to the most, who would be willing to do it, or even have
access to something to be able to talk to you. And they're not working
online at all because how do you go online? If you don't have a phone,
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don't have a computer. And that's I think, uh, yeah, no. A lot of people
who saw that divergence happened when strip clubs closed down, some
women went home and went online and some of them went out to the
streets. It was a big like mass exodus, um, in cities that closed them down.
I think about that a lot, that it's really hard to have conversations
about these like industry-specific things. When I, everywhere I look, I
see how much systemic racism and systemic anti-blackness create
these traps for people to fall into and get stuck in. And you can't write
your way out of those
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX 1. GLOSSARY
age play. A type of roleplay, often sexual in nature, that involves “regressing” to a
younger age. This dynamic emphasizes the caretaking aspects of a relationship and
encouragement of activities associated with childhood such as coloring, stuffed animals,
diapers, bottles, etc. See also: DD/lg, Mommy Domme
ahegao. A Japanese term describing a facial expression traditionally associated with
anime, manga, or hentai that is used to depict pleasure. Often associated with young
women or girls and pleasure derived from nonconsensual sex.
big, beautiful woman (BBW). A phrase, most often appearing as an acronym, to refer to
fat and/or plus-size female-identified people in pornography and other sexualized spaces
across the internet. Also refers to a specific category of pornography and a is categorized
as a fetish.
BDSM (Bondage/Discipline, Dominance/Submission, Sadism/Masochism).
cammodel. Gender-inclusive term to refer to a person who uses a webcam or other video
streaming device to stream live, interactive shows featuring sexual or erotic content. Can
be paid or unpaid.
civilian or civ. Refers to a person who has never participated in the sex trade. Usually
used by sex workers and within sex work communities.
client. A person who purchases sexual or erotic services from a sex worker either online
or in person.
content creator. Phrase used to refer to a person who produces sexual or nonsexual
videos, pictures, and social media posts to increase their following and influence. Often
used by online sex workers to describe participation in multiple sectors of the online sex
industry.
criminalization. The current framework for sex work in many countries, including the
United States, where sex work is illegal and sex workers face incarceration for
participation in the sex trade.
cumshow. A specific type of camshow where a cam model sets a specific “tip” or
monetary goal for viewers to work toward. If enough people tip to reach the goal, the
cammodel performs a live sex act, usually masturbation, until they orgasm.

Daddy Dom/little girl (DD/lg). A specific type of age play usually associated with
BDSM in which a dominant and submissive assume specific caretaking roles. Although
the phrase contains gendered language, this dynamic is popular with people of every
gender identity and can even be part of gender affirmation during a kink scene.
decriminalization. Colloquially referred to as “decrim.” A legal framework supported by
many sex workers and sex workers’ rights activists in which all laws and policies
criminalizing and regulating sex work would be abolished.
direct sex work. Any sex trade for money or material goods that involves physical
sexual services such as penetration or manual or oral stimulation.
domme. Shorthand for “dominatrix.” Often refers to a dominant who is woman or femme
identified.
Fight Online Sex Trafficking Act (FOSTA).
full service sex work (FSSW). Any type of direct sex work in which part of the services
rendered is direct sex acts or sexual contact. This term provides clarification regarding
the amount of client contact and proximity to law enforcement.
gape. A sex act in which the vagina or anus are stretched using toys and/or body parts to
widen it.
gig economy. Refers to a subsection of part-time jobs, including independent contractors,
who lack benefits and job security. Can be used to refer to “app economies” as well such
as Uber, Lyft, DoorDash, Instacart, etc.
impact play. A sadomasochistic exchange in which a partner is struck with implements
such as whips, belts, floggers, paddles, hands, etc. often as part of a kink scene.
indirect sex work. Any job in the sex industry where sexual services rendered do not
include sex acts such as penetration or manual stimulation.
lateral whorephobia. Actions, words, or ideologies perpetuated by sex workers against
other sex workers. Often seen in attempts at respectability politics to distance one type of
sex work from another more criminalized or stigmatized form of sex work (e.g. “I’m not
a stripper, I’m an erotic dancer.”)
legalization. A legal framework that advocates for sex work to be legalized, and thus
subjected to policies and regulations like other formalized work places.
mommy domme. A specific subsection of dominatrixes who engage in caretaking
roleplay or age play as part of a power-exchange relationship. See also: DD/lg, age play
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newbie. A term used within sex work communities to refer to sex workers who are new
to the industry. Can be used in other contexts outside of sex work.
platform. A word used by sex workers to refer to the websites used to advertise and sell
sexual or erotic content and/or services.
promo group. An informal group on social media platforms such as Twitter and
Telegram where sex workers agree to “retweet” or “share” promotional materials on their
platforms for other sex workers in a reciprocal exchange. Some retweet groups have
specific requirements for entry including numbers of followers on Twitter, percentage
ranking on OnlyFans, and identities such as queer, Black, trans, disabled, etc. See also:
retweet group, share-for-share, Telegram
race play. Refers to a fetish that involves the use of racial stereotypes, slurs, and images
during sexual encounters and kink scenes. Extremely controversial and considered to be
harmful by many research participants.
retweet group. A promo group specific to the Twitter Platform. See also: promo group,
share-for-share, Telegram
Savior Industrial Complex. A phrase used by some sex workers’ rights activists to refer
to the system of anti-trafficking activism, specifically activists and organizations that
conflate sex work with human trafficking, speak over or do not otherwise include current
or former sex workers in their work, and profit from the increased current attention to sex
trafficking.
scat. In the context of pornography, slang for human feces. Content involving scat is
banned on most platforms due to guidelines and regulations set by payment processing
and credit card companies.
screening. Part of harm reduction. A process sometimes used by direct sex workers to
check a client’s reputation, background, and identity for any possible red flags for
abusive or violent behavior and connections to law enforcement.
sex work. The exchange of erotic or sexual services for money or material goods.
street work/er. A subset of full service or direct sex work in which a sex worker meets
potential clients outdoors.
survival work/er. Any type of sex work entered in order to meet the material and
physical necessities for life. This could include, but is not limited to, the exchange of sex
for food, shelter, money, and drugs.
suspension. While not always sexual in nature, suspension involves using ropes, chains,
straps, or other materials to restrain someone and hang them above the ground. Can be
used in kink scenes and is common in professional dungeons.
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Switter. A colloquial term that refers to the interactions and community building on
Twitter between sex workers.
whorearchy. Term created to help explain the stratification of specific jobs that fall
under the sex work umbrella. Stratification is based on illegality, perceived respectability,
and class status and other identity-based factors.
whorephobia. Refers to the fear of and discrimination against sex workers. Can also
refer to laws or policies that explicitly or implicitly target and/or harm sex workers.
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